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I SESSEEE1EES
() 2 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

3 This is an evidentiary hearing in the matter of Detroit Edison's

() 4 application for license to operate the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power

e 5 Plant, Unit 2, in Monroe, Michigan.
A
9
3 6 We are an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board which has
R
d 7 been designated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the
M>

j 8 purpose of ruling on the application by Detroit Edison.
'

d
d 9 On my right is Dr. David Schink, who is an environmental
Y

@ 10 scientist from Texas A & M University. On my left is Dr. Peter
!
j 11 Morris, who is a nuclear physicist with the Nuclear Regulatory
3

y 12 Commission 1-C. I am Gary Milhollin. I am Chairman of the Board.

()
5

13 I am a lawyer, and I am also a professor at the University of

z
5 14 Wisconsin Law School. '

$
2 15 Our schedule for today will be as follows: First, I'll,

s'

j 16 ask the parties to introduce themselves. Then I'll give a brief
'A

i
i17 explanation of the background of the case, and I'll ask the NRC

18 staff to explain the work it has done so far in the Application.
P

[ 19 | After that, I will ask whether any members of the public wish to
M

20 make statements by way of a limited appearance.

21 Next, there will be a prehearing conference among the

({} 22 | parties to the case and the Board for the purpose of deciding on

23)thepresentationofevidence,orderofpresentation,andsoforth.
24[]} After the prehearing conference, we will begin the hearing with

25j testimony by witnesses.'

3
;

fi
a ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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l At this time, I'll ask the parties to introduce
O
\/ 2 themselves beginning with the Applicant.

I

3 MR. VOIGT: Good morning, gentlemen. My name is Harry
O
k/ 4 Voigt. I am an attorney with the law firm of LeBoeut, Lamb, Leiby

; 5 & MacRae in Washington, D.C. I am here today to represent the
0
3 6 Applicants for an operating license in this proceeding. The
R
$ 7 principal applicant, of course, is the Detroit Edison Company.
A
$ 8 There are two cooperative utilities from the western part of the
d
$ 9 lower part of Michigan who are Co-applicants. Detroit Edison byz
o
G 10 contract is charged with the construction, licensing and operation
$
5 II of the plant, and therefore, the testimony that you will hear will
B

f 12 come from Detroit Edison rather than from the cooperatives.

() 13>

Appearing with me on behalf of Detroit Edison is

| 14 L. Charles Landgraf who is associated with my law firm, Mr. Peter

15 Marquardt and Mr. Bruce Maters, who are attorneys with the Detroit

j 16 Edison Company in Detroit, Michigan.
1 A

h
I7 We have a number of people here who will be testifying

i
18'

f later and they will be formally introduced at that time. I would
P"

19g like to introduce Mr. Perry Tolbert who is the Vice President in
n

20 charge of the construction of the plant and Mr. Wayne Gens, also

21 a Vice President of the company who will be in charge of the
1

() 22|operationoftheplant. Mr. Gens will be a later witness.
!

23 Mr. Tolbert is here representing the general interest of the

() i company.24

25 Thank you.!

I

t ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 MS. WOODHEAD: My name is Colleen Woodhead. I am
|() 2 counsel for the NRC staff. Sitting across from me is Daniel

3| Swanson, co-counsel who will be presenting the Staff's witnesses.

() 4 To my left is project manager for the Fermi 2 Plant, for the

s 5 Division of Licensing, Mr. Lester Kintner from the Office of the
N

@ 6 Nuclear Reactor Regulatory Commission. Across from Mr. Kintner
R
$ 7 is Mr. Spence Perry, the Associate General Counsel for the Federal
N
j 8 Emergency Management Agency.
d
n; 9 The staff will be presenting the witnesses and
z
o
$ 10 pre trial written testimony.
$
$ 11 MR. SIEGFRIED: My name is Kim Arthur Siegfried. I am
B

j 12 counsel today for the Citizens For Employment and Energy in this
E

(]) 13 matter. Mr. David Howell who will be conducting cross examination

z
5 14 has been detained unavoidably, and I hope he will be here shortly.
$

15 Let me enter my appearance formally again,

j 16 My address is 1731 Cliffs Landing, Ypsilanti Township,
2

d 17 Michigan 48197.
E

{ 18 With me is the Intervener's witness, Mr. Frank Kuron,
P

"g I9 | who is a resident of Michigan.
n

20 Thank you.

2I CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I will say a few words about the
! |

({) background of the case at this time. The Applicant received a22

23 ' construction permit for this reactor sometime ago in 1972. In

({} 24| 1978, the Commission published a notice of opportunity for hearing
1

25 ) on the Application. At that time, the Citizens For Employment and
;

k
j li ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
I
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1 Energy here today, the CEE, intervened and filed a series of

O 2 contentiens. on1y two of those contentions remain new for

3 adjudication.

O 4 The NRC staff hes studied the age 1ication in great

g 5 detail and has published a series of reports. In just a moment,
E

3 6 I'll ask the Staff to describe the review it has done and the
R
$ 7 report it has published.
Mj 8 We, the three of us, are Administrat?ve Judges. We
d
q 9 have been appointed to hear evidence on the two contentions which
E

h10 remain in the case. Evidence which falls outside of the scope
:::

$ II of those contentions is not really within our jurisdiction in
is

j 12 this proceeding. We'll hear testimony from witnesses on these
5
a

g
13 two contentions.

b I4 Then when we have considered the testimony, we will|

$I

15
. write a decision disposing of those two contentions. With respect

j to the two contentions, the NRC staff is simply a party like any. 16
us

h
I7 other party. There's no more or fewer rights than any other

::

h 18 party.
A
"

19 I'll briefly tell you what the two contentions areg i

n

20 which are to be litigated. We have Contention Number 4 which

21 alleges, among other things, that there was poor physical security

22 at the site during construction, that the quality control program

23 was inadequate, that records were not maintained, and that there

24 ' were specific flaws in construction.

25 Secondly, we have Contention 8. That contention

4

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC. |
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1 questions whether there is a feasible escape route for the

O 2 residents of the Stoney Point area. The contention alleges that

3 residents of the area would be required to travel toward the

() 4 reactor before they could travel away from it in the event of an

g 5 accident.
9
3 6|- So those are the two contentions upon which we will
R
$ 7 hear evidence in this proceeding.
Aj 8 At this time, I will ask the NRC staff to describe the
d
k 9| work it has done so far on the Application and the reports it has
E

$ 10 filed.
E
_

11 MS. WOODHEAD: The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation@
3

y 12 is located in Bethesda, Maryland. It's function is to review the
=

(]) 13 very complex and lengthy applications received for both

j 14 construction permits and operating licenses within this office.
b

15 |:
We have engineers and physicists of various disciplines

_

j 16 who review the technical data submitted pertinent to construction
s

( 17 ' and operation of nuclear power plants. This office has been
E

y 18 reviewing the Application since 1975 and has published a very
F"
g 19 | lengthy safety evaluation and two supplements which will be
n

20 submitted into evidence as the Staff's exhibit of our review and
i
i

21 | evaluation of the data contained in the Application.
h

() The Staf f will publish additional supplements this22

23]9summer and late in 1983. We will evaluate and explain the remaininc
J

24(]) items which have not yet been completed, the plant or completely

25 i reviewed by the Office of the NRR.

N
;i ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I In conjunction with the review of the Application by

O 2 the NRR, the Office of laspection and Enforcement inspects the

3 actual construction of the plant as it goes along and the matters

O 4 pertinent to the Application which are ongoing at the site so that

5g while the Staff in Bethesda is reviewing the Application itself
e
5 0 as to the adequacy of its data pertinent to construction and
R 7|O
5 operation of the plant in comparison to our regulations, the Office
A
2 85 of Inspection and Enforcement is actually observing and reviewing
E'

9

{.
the physical construction and components which are installed within

10 the plant.
=

! II
In addition to this, the office of Nuclear Regulation

s

I
visits the site itself also to meet with the Applicant and

( 13 consider matters which must be discussed and reviewed.

'End Tl
u
2 15

$
j 16
A

n 17 i
E i

=
5 18
c
s

19,
5

20

21

:

C:) 22 |
,

23 '
..

(1) 24;
4

25 j
9

i!
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L 1 In addition to the Safety Evaluation Report, the
1[1() 2 Commission is required by the National Environmental Policy Act

tJ-pd
3 to produce an Environmental Statement which considers environmental

() 4 impact of the construction and operation of power plants.

g 5 These proceedings, as have been explained, considers
@

@ 6, the operating license and the Commission has produced an Environ-
R
$ 7 mental Statement which considers and explains all the environmental
s
j 8 impact of the proposed operation of the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
d
d 9 Plants.
N

@ 10 We have, in addition to the Environmental Statement, an
5 |

@ 11 addenda. This also will be submitted as Staff's Exhibits.
B

j 12 I believe that that explains for the most part the very
E

(]) 13 lengthy detailed staff review which is consolidated one might say

x
5 14 in the staff documents, the Safety Evaluation Report and the
$

15 Environmental Statement concerning the operation of this plant.

j 16 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you.
A

6 17 At this time I will ask for -- let me say it this way.
E i

I

{ 18 I'll invite members of the public to make limited appearances.
-

R
19g We have received a number of letters from persons who

n

20 have said that they would like to appear.

2I Ne've also received a special request from the County.

(~') 22 Could see a show of hands from those of you who arev
23 here to indicate to me how many of you would like to make limited

i
r~T 24 ;) appearances? Just one?
k> r

25 Oh, I see. There are several.

h

}

; ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. j
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1 Just a moment.

) 2 Very well. We'll begin with the statement from the

3 County.

() 4 Sir, you can come forward and address us from here or

o 5 from that empty area there as you wish.
A
c?

@ 6 MR. ECKHARDT: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
R
& 7 I have just a very brief state. ment on behalf of the County of
s
j 8 Monroe.

d
d 9 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I might ask you to introduce your-

$
g 10 self first so that the court reporter can pick up your name?

$
g 11 MR. ECKHARDT: Yes, sir. My name is John R. Eckhardt.
3

j 12 I'm Director Coordinator for the Monroe City-County Office of
5

(]) 13 ' Civil Preparedness. My office is located at 106 East First Street ,

| 14 Monroe, Michigan, 48161.

$
2 15 I've worked for the County in this position since
s
g 16 July 2nd, 1979.
A

g 17 I wish to address the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
E

.

$ 18 on the following items:
=
#

19 In the testimony of Evelyn Massett, Docket 50-341, Pageg
5

20 9, Notification System, lines 6, 7 and 8, at no time has the

21 County of Monroe accepted the said siren system to be installed

I

(v~) 22 | within the ten-mile EPZ by Detroit Edison, Enrico Fermi Atomic

23 Power Plant, Unit 2, and at no time has the County of Monroe said
;

24 they would use the system as a general warning system for all

25 emergencies, including natural disaster.

|1!
O ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 We have unofficially agreed upon that the activation of

() 2 said sirens will be done at the Monroe City-County Joint Communi-

3 cation Center.

() 4 There has only been discussion between Detroit Edison

e 5 and Monroe County on accepting the said siren system.
k
j 6 On Page 9, lines 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, the information
R
R 7 brochures are printed annually for the joint offices of Michigan
;

j 8 State Police and Emergency Service Division.
d
d 9 The Monroe City-County Office of Civil Preparedness,
i
o
y 10 Edison primarily to inform the public of actions it should take

!
'g 11 if and when the siren system is activated.
s

[ 12 Speaking on behalf of Monroe County Office of Civil
=

{} 13 Preparedness, as a matter of record, we do review the brochures

@ 14 and coordinate with all of the above agencies.
5
2 15 The County of Monroe at no time has committed itself
Y

j 16 for any cost incurred for the printing and distribution of
m

d 17 information brochure.
E
$ 18 Detroit Edison has done surveys of traffic ficw and
=
h
g 19 , traffic counts of the Stoney Point area, especially the point
M i

20 of Cole Road and Dixie Highway.

21 At this time the County of Monroe has not engaged-in the'

22
(-)T

services of consulting firm to evaluate the evacuation process
L. -

23 of the above-mentioned area. Therefore, I cannot dispute their

24)reportatthistime.
j

25j The County of Monroe should have assurances from Detroit
,

d

f
i ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 Edison Company from any losses financially sustained by the County
2 of Monroe for the incident referred to and any additional cost
3 or drills and exercises and cost for the operation of additional

O 4 expenses in the Office of civit pregaredness.
5y These assurances should be a formal agreement in

e
3 6 writing and filed with the Monroe County Clerk's Office.
R
* 7'j The County of Monroe has addressed its concern to the

j 8 Michigan Department of State Police, Emergency Service Division,
a

[". and the Department of Public Health over the protection of water9

10 intake which services the City of Monroe in.a number of bordering

h' areas who will continue to work towards a satisfactory solution
ti 12
g to the problem.

3 13
s At this time I have nothing further to add to the testi-'

E 14
# many and if any additional information that I recall, I would like
-

9 15
g to reserve the right to orally present that information to the

T 16
$ Board,

p 17
g Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
M 18
g CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I think you indicated earlier off
" 19 '
$ the record that you might have a copy of your statement available?

20
MR. ECKHARDT: Yes, I do. I'd be glad to give it to you.

21
Thank you.

]L 22
Thank you, sir.

23
'

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Are there other limited appearances?

pd 24
MR. NORWOOD: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, my

,

25 |
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1
name is Robert G. Norwood, Supervisor of Frenchtown Charter

O 2 Township, home of Enrico Fermi II.

3 I come here with no prepared text, but being a member

O 4 of the Evacuation Committee, I have certain concerns and I would

a 5 echo the sentiments of Mr. Eckhardt.
U
8 6 I think there has to be more serious input into the
e

7 citizens of this township and being concerned with previous
s
8 8 incidents that have occurred which I consider to be minor, if we
N

c.5

::5 9 can' t handle minor incidents , I would hate to think of the
i

h 10 Possibilities of something as major as a major evacuation of the
aj 11 people in the Stoney Point area.
s
y 12 If you center your attention on the fact that you have
E

Q 13 won ingress, egress to the area on an evacuation procedure, I

@ 14 think we can run into some very serious problems in evacuating
E

15 those people from the immediate area.

j 16 Statements being made that people in that area would
:,5

y 17 be going towards the plant can be circumvented with some serious
5
E 18 planning, so I'd voice an objection in that aspect of primarily

'

i:

h 19 on evacuaticn procedure.
n

20 I thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Sir, before you leave, could you

22Q restate for us your position so that we're sure that the reporter

23 ; has that and we understand it? By your position, I mean your

24 connection with the local government.

25 ' MR. NORWOOD: I am Supervisor of Frenchtown Charter

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 Township, home of Fermi II.

O 2 Cuiraniu artnottru: Thank you.

3 Yes.

O 4 us nac^astti: 87 name is aoenne neceretta. 1 live

e 5 at 1824 Riviera Drive, City of Monroe. I am a citizen and tax-
5j 6 payer of Monroe County and I come here with concerns as a mother
R
a 7 of f'ur and a grandmother of five, and I had to leave my four-day-o

3
$ 8 old grandchild to come here.

e
& 9 My concerns and my reasons for being here are what

$
g to lies down the road 10, 15, 20 years from now.
$
$ 11 At my age, I feel that I've lived my life and what
a
p 12 happens to me within the next 20 years is really not that impor-

O !I tant. My concerns are for our children and our grandchildren and

j 14 the people that have to live in this area, and I feel that there
$

15 have been a lot of things that are concerning me and concerning

j 16 other mothers.
as

17
|

The density of the area that this plant is being built

'

{ 18 has been allowed to grow ever since the. construction of the plant

E'

19
g began and I feel that this has been a very unwise thing.

20 We've had so much more development. I felt that it
1

21 was -- there was too much population there to begin with.

22Q 7,d like to point out to you that within the past

23
; ten years, I believe it was, the United States Chambers of Commerce

Q did a survey and they found that lower Michigan, southeastern
,

25|!Michigan, including our area, was one of the higher cancer-risk

! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 areas in the United States.

O'

2 A few years back, I'd say within the last five years,

3 the citizens of the City of Monroe voted to spend millions of

O 4 dollars for a new water filtration plant that was the new 0 Zone,

e 5 one of the first in the United States,

d
j 6 Many of our concerns were the cancer risk in the area

7 and that we should do everything we could as citizens to provide

8 through water and avoid cancer and, as you know, the Great Lakes
e
d 9 have been a great source of pollution.
:i

h 10 Now, my greatest concern is that our water intake is
E
5 11 less than a mile away from the Enrico Fermi Plant. It services
$
p 12 French Township, Monroe Township, the City of Monroe and part
5

Q 13 of Raisinville Township.

$ 14 If you do have a leakage of radiatim, who is going
E

15 to protect us, how are you going to know? Are we going to depend

g 16 on the Edison Company to alert our public health officials, or
e

| 17 if they do not know it, what is the consequences to the community
x

{ 18 and to our children?

E
19

8 My other concern is that there are underground water
e

20 pipes, plumbing and so forth underneath that plant.

21 Over a period of years, could there be or will there

22Q be any leakage of radiation into our underground water system?

23 ' Will there be proper monitoring of radiation surrounding that

24O plant for the communities? How are you going to monitor the high-
U .

25 | way, the neighborhoods, to make sure that there is no leakage?
!

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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g Are we going to have another Three-Mile Island where we have to

O depend upon the fox to come tett us thee there is e probtem?2

3 The other thing 'I think is very important, I was un-
/'V 4 able to attend the Evacuation Hearing because we've been under a

e 5 Red Alert. This is not unesanon to have blizzards and snowstorms
b

$ 6 to the point where our cajor highways are closed and the blizzard

7 of '76, the . travelers on I-75 and Dixie Highway were stranded
A

$ 8, and had to be haused and taken care of in the schools in the area
d
d 9 of the Enrico Fermi, and the reason I'm bringing this up is this
i

h 10 is supposed to be the evacuation area where they are going to take
$
@ 11 the people from Stoney Point, but if you have other circumstances,
S

i 12 if school is in session, you've got the children there. What are
3

O i ia you soins to do with the chitaren to brins the other trave 1ers,

| 14 and so on, the residents in?
$
2 15 I think we haven't taken enough time to really address

j 16 the evacuation problem. We are in a tornado-prone area.
us

( 17 Last night we had several comunities knocked out with
:::

P 18 electricity, no radio communication. Some of them, I think, are
s

I9g still out. Every time we have a rainstorm, we have problems with
n

20 telephone communications, our telephones always tie up during a
21 small emergency.

O ys,, ,,,1,s,,pe, ,,,1,g ,1,,g,eme,ge,,y, 1 ,,,,
2

23
do not feel confident right now that our local government is able

'O to protect me. I don't feel that our hospitals is big enough and.

25 4

! equipped with any real disaster of radiation.
t
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j The o'ther thint,) is : I don't feeI that the citizens
'

of this codmunity ca'b <affo d c'ne cost of all this evacuation
'

C '

2' '>
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3 Plant. ,s , r ;. , 3 ., *
.

, ,
,

4 I thi rN the Ed1/on and Enrico Fermi must< bs madeC
'

,

\ .' ,>i

e 5 responsible for di.1 cost related ' o any disaster.-3 t

3 ; ., '..
3j 6 I would like to see a citizen :practic4 evacuation of

,

R
. I'm not -- I live within ten miles . I don't

'
'

sg 7 the total community.
;; e t

~

,

j a| live within five miles or perhet a even 15 miles,i
'

d ' '. s
c 9 Id the wind going tb ' carry that to my home. I'm very

'

z'

h 10 concerned about it and I think you need to look into the weather

$
$ 11 and all the problems it can cause, and God help us we have a
a .'

g 12 disaster during a tornado 'or rainstorm or a' blizzard. And,
3

13 Gentlemen, I thank you. And the last thing I might Icave with you
j 14 is that we're told we need this power. '

.!.:
15 Ne have one of the largest coal-burning factories or.,

,

j 16 plants in the United States and I feel that power is needed for
w

17 Chicago, not Monroe, and I feel that we're'at your mercy to

{ 18 protect the community and to do what's right.

E I9e Thank you. .

a
20 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

21
Madam, could you spell your name for the reporter?

*O MS. BACARELLA: Joanne, J-o-a-n-n-e, B-a-c-a-r-e-1-1-a,

23 |
'

< MR. STOCK: Chairman, Members of the NRC and Concerned
, s

''

O Citizens of Monroe County, my.name is Ed Stock. I live at

25 t
612 Park Avenue in Monroe, Michigan, and I'd like to disclose the'

i ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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:

i undergraded treatment I received out at Enrico Fermi Power Plant.

O 2 I was an electronics technician when I worked out

3 there and I started in June 20th of 1977.

O 4 The details that were uncovered was that I noted a

a 5 lot of details while I was out there and I believe that they noted
6

$ 6 this and so -- I was in the Admorichols Nuclear Navy and I was
R
6, 7 treated very well by all members of the aupervisory staff in the
;;

$ 8 Navy while I was on USS California. They really appreciated my
0

! 9 work. The supervisor did. They called me an exemplary sailor
5
(; 10 and stuff like this and I impressed the supervisor. I have all
$
@ 11 my information right here in my briefcase that, you know, detailed
a

| 12 the appreciation by the supervisory staff of the Navy.

S '

O But while I was working out at Fermi back in -- okay.'

| 14 I started working June 20th of 1977 and my dad passed away about
E

15 February,1980, and they just kept on harassing me all the time
*

16g while I was working out there, and so like shortly af ter my dad
us

h
I7 passed away and a close friend of mine passed away, my supervisor,

z
M 18

Phil Harrigan, yelled at me. He was saying that I %as cheating=

19
) on my wife and stealing from the company, all which were, you

20
know, fabricated facts.

21
Shortly while -- well, the day after I was chewed up

O on the loss, I had to go down to Sancrins Psychiatric Ward for

23 ' observation, and right now Mike Maness, who is my lawyer in the

J case, has a pre-c.r *a1 hearing against Detroit Edison April 13th..

I25 And there is another person, Jim McCulmick, who was

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.,
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i under the same treatment out at Termi.

O 2 t've -de regorts to the nuctear Reguteeory Commission

3 a1 ready about the treatment that I've been under and I have real

O 4 sood backins hy the sheriffs in Monroe Couner, gotice, so that,

a 5 you know, they wilt not try to harm me or my famity because my
6

$ 6 wife has been getting harassing phone calts and so has my mother
R
& 7 and myse1f.

8 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you very much,
d
c 9 MR. STOCK: Thank you.
z,

h 10 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Could you give the reporter the
$
$ 11 spetling of your name?
*

fnd T2 12 MR. STOCK: Okay. S-t-o-e-k, Ed.

O i ''
.

j 14;

$
2 15

y 16
s

6 17

5
W 18

'

=

19a
: M

20

21
|

22

23

'O
25 j
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.

1 1 MRS. CLARK: My name is Mrs. Ilene Clark. I haven't

() 2 heard a word since I've been in here, so I'm rather talking from|

3 "left field."

() 4 I have a hearing problem. I'm in the process of getting1

e 5 help, but I had to be here today for two reasons. I read every-
U

3 6 thing I can on evacuation plans. I have yet to come across what

R
i 8 7 would happen in notifying the people like me who are handicapped

sj 8 -- of evacuation.

O
d 9 It seems like the plans are nil. I just come across --

$
$ 10 there's nothing available, and it's a constant worry, as it should

$
j 11 be.
3

p 12 Now, I'd also like to say up until last October I worked

E-

13 -- not for Edison or the plant itself, I worked for an indepen-
)

| 14 dent caterer out there i.- the food line. And in the process I

$
2 15 had a lot of opportunities to overhear men talking over a cup of
5

16 coffle or whatever. And some of the things I heard or overheard'

j
w

g 17 | while -- they led me to believe that this anything but a safe
5
E 18 place, the way the jobs are being done, the fowl-ups that were
-

O
19 made, and mistakes being torn out and redone or patched up. It'sg

a
20 all very serious, and for that reason, too, I'm here today.

21 And,I thank you very much.

22 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

23 TOM MORGAN

24 MR. MORGAN: Mr. Chairman, my name is Tom Morgan. I, () k
25 live at 11392 Locust Street in Luna Pier, Michigan.

|
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1 2 1 I am a former member of the Frenchtown Township Board.

2 I was a former resident of Frenchtown Township. I lived at 1208

3 Sunset Boulevard in Frenchtown Township.

4 I have a small prepared statement that I would like to

e 5 read into the statement that I would like to read into the record.
h

'

i '

3 6! It is really just a refreshing statement because it has already
7 been entered in to the old Atomic Energy - !phich I understand

Nj 8, has been changed to the Nuclear Regulatory Agency. I read this
d
C 9 statement into the record on July 26th of 1972, along with various,

E
g 10 other documents which I feel, by the news media -- which is no
N
j 11 true indication -- that someone is not reading these documents.
is

y 12 If they are reading them they are disregarding them.
E.

'. O 5
d 13 I think this is very bad. First of all, I'd like to

m

$ 14 preface this small statement by saying that I am not anti-nuclear,
$

15 neither am I pro nuclear.

g 16 I do not use Detroit Edison power, which I could, under!

A

d 17 | the grid system, very well use it in case I have an outage. I
5
{ 18 do not work for Detroit Edison, although my eldest son is an em-

E
19g 3 ployee of Detroit Edison. And I am a long-time stockholder of

a
20 Detroit Edison, which, incidentally, I which I was not.

21 Now, I'd like to read this. It's only a refresher state-
|

22 , ment, very short, and it concerns what is about here today and it

O !

23 is titled " Escape Route."

24 | The number two subject is quite obviously -- there was

O '

25 other subjects -- that I wish to speak on -- as listed in my re-
'l
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I
3 quest to appear on the agenda to the secretary of the Commission,1

O 2 1, the metter o,an escape route for the Stoney goint ane sur_

3 rounding area residents in case of a nuclear accident at either

O carico rer=1 1. or rer=1 2 .
*

e 5

$
As for the maps that have been filed with the Atomic

j 6 Energy Commission, concerning the location of Fermi 2, I will
it

h7 point out that the location of the road (Pointe Aux Peaux Road),
j 8 is the only road leading to and from the Stoney Point section, and
d
d 9
?.

Brest Bay section of Frenchtown Township.
10 Pointe Aux Peaux Road and Dixie Highway, which is the

=
$ Il main highway in the vicinity of Enrico Fermi 2, i:.tersects 9570g

f I2 feet in a westerly direction from the Enrico Fermi i site.
3
g

13 According to the safety evaluation report dated May

| 14 the 17th 1972, Fermi 2 will be located approximately 1320 feet5
15 north of Fermi I. All measurements are an approximation, as I

>] 16
. did not have the site surveyed, and they are from the Enrico Fermi-
us

h
I7 1 site.

=

{ 18 I wish to make the point clear that all measuremen+ a
P
e- I9 cited there will have to be added to 1320 feet due to the fact2 1

n -

20 that Fermi 1 is located that far north of Fermi 1 (sic.).
2I Should an accident occur at Enrico Fermi 2, the resi-

t

O 22 h dents of the section marked on the map as ED-730, containing 947
i .

23 '
. people; and Section ED-729, containing 423 people, plus the resi-
)

24 || dents west of ED-729 -- and no residents listed for this area,,

O a
'

25 ) which does contain an additional 600 people not shown on the census
c

t
3 ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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4 1 map, would have to be evacuated by converging on Pointe Aux Peaux

(]) 2 Road at the following intersections: Dewey Road, Erie Street,

3 Huron Stree, St. Clair Street, Superior Street, Elm Street and

4 Sycamore Street,{}
e 5 The Elm Street and the Pointe Aux Peaux Road intersec-
h
@ 6, tion is approximately 4950 feet from Fermi 2 -- and this point
R |
8 7 would have to be reached before any resident would be going away'

A

| 8 from the Fermi site,

d
d 9 All residents in the section shown as ED-729 and ED-730,
i

h 10 and section west of ED-729 would have to travel directly toward
E
j 11 the Fermi site to start evacuation and then traverse some 5580 fee t

3

y 12 westerly along Pointe Aux Peaux Road before they would be travel-
E

13g- ing away from the Fermi 1 and Fermi 2 sites, 5580 feet being
V

! 14 the distance from the intersections of Dewey Road and the inter-
$
2 15 section of Elm Street and Pointe Aux Peaux Road.
N

y .16 The approximate distance from the intersection of Dewey
w

d 17 Road and Pointe Aux Peaux Road and Fermi site is 4620 feet. St.
5
$ 18 Clair Street and Fermi' site is 4000 feet. Approximately 2800 feet

E
19 along Pointe Aux Peaux Road, in a westerly direction, toward the-

A

20 intersection of Elm Street and Pointe Aux Peaux Road -- the Pointe
21 Aux Peaux Road comes within 3630 feet of the Fermi site.

22 I sincerely hope that there is never a need for an

O
23 evacuation of these residents. This is the blunt way of saying

,

24 0 I hope there is never an accident at Fermi 2.
(~T $s/

25 As we all know, an accident is always imminent due to
s

I
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5 1 the presence of two accidents at Fermi 1. The first accident was
I

f( ) 2 a meltdown of the fuel subassemblies and the second one, sodium

3 bar. Both accidents are a matter of record with the Atomic Ener-

() 4 gy Commission. And I believe it is of the utmost importance that,

g 5 the Atomic Energy Commission seriously consider insisting on

A
'

@ 6 another road along the outside extremities of Lake Erie from the

R
8 7 intersection of Long Road and Pointe Aux Peaux Road, to inter-

Mj 8 sect Brest Road at the point at which Brest Road is closest to

d
d 9 Lake Erie.
Y

@ 10 I realize that this proposed road would be expensive

E
j 11 beyond compare due to the fact that this area is a residential
3

j: 12 area and right-of-ways do not come cheap.
c

[}
I also think that this expense would give all of the13 I

| 14 residents of this area approximately 3000 feet more a margin of

$
2 15 safety which expense, I'm sure, would show up in our electric ,

5
j 16 rates for years to come,
w

y 17 I believe the new road is in effect a cost of the pro-
! E

5 18 duct and should be built by the Detroit Edison Company and not the.
-

E
19 taxpayers of Frenchtown Township nor the County of Monroe.-

A

20 I'm sure only one person's life is worth far more than

21 the cost of this road. I have no desire to build stumbling blocks

22 | in the path of progress, either do I intend to stay silent when() | ,

23 : I believe there is an existing danger to the residents of French-

24) town Township with the coming of progress.
} i

25] Thank you.

d

N
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6 i CHAIRMAN WILHOLLIN: Thank you. sir.

2 Are there othe persons who wish to make limited ap-

3 pearances? Yes.

4 ROBERT MACHADO

o 5 MR. MACHADO: My name is Robert Machado. I'm a re-
hj 6 presentative of the Detroit Safe Energy Coalition.
R
R 7 Detroit Safe Energy Coalition opposes the completion of
Mj 8 the Fermi 2 plant and putting and putting it on line and putting,

d
d 9 -- the rate base -- on three major grounds: That it is unneces-
$
$ 10 sary, that it is prohibitvely expensive and that it is an abso-

$
j 11 lute, downright danger to the health and safety of the residents
is

y 12 of this area.
E
d 13 Since other speakers will be dealing about the health

3 14 dangers, the safety problems, I'll confine myself to the first
$
2 15 two categories.
5
y 16 It is the question of whether or not it is necessary.
25

|
[[ 17 i Keep in mind, in this area, in southeastern Michigan, electrical
N |
M 18 demand has been going down the last few years. The amount of elec-
5
} 19 tricity that Detroit Edison has been able to sell has been being
M

20 -- going down the last couple of years.

21 ; Detroit Edison now has an over 30 percent excess capa-

|
22 city. In 1983 they intend to put Fermi 2 on line with 1,093 mega-

O !23 * watts.

24 g In 1984 they intend to put a 675 megawatt low sulphur
!I

25)!U coal plant on line. In 1985 they intend to put another 675 low
i!

i
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7 1 sulpher coal plant on line. That is going to lead to a tremen-

() 2 dous over capacity and over capitalization. It's going to lead

3 to a glut of nearly 2400 megawatts which are currently under con-

() 4 struction.

e 5 The minimum -- Detroit Edison has already sold, or is
bj 6 attempting to sell to other public utilities the amount of 1198.6

R
& 7 to 1528.6 megawatts worth of electricity. That minimum amount,

s
j 8 1198.6 megawatts of electricity is greater than the 1,093 mega-

d
d 9 watts of the Fermi 2 capacity. What is clear here is that this

$
$ 10 plant is not needed to satisfy the needs of the public in this
6j 11 area. It is simply a matter of bad load capacity predictions by
a
j 12 Detroit Edison Corporation, the fact that they have an incredible

(~} 5 13 capital investment now and they want us, the captive public, to

{ 14 pay for their mistakes.

$
2 15 Now, of *he expense. they told us. in 1969, that this
5
g 16 plant would cost us ?229 million. They were wrong. In 1977 they
m

6 17 came back and they told us it would cost us $914 million. They
! U
'

M 18 were wrong. In 1979 they came back to us and said it would cost
=
#

19 us Sl.3 billion. They were wrong. In 1930 they came back to us,
5

20 and said this would cost us St.3 billion. They were wrong. And,
j

21 in 1982 they come to us and they tell us it will now cost us
|

| 22 S2 billion, and they say " trust us."()
23 , This plant has been vastly out of control in terms of

!

24 the capital expenditures. Electricity now costs Detroit Edison()
25 ; rate payers a little over six cents per kilowatt hour.

1
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8 1 According to an exhaustive study done by the Attorney

(')
(/ 2 General's Office of the State of Michigan, assuming that Detroit

3 Edison goes on line in November of 1983, as they now say it will

() 4 -- assuming that it goes on line at S2 billion, as they now say

a 5 it will; assuming Detroit Edison's own figures on operation,

h
j 6 fuel and maintenance, and assuming there are no unforeseen cir-

R
& 7 cumstances, that -- that rupture their other predictions -- in
Aj 8 1984, the first full year of operation of this plant, it will cost

d
c; 9 rate payers 14.05 cents, according to the Attorney General's

$
$ 10 office, per kilowatts hour.

E
j 11 That is way above the regular rate of inflation. It's
3

y 12 going to mean skyrocketing electrical bills for Detroit Edison
=

(]) 13 consumers, and frankly it's one of the biggest corporate rip-

| 14 offs that's gone down the pipe.

$
2 15 Thank you.
s
y 16 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Spell your name for the reporter.
W

d 17 SHIRLEY JOHNS
5

{ 18 MS. JOHNS: My name is Shirley Jens and I represent the

E
19g Michigan Environmental Coalition. I live "up North" right now,

n
20 but I'm currently thinking about moving down to go to school at

21 Wayne State.

/~% 22 When I think about plants such as Fermi 2 coming on line
V.

I think about the magnitude of the atomic, industrial and academic23 ;

("T 24 establishment. To understan'd this whole process of simply going
\-) !

25 , wider with such a deadly substance as Uranium 235, I think it is

b

I
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9 1 important to go back to 1945. It was right after the war, America

2 -- Americans began developing, building and testing atomic bombs.

3 By 1952, 13 atomic power reactors --reactor -- reactors

4 -- had been built for weapons reduction. We also set out to show

e 5 the world that such a devasting and deadly power could be used for
h
@ 6 peaceful purposes and to generate unlimited amounts of electri-

E
6 7 city.

A

| 8 The Atomic Energy Commission believed that the fallout
d
d 9 from bomb testing would disperse itself over the earth's atmos-

,

$
$ 10 phere. Instead, the fission products collected and more fallout
$
j 11 was found at the North Pole than at the Equator.
is

{ 12 The Atomic Energy Commission believed that the main

Q 13 danger from fallout was external to the body, and didn't consi-

| 14 der the body -- of internal radiation caused by eating food con-
$

15 taining radioisotopes. Atomic physicists envisioned washers and

j 16 dryers that were small atomic powerplants. They envisioned ato-
A

d 17 mic-powered cars. They didn't realize the harmful effects of
5

{ 18 radiation at that time.
_

#
19g In the 1950s, at commercial atomic energy plants,

n
20 workers were allowed to receive huge doses of radiation at one

21 time. In 1954 a worker could receive 30 rems annual. Medical

( 22 data has been used as a basis for insisting on more stringent

23 regulations to protect workers.

24 In 1975 the annual dose rate was set at seven rems. The

25 ; rate was decreased by five times in 31 years.
E

|
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1 Then we have to think of what happened in March of 1979,

2 with Three Mile Island, too. Take, for instance, the inade-

3 quacies of safety and emergency preparedness and response capa-

(/ 4 bilities and offsite monitoring. Somewhere between three and

e 3 six hours had elapsed between the beginning of the loss of cooling

h
8 6 accident in the first emissions of radio active gas -- prepara-
I
n
g 7 tions for evacuation could have been undertaken at that time.

A
y 8 Neither the NRC made releases of radio active materials.

0
= 9 Part of the reasons was that because all in-plant monitors were

Y

@ 10 off scale for days. It was more than 11 hours after the accident
E
E 11 began before high release rates were reached, rates which should
$
g 12 have warranted evacuation.

() 13 According to a report by the Metropolitan Edison con-
=

{ 14 tractor, Pickford-Low -- at around 3:00 p.m., March the eighth,

E
2 15 the release rate was 280 thousand curies per hour or a few dozen
U

g 16 times the expected annual relase rate. The releases, it is be-
w

| @ 17 lieved, peaked around midnight, of 180 curies per second, or

5
M 18 650 thousand curies per hour. The prevailing winds blew in the
_

19 general direction of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
M

20 When concern grew over the hydrogen bubble and possible

21 core meltdown, over two full days had elapsed since the accident.

| (]) 22 Evacuation plans started. Finally, on the third day, Governor

23 | Thornburgh recommended that women and children be evacuated withir.
< :

('} 24 ' a five-mile radius of the plant.
s.

end Take 325 '
i
i
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T4-1 I Dr. Ernest Sternblas reported in the Spring of 1980,
DNw
U 2 that there was a 37 percent increase in infant mortality rates in

3 hyperthyroidism in the newborns in the I!arrisburg area northeast

O 4 of the g1ane. The firse three days of the eccidene, the wind was

'. 5

h
blowing in a general direction of IIarrisburg from Three Mile

h 6 Island. The Pennsylvania Department of IIealth centered on an area
R
$ 7 ten miles from the plant which excluded Itarrisburg for their study
aj 8 of infant mortality rate.
O
c; 9 As a result, the explosion in IIarrisburg area shouldz

10 have been higher than in other areas. It is the same distance fron
=

'5
II Three Mile Island, but there was insufficient monitors to detect

s

g 12 actual explosion at any point beyond 2 to 3 miles from Three Mile

|O=' '

1a1aaa-

b I4 Then I think about the accidents that happened ins
15 October of 1966 at Fermi 2, and they spent millions and millions

j 16
of dollars and many years trying to find out what brought the flowi

us

f I7 ! of water or of sodium into the reactor. In the meanwhile, they
'

=.

IO
were trying to find out what happened to Fermi 1, the Detroit

E
8 I9 | Edison submitted a plan to build Fermi 2 right next to it. I

i
"

i 20
wonder if Detroit Edison has considered the cause of decontaminatic'n

|

21
and who is going to pay for that. Is it going to be the rate

22Q payers? Are the rate payers supposed to pay decommissioning
23 "

Fermi 1 and building Fermi 2?

4
So far, we have been lucky, but with the spread of

'
25 | industrialization and with the greater number of people monkeying!|

?
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2 I around with the thing and don't completely understand, sooner or
2 later, the fool will prove greater than the proof even in a
3 foolproof system.

O 4 I ehenk you much.

$ 5 CIIAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you. Any other person here
$
@ 6 to make a limited appearance?
R
$. 7 Yes.
Aj 8

SUZANNE HOGAN
d

9 MS. HOGAN: My name is Suzanne Hogan. I'm here today.

?
h 10 first as a citizen and resident of Ann Arbor and Michigan, and$
5 II secondly as a former member of the Arbor Alliance, a group in
in

f I2 opposition to nuclear plants and weapons. We have attempted to
:

Oi': eromote a1teraetive tor == or eaerev-
| 14 | I may be wrong, but I believe it was Hashed saying,
Y.

IS ..When men counsel reasonably, reason ensues, but God does not
'

16
si choose to follow fancies."s

|

h
I7 I I came here in an appeal to this Commission what many

..

{ 18
of us believe to be scientific fancy. I personally will notc

"
19

8 enumerate cost overuns, the number of accidents or leaks that have
e:

20
occurred in nuclear plants. There have been many recent ones.

21 . The hazards, as far as health and possible injury,

O i riaai ae ese, ere to are e a vrice to ear- I've beea reaata9q
23 ' about the Commission since it was formally called the AECC when I

was a teenager. At that time when they licensed a plant in

25 California a hundred yards from the San Andreas Fault, it gave me
,

i
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3 I cause, and it occurred to me then that the Commission wasn't

O 2 playing with a full deck.

3 What may have begun as good intentions, with all due

4 respect to Einstein, has proved destructive beyond belief. Many

e 5 of us believe that genius now should be measured in terms of the
0
j 6 benefits to society.
R
*
S 7 I have gone and spoken with numerous people on some
sj 8 of the actions that have taken place. We have spoken with people

|d
0 9
3,

from Harrisburg, and I believe that ventures like this have turned

@ 10 into a nightmare which literally those people speak of their
5
5 II children and themselves not being able to sleep at night because
is

y 12 of the nightmare that Three Mile Island caused them. I for one
E

O i is den e think ie e too much to esk ehet the geog 1e of this country.

14 want to get a good night's rest and are insured of one.
i::

15 Many of us may not have all of the answers, but
*

g 16 , certainlv there are some proposals that we've seen for a brighter
*

I

| h I7 ! future in America. We have curtailed our travel, we have pared
:::

18
down our living, our electricity, we have recycled, we have done

a
|

"
19

3 everything we could, and there is a brighter future offered. Wen

20 '

have seen on the drawing board sailing vessels that use sails,

21
alternate motors possibly. They're beautiful.t

O 22
1, ,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,se,, ,,,,, ,,,,y,,,, ,,,, z

23; believe it was, to a demonstration. We went into the plants that

[ are sitting here and approached a farmer who was sitting on his

25 ) tractor. I said, What do you think about us being here, anyway?
i

n
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4 1 And he said, I sure am glad you came down. Those plants are
I

() 2 sitting in the middle of a soybean field, our alternative source

3 of protein for the future generations in case we cannot feed them

() 4 with meat.

g 5 Cancer isn't very pretty when it occurs in the elderly
9
3 6 or the aged, but if the children of this country start to suffer,
R
& 7 then we're failing them. We speak of bread and butter issues
s
j 8 right now. I don't know what is more ironic than the fact that
d

9 9 when my parents talk of coming to Monroe when they lived in
$
g 10 Michigan as children, there were ducks and this was an area where
E
j 11 fish were just abundant, where you could come down and there were>

's

N 12 wharves down into the lake.
=

() 13 It was also, I am sure the people of this City are,

I
-

h I4 aware, a beautiful place to vacation.
$j 15 I have to agree with an Indian woman I have spoken
=

j 16 with and my friends. We love Michigan. We love every city in it
A \

h 17 ! and the lakes, and we don't want to see anything happen to it.
1: *

18
3_ That's all I have to say.

R I9g CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you very much.
n

20 Are there any other persons who wish to make limited

2I appearances?

(]) j BENITA MULLINS

23 ''
MS. MULLINS: My name is Benita Mullins. I'm an energy

24 I
({) i advisor in my field of work.

25
In this country, in the United States, we waste 50

li

d
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!

5 1 percent of the energy that we use, that we have. At every level,

() 2 in our homes and commerce and in industry, in our community

3 buildings, we are wasting fuel, all kinds of fuel. We have many

({) 4 ways of preventing the wastes. We have many ways of conserving

5 fuel. We have many alternative sources of fuel.e

5
'

@ 6 It's time that we put our thought and our effort into

R
$ 7 conserving, preventing wastes and developing the alternatives.

A
j 8 We do not need to rely on anything as dangerous as nuclear power

d
d 9 and nuclear sources of energy.
Y

@ 10 Thank you.

E
g 11 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Does anyone else care to make a
3

y 12 limited appearance?
=

(]) 13 MR. SIEGFRIED: Mr. Chairman, I understand there are

j 14 three individuals who apparently weren't aware that they should be

$
2 15 here at 9:00 o' clock. She'll be here at 1:00 o' clock. The
5
y 16 Intervener has no objection to allowing three additional limited
s
y 17 i appearances at an appropriate time, sometime later today.

18 |
5i

$ . CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well.
=
#

19 The next item on the schedule is a pre-hearing conference;
M

' 20 among the parties.

21 Mr. Siegfried, do you feel you could participate in

22 such a conference?
[)

23 ' MR. SIEGFRIED: Oh yes, definitely.

24 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well.+

)

25] Before we -- well, let me ask the Licensee and the Staff

I
l
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1{ and the Intervener whether it's your impression that we will take6

O 2I ehe norme1 order of witnesees2 By norme1, I meen ehe order of

3 witnesses which we normally take at these hearings, that is, the

O 4 u ceneee s cese comes firse, then the Intervener, end then the

5g S ta f f .
"

@ 6 I'll ask the Licensee to respond first.
g,

& 7 MR. VOIGT: I have no objection to the order of
E
g 8 presentation. I would like to suggest for the Board's consideration

c

d
c; 9 that the testimony be presented contention by contention. In other
3
@ 10 words, I do not think it would be appropriate to have all the
$
@ II Applicant's witnesses testify first, and then hear from the other
is

I2 partiu -

Oi'I we ere eree red to eue the ^eeticent's various witnesses.

-

h I4 on in the order that they were shown in my transmittal letter of
$

15 February 26, distributing the testimony. If you were to follow

!| 16 I that order, I would then suggest that, for example, we would
25 |

h
I7 commence the testimony on Contention 4A, and the Staff could

:::

$ 18 present its testimony on 4A, and the Intervener present its
C

I9 | testimony on 4A. That would, I think, be the preferred method of

20 proceeding.

2I An alternative to that would be to present all of the

22Q testimony on Contention 4A without trying to differentiate it. But

23 0 I definitely believe that Contention 4A should be heard in its

24 entirety before we get into Contention 8. They're completely

25 separate things.

I
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7 1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I said Licensee. I meant

f' h 2 Applicant. You do have one license which is a construction permit.

3 MS. WOODHEAD: As Mr. Voigt -- let me correct him. It's

4 Contention 4 and not Contention 4A. The staff is quite agreeable

s 5 to this proposal.
8
@ 6 JUDGE SCHINK: That we handle the contention, contention
R
$ 7 at a time?
Ej 8 Let me understand your statement. You said you want
d
2 9 the entire contention as distinguished from 4A?,

$

h
10 FS . WOODHEAD: That's correct. I understood Mr. Voigt

=
@ 11 to say that Contention 4A would be presented in separate parts,
3

N I2 one at a time, we are not prepared to do that. But I believe he
E() 13 did not intend to say that. If I may speak for Mr. Voigt, one

! I4 contention at a time is what we discussed and agreed to.
sj 15 CEAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Is that your understanding,
:

y 16 Mr. Voigt?
A

.f
17 ' MR. VOIGT: No, sir. I believe that the best procedure

= .

} 18 would be to take the testimony as it relates to the separate sub-
C

"g 19
r parts. We have presented three separate pieces of testimony. Letn f

20 the parties cross examine that testimony and present their responses
2I to it. So that is my first recommendation.

i

() 22| The second choice in my view is to present all of the

23 Applicant's testimony on Contention 4, and then all of the

() 24 | Intervener's testimony, and all of the Staff's testimony.

End T4 25 ,

.

d
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1
1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Our decision is probably going to

O be inf1uenced more by whether peog1e ere reedy to present eesetmeny2

3 on cross-examination than any abstract logic which there may be

O 4 a eekas -e et a time.

e 5 What is the staff ready to do at this time?
E

3 6 MS. WOODHEAD: We're only prepared to present a panel

7 which will testify on Contention 4 altogether. We're not prepared
a
@ 8 to divide Contention 4 into its various sub-parts in a very

U
c; 9 effective manner. We approached it from a total contention

!
g 10 including al1 the sub-parts rather than separate ones.
$
@ 11 MR. SIEGFRIED: I concur with the staff that 4 should
s
:j 12 be taken altogether.

O o! is CHAIRMAN M1tH0ttIN: Can you sey what crose-examination

$ 14 you're prepared to engage in first?
Ni

15 MR. SIEGFRIED: As I've indicated off the record to the

j 16 panel, Mr. Howell, who has been primarily responsible with inter-
us

h
17 vention, has been delayed.

a:

f 18 I would request a recess, but what I'm prepared to do

j 19 ' is either Mr. Howell will be here at one o' clock or I will be
20 prepared to conduct the cross-examination if I've had an opportunity
21 to look at the prepared statements of both Edison and NRC
22

| O ,1,,,,,,,,
,

3| So either Mr. David will be here or I will go ahead

''O with the cross-examination so as to not delay the proceedings.

25 ,
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Coming back to the staff, I take

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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2 |

1 it then that the staff -- well, I take it that the first thing

2 the staff is prepared to do is put on a panel with respect to the

3 entire entirety of Contention 4; is that right?

O 4 Ms. w0ODHEAD: That's correce.

e 5 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I take it that the Applicant could
b

$ 6 put on witnesses for the entire contention if it were asked to do
R
P ? so?

) 8 MR. VOIGT: Oh, certainly. A11 we would do is present
d
c; 9 the witne.sses on 4A fo11 owed by the witnesses on 4B, C and E, and
z

h 10 then followed by the witnesses on 4D.
!

$ 11 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Do you plan to make them available
a

g 12 in a pane 17

O i i3 Ma. voIGT: we heve no g1ans to gut ett three groups
x

14 together as one panel, and I'm not sure that that would be pro-
15 ductive because they do have separate statements addressing the

j 16 sub-issues that are raised under Contention 4. So I would strongly
as

h
I7 suggest that even if we put them all on, we put them on seriatim

a
ti 18

rather than trying to have six or seven people sit up there at-

E
I'

j one time.

20
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: But you're prepared to put your

21
witnesses on one at a time with respect to Contingent 4 and

22 'O ,,1,,,, ,,,, ,,, ,,,,,_,,,,1,,,1,, ,,,,,,

23| MR. VOIGT: Oh, yes, sir.

"O CHArasAN M1tH0tt1N: and Mr. siegfried, you seia you're
1

25|!ready to cross-examine the licensees -- I'm sorry. I have a --

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 because of another hearing which I'm now conducting or have con-

O 2 ducted recent1y, I have etipped into a bed speech habit. I mean,

3 the App 11 cant witnesses.

O 4 vou're ready to crose examine the first of the Appticent

o 5 witnesses?
E

$ 6 MR. SIEGFRIED: If we have a suitable recess where I

7 have an opportunity to review the prepared testimony that I under-
a
[ 8 stand has already been submitted to the panel where not to delay
e
c; 9 these proceedings, I would be prepared to proceed.
z
o i

| 10 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Do you have a suggestion as to how
=

$ 11 much time you wou1d require?
's
y 12 MR. SIEGFRIED: We11, it's now 10:30. I would -- what
E

O i 13 I wou1d eusseet is that eince I assume we wou1d have a eute bte

@ 14 lunch period, anyway, in these proceedings, I would like until
$

15 one o' clock. I think Mr. Howe 11 wou1d definitely be here at one

16 o'etock and can proceed.

!
I7

But if he is not, I witt proceed at one o' clock and-

M 18 we'11 go as long as we normal 1y would go, including putting
E

j Mr. Kuron on with references to whatever he has to do to litigate,

Number 4.
21

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: So you're proposing that your

O cross examination witt bestn at whee time 2
23

MR. SIEGFRIED: One o'c1ock.

O '! CHAIRMAN M1ta0tt1n: can I ask the Scaff ena che

25 ) Applicants to respond to that pro,_sition that we, in effect, post-

f
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i pone the testimony of -- taking the testimony until one o' clock?

O 2 Ma. v0IGT: we11, to hegin wich, I recognize that

3 Mr. Siegfried has been placed in a difficult situation here. I

O 4 sacher throush no caute of his own, end so I'm noe pregered to

g 5 Press the cross examination should be commenced until either
aj 6 Mr. Howe 11 gets here or Mr. Siegfried has a chance to prepare him-
G
8 7 self,

aj 8 There are, perhaps, some other housekeeping matters
d
o 9 that we can attend to this morning as part of our pre-hearing
i

h 10 conference.
E

| 11 In addition, I certainly would have no objection to
is

y 12 going through the process of getting people sworn in, identifying
5

O i is their testimony and doins whatever else we een so thee we wou1d

| 14 actually, literally start the cross examination rather than deferr-
E

15 ing any sponsoring of testimony or other evidentiary proceedings

j 16 untit one p.m.
vs

| 17 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Do you have housekeeping matters
=

{ 18 which would take a significant amount of time?

E
g I9 | MR. VOIGT: No, sir ,
n

i 20 MS. WOODHEAD: Yes, Judge Milho111n, Mr. Swanson has a
21

thought that might be interesting to at least entertain.

| O xx, gyissoy; pt,,, ,, ,11, ,, ,,,13,,, ,33,,, ,, ,
22

i23
postponing of cross examination.

O ' !j I guess I might just inquire, though, whether or not

i the Intervenors would be prepared to put Mr. Kuron on now to fill

i
! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 up the void. That is just a proposal.

C 2 MR. SIEGFRIED: I respectfully decline that proposal.
3 MR. SWANSON: That being the case, just one further

{} 4 comment on the order of presentation, the Staff would have no

E
objection to having the Applicants, for example, put on theire 5

3 6 panel groups going through the sub-contentions point by point. I

don't think that would be necessarily inconsistent or at odds with7

a
j 8 the Staff now on its panel as a whole.
O
d 9 Now, it's just that we are prepared to put the panelM
s
,9 10 on with respect to the entire Contention 4 because there is some -
.E

-

j 11
although we have broken down contention, there is some overlappinga

g 12 and there is -- generally will apply to all parts.
?.

13
I guess I would throw out as a counter-proposal, there

| 14
is no reason why the Applicant couldn't put on their panel or

$
15;-. individual witnesses as they wish on the sub-parts, and then I=

j 16
guess what the Staff would prefer to de is make a determination ofus

| 17
the complete case, the entire Contention 4, we would then put on=

f 18
our panel which we would be prepared to address the entireu

i

g" 19'

Convention.

20 | I meant, of course, following Mr. Kuron.
21

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Well, we have a c.hoice at this
22Q time. We can either take a break and come back and do house-

1 23
. keeping or we can do housekeeping and take a long break which would
d

Q ! include lunch.
25 .

If there is only a short amount of general matters to
I
! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 discuss before we begin taking testimony, perhaps it would be

O better noe to take e break and so eheaa and do that now.2

3 I'd ask the Applicants whether the Applicants would

O 4 11ke to at this time present tes wienesses end que11fy them or

e 5 are there any other matters of general interest which we should
5

3 6 take up before we begin?
R
& 7 I address that question not only to the Applicants,
s
[ 8 but all attending parties.
rJ
C 9 MR. VOIGT: First of all, I would like to establish,

!
|3 10 a practice that the prepared testimony which all of the people
$
@ 11 who are involved in the hearing already have copies of can be
m

| 12 treated as an exhibit so that each time that a witness is sworn

O ! 13 in, their tesetmeny would be gregared and marked as an exhibit.

@ 14 I suggest this procedure to avoid the necessity for a
$

| f15 large number of additional copies.

f16 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: You mean rather than have the

h
I7 testimony bound into the record?I

a:

!5 18
'

I MR. VOIGT: Precisely.:::

19| CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Can you enlighten us as to the

20 reasoning for your request?
21

M. VOIGT: Well, I think it's pretty obvious, sir, if

(q you bind it to the record, you've got people hauling around 30 or
22

,.e

23 {40 extra copies of the testimony, whereas if you mark it as an
n 24 ''

V exhibit, everybody who needs it already has a copy. It's inflictive

25
to have it in the record.

|
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1 Let me clarify that.

O obvious 1 , ie's to the record secouse le wi11 have been2 7

3 made a part of the record as an exhibit.

O 4 My question is whether or not it's necessery to have it

e 5 physically in each copy of the transcript and I suggest that the
d

$ 6 answer should be no.
R
& 7 MR. SWANSON: I don't think -- the Staff would not
n
| 8 oppose that proposal. We're prepared to put the sufficient number
d
::! 9 of copies in the transcripts and again I, you know, don't see any
3
@ 10 inherent problem in having testimony treated two different ways.
!

i l' I might just point out, though, that I contacted
a
y 12 Alderson Reporting and they require only ten copies for this
E

Oi' 'groceedins to have testimony bouna into the erenscript s, but the
m

y 14 Staff wouldn't oppose to having the testimony treated as an exhibit
=

15 by the Applicants.

;f 16
I just indicate we are prepared to put into the trans-

| h
I7

cript if we have sufficient copies to do so.

18 MR. SIEGFRIED: Intervenor would agree with the

19
j Applicants' proposal.

20
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Any other matters of that nature

21
which any party would like us to consider now?

O y,, y,1c,, 1 ,,,1, ,1,,1,11,, ,, ,,,,1, ,1,,1,1,,,1,,
22

23
from the Board concerning the limited appearances which were made

'

- this morning.

25 '
j I would refer the Board to Appendix A to 10 CFR, Part II,

,

I :
I
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I which, as you know, is general guidance for the conduct of hearings |
O 2 by the Commissioner and in that regulation and in Part V, Para-

~

V

3 graph b-4 provides for the taking of limited appearances including

4 the opportunity to raise questions, then it says this should be

e 5 permitted to t:he extent the questions are within the scope of the
9 '

3 6 proceeding as defined by the issues set forth in the Notice of
;

& 7 Hearing, the Pre-Hearing Conference Order and any later orders.
;;
j 8 Of course, as -the Chairman made clear at the beginning
:.:

0; 9 of this case, we are here to consider and decide two contentions
I

10 and I would simply like to clarify that we will treat the limited

@ 11 appearances within the framework. In other words, if the persona
p 12 making the limited appearance raised a question which is relevant
:.-

1
13 to the contention, ve will be prepared either to advise the Board

! 14 where an answer to that question is already in the record or
$

15 necessary to supplement the record, but we do not propose to
j 16 attempt to deal with questions that were raised by limited appear-e

h
I7

! ance statements that are not embraced within the scope of the
:::

f 18 hearing .
s

g'' 19
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Are there any other matters which

20
the Applicant would like to advance at this time?

MR. VOIGT: I have nothing further.

22 '
j MS. WOODHEAD: The Staff has nothing, Judge Milho111n.

23 h
End T5 .i

24 ;

i '

25j
0

f
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.

1 1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Ai this time we're ready for wit-

(o_) 2 nesses to be presented and sword. I guess I sholds say that for

3 the record, prehearing conference is now closed and the evident-

(^)/
'

4 ary session has begun.s-

e 5 MR. VOIGT: Detroi'iHEdison, calls to the witness stand,,

4 .

@ 6 Mr. Stuart H. Leach, Mr. Donald G. Bluhm. May I have the wit-
R
$ 7 nesses sworn, please?
E
j 8 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: We don't have a copy of any testi-
0
% 9 mony by Mr. Bloom.
z
o
g 10 MR. VOIGT: That is correct, sir. As was indicated in
3

h 11 my transmittal letter to you, we are presenting testimony of cer-
3

j 12 tain witnesses, but in several cases a second person is accompany-

(]) 5$ 13 ing that witness. It is our intent that each person who comes up

14 to the witness stand will be sworn as a' witness.
$

{ 15 I will present, for the record, the' professional quali-
x

g 16 fications -- in this case for both Mr. Leach and Mr. Bluhm. The
A

d 17 testimony is Mr. Leach's, and we suggest that cross examination
$

{ 18 should be directed to Mr. Leach, but Mr. Bluhm-is also thera under
-

19 oath to assist in'answerin? any questions or clarifying any points

20 that are brought up eiinoi by the other parties or by members of

21 this board.

({} 22 So, to the extent that, you do rot have testimony with

23 the name of one of these persons on it, that can be taken as an
:
(

24j (]) indication that he is not independently presenting testimony but

25 | is appearing as a co-witness, if you will, to assist in possible
|

|
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2 1 cross examination.

() 2 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well, gentlemen, please rise

3 and raise your right hands?

() 4 Whereupon,

e 5 STUART H. LEACH,

h
3 6 called as a witness by Counsel for Detroit Edison, having first
R
R 7 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified
a
j 8 as follows:

0
; 9 and Whereupon,

z
o
g 10 DONALD G. BLUHM

E

'$ 11 called as a witness by Counsel for Detroit Edison, having first
s

y 12 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified
a

(]) y 13 as follows:
m

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION

$ 15 MR. VOIGT: Let the record show that I am now handing
w
=
g 16 to the court reporter two copies of the package submitted en-
A

d 17 titled: " Testimony of Stuart H. Leach, on Intervenor's Conten-
$

{ 18 tion 4A, and that is accompanied by a Statement of Professional

. E
| 19 Qualifications of Stuart H. Leach; and Professional Qualificationsg

n

20 of Donald G. Bluhm.

21 I would request that this package be marked as Appli-

22 can'ts Exhibit one for identification.{]}
23 , CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Mr. Voigt, we've decided we're not

!

24 |3
going to grant that request. We're going to have the testimony

"

; 25 bound into the record as if read.i

i
.
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3 1 MR. VOIGT: Okay, well, then we won't have these marked

(_h) 2 as exhibits and I will have to ask for permission to submit addi-
r

3 tional copies in order to fulfill the 10 copy requirement.

() 4 CHAIRMAN tdILHOLLIN: We'll grant you that permission.

g 5 BY MR. VOIGT:
0
@ 6 Q Mr. Leach, would you state your full name and business
a
$ 7 address for the record?

sj 8 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, it's Stuart H. Leach, 2000 Second

d
% 9 Avenue; Detroit, Michigan.

$
$ 10 Q By whom are you employed, sir?

-

E
j 11 A (WITNESS LEACH) Detroit Edison Company.
3

y 12 * Q Mr. Leach, did you prepare for submission in this pro-
5

({} 13 ceeding, written testimony entitled: " Testimony of Stuart H.

! 14 Leach?"
$
2 15 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, I did.
$
g 16 Q Mr. Leach, I now show you a copy of,that document, ask
w

g 17 you what this is -- prepared testimony?
=

{ 18 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, it is.
C

$ 19 0 I also show you a copy of a three-page document entitled.
5

20 " Professional" -- that's three-page document entitled: "Profes-

; 21 sional Qualifications, Stuart H. Leach," and ask you if that is

22{) a copy of the information you submitted as your professional quali-

23 , fications?
|

24 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, it is.
)

25 Q All right, do you have any corrections to make to your

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.,
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1
4 testimony?

('/%\_ 2
A (WITNESS LEACH) No, I do not.

3
Q Do you have any corrections to m4 e to your profes-k

() !
'

4
sional qualifications?

e 5
E A (WITNESS LEACH) Just a clarification. On the second
9
3 6

paragraph it indicates when I served in the United States Navy,*

k 7
; that I held that position of security inspector during that total
e.
S 8M period of time, when in fact I really didn't. I held that posi-
d
6 9
g tion, but not for the total period of time. I held some other
O 10
E positions as well.
=

Q All right, sir, with that clarification, is your pre-

d 12
$ pared testimony, and are your professional qualifications correct?

O' @o
: 13

A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes.

E 14
# Q Mr. Bluhm, would you state your full name and business
x
9 15
j address, please?

? 16
@ A (WITNESS BLUHM) Donald Bluhm, 2000 Second Avenue, De-

d 17
g troit, Michigan.

M 18
= 0 By whom are you employed, sir?
#

19,

) A (WITNESS BLUHM) Detroit Edison Company.

20
Q And what is your position?

21
A (WITNESS BLUHM) Director of Security.

O Mr. Bluhm, I show you a copy of a one-page document

23
entitled " Professional Qualifications, Donald G. Bluhm", and ask-

() ! you if those are your professional qualifications as previously

25 !
I filed in this proceeding?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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,

5 I A (WITNESS BLUHM) Yes, they are.

2 O Do you have any corrections to that document, sir?

3 A (WITNESS BLUHM) No, sir.

4 Q Is that document true and correct, sir?

e 5 A (WITNESS BLUHM) Yes, sir,

h 0 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the prpeared
R
b 7 and previously filed testimony of Mr. Leach and the professional
s
j 8 qualifications of Mr. Leach and Mr. Bluhm be bound into the re-
U
" 9". cord at this point as if read in these proceedings.
z
o
@ 10 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: It will be so received and bound.
E

$ II (Copy being inserted.)
3

| 12

s

o s. is

E 14x

2 15

s
j 16
as

6 17

:
$ 18

E
i E 19

i N

( 20
1

21

22

23 :
'

!

24 |O n
25

| P
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(]) TESTIMONY OF
STUART HOUSTON LEACH

SENIOR ADMINISTRATOR-SECURITY
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

ON INTERVENOR' S CONTENTION 4 (a)-

1 My name is Stuart Housten Leach. My business address

As S'nior2 is 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48226. e

3 Administrator for Security I have been assigned by the

4 Director for Security of The Detroit Edison Company (" Edison") ,

5 the responsibility for managing the security activities at

6 Enrico Fernd 2. This overall responsibility encompasses the

7 hiring, discharge, training and certification of the security

8 force as well as the budgeting, planning, and management

9 direction necessary for such a function. I have held the

10 position of Senior Administrator since 1977 and was assigned
'

11 overall responsibility for security at Fermi 2 in September,

12 1978.

13 I have been requested to respond to Intervenor's

14 Contention 4 (a) which alleges:

15 There has been an appalling lack of physical'

security at the construction site since the
16 inception of construction. Given the need

for extremely close quality control in the
17 erection of a nuclear power plant, this

failing could well lead to flaws in the
18 structure, through deliberate sabotage or

unintentional injury to components.
19

All security at Edison comes under the responsibility
20

({
of the Director of Security. Edison policies, routine

instructions and administrative letters establish the respon-

sibility and authority for the Security Department. Various

( 33 department policies and procedures complement Edison's
24

.
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)1 policies by providing specific direction to members of

2 the Security Department.

3 In addition, security officers at Fermi 2 have a

O 4 list of procedures to follow which act to guide them as

5 they are assigned to any one of the many posts or patrols

6 on the site. During any 24-hour period of the day and

7 at any time during the year, officers are instructed and

8 assisted by supervisors and experienced senior officers,

9 who work along with them. A member of the Security

10 Department management team is available by phone or radio

11 to assist in any security problem which may occur, and

12 they can be reached by " beeper",

13 While Fermi 2 is under construction, Edison has

( ) 14 had both contract guards and Edison security officers

15 providing site protection. Applicants are interviewed

16 and background investigations are made on them by

17 supervisors of the Security Department prior to being

18 assigned to work on any security task. Fingerprinting

19 clearances are obtained through the Michigan State Police

20 to help ensure they have satisfactory backgrounds.

21 Since the onset of construction at Fermi 2,

| 22 security has received management attention. Uniformed

23 security officers have been present on the site and directed

(]} 24
by the Security Department since early 1971. Security

25 at the undeveloped Fermi 2 site prior to that time was

( ) 26
a joint venture between the Construction Department and

'

27 the Security and Investigations Division of the Edison

28 Legal Department.

.
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1 When ground was broken at Fermi 2 on June 14, 1969,

([) 2 Security was on the job at nearby Fermi 1 and controlled

3 site access into the construction area. The number of

4
) security personnel at any given time fluctuated during the

5 early 1970's from three or four officers on an afternoon

6 or midnight shift, as well as weekends, to about eight on

7 days. These officers were responsible for patrols and

8 manning the various gates on site. As the level of construc-

9 tion activity increased, and as more sophisticated plant

10 components were delivered to the site and installed, the

11 level of security was increased accordingly.

12 For example, prior to 1976, construction activity

13 at the Fermi 2 site included ground clearing, excavation,

14 and the construction of the major plant structures on site.

O 15 The drywell foundation construction was comple'.ed in July,

16 1973 The turbine foundation was completed in August, 1972.

17 The reactor pressure vessel was set in place in October,

18 1974. The cooling towers were also completed in 1974. The

19 electric generator was received on site in July, 1976.

20 Thus, a logical time to make major additions to the Fermi 2

21 security system was around 1976, as more sophisticated

22 plant components were scheduled for installation.

23 Improvements made during this period in our

24 security operation included: manning a security checkpoint'

( ) 25 at the intersection of Toll Road and Fermi Drive; installing

26 a perimeter fence along the western boundary from the dike

(])27 near Pointe Aux Peaux Road all the way to Swan Creek;

"
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1 lighting improvements; and requiring strict identification

2 of individuals.-

O
3 The watch tour system was also improved. Originally,

4 a security guard on patrol would utilize a hand-carried

() 5 clock device which, when inserted with a key located at
,

6 any of a number of checkpoint stations, would record the

7 time at which the guard made his patrol. This device is

8 called a " Simplex" system. It was replaced with a more

9 sophisticated version made of stronger materials, called

10 the "Detex" system. The "Detex" system was considered

11 more reliable than the " Simplex" system and was implemented

12 as construction at the Fermi 2 site progressed.

13 Initially, Edison had contract guards supervising

14 all shifts. However, shifts are now supervised by Edison

({}15 security personnel. In addition, new vehicle specifications

16 were developed by engineers from the Edison Stores and

17 Transportation Department, and pickup trucks were replaced

18 with modern four-wheel drive, highly visible security

19 patrol vehicles. A new communication system was also

| '

' 20 installed to give Security a dedicated frequency rather

21 than sharing the one used by the Construction Department,

22 and the total perimeter of the site was posted with

23 "No Trespassing" signs approximately every 75 feet.

24 Numerous meetings were held with both the Monroe

25 county Sheriff Department and the Michigan State Police
i

26 to discuss and obtain written commitments from them for

27 their support when requested. Edison Security officers

.
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1 have attended numerous training sessions on such topics

() 2 as legal liability, first aid, self-defense, and Edison and

3 Department policies.

{~) 4 Certain areas within the building that were desig-

5 nated as needing high security, such as the torus, turbine

6 floor, control room, and clean room, we're manned with

7 security officers with the specific responsiblity of

8 controlling ingress and egress and allowing only those

9 persons authorized to enter because of their need. Also,

10 perimeter and site access locks were replaced and put under

11 the complete control of the Security Department. Investi-

12 gators from Edison's Investigation Division frequently

13 augment the security force on site both during special

14 situations as well as follow-up on investigations.

O
15 Edison Security representatives met with business

16 agents of the various trade unions performing work on the

17 site and informed them in advance that security was going

18 to be improved as plant construction progressed toward the

19 ' fuel load date. Hand-held metal detectors were placed in

20 use to assist security personnel in searching inbound and

21 outbound personnel. A master antenna was installed giving

22 Edison the capability of communicating directly with the

23 Monroe County Sheriff Department during emergency situations

24 when Edison would work closely with them. Tool losses and

( ) 25 fire hazards were reduced by instituting extra recurity

26 patrols, which are followed up with written reports to

( ) 27 Edison construction management personnel with responsibility

.
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1 fer the creas conccrnsd. The bacch area noar the plent was

2 illuminated at night with new sodium-vapor lighting. New

3 controls were instituted for visitors and vendors whereby

4 Edison personnel in those plant areas being visited would

O5 be responsible for the visitors on the site. Edison

6 instituted a new procedure which required gate passes for

7 all items leaving the site as well as a personal inspection

8 by security officers of all tool boxes being shipped off

9 the sita by contractors.

10 These are just some of the many steps taken to

11 elevate security to match the plant contruction progress.

12 Security will continue to escalate during the next 12

13 months, peaking at a time when fuel is loaded. Future

14 security plans will meet all the requirements of NRC

15 regulations, and the Fermi 2 security system will include

6 an intrusion system capable of notifying security personnel

17 when intruders attempt to gain access. A computer system

18 will be employed to insure personnel accountability.

19 To the best of my knowledge and belief, no serious

' ntrusion has ever occurred at Fermi 2 which would compro-i20

21 mise the integrity of any structure or safety component.

22 Like any construction site, Fermi 2 has experienced

23 tool thefts and vandalism, including broken windows, cut

24 padlocks, broken street lights, etc. Whenever possible,

25 the responsible individuals have been identified and

O 26 disciplinary action taken.

|

O
~
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,' 1 To the best of my knowledge no one has ever attempted

(]) 2 to circumvent site security with the intention of damaging

3 the Fermi 2 plant. Of the several site intrusions, most

4 have been by rock collectors, bird watchers, hunters and

5 fishermen. These people are not intruders with criminal

6 intent, but are individuals who have ignored property

7 access restrictions, or who have been forced to seek haven

8 from a storm, fog, or ice on Lake Erie which may

9 suddenly shift. On occasions when people have ignored

10 the security officers or presented a potential hazard to

11 site security, local law enforcement was requested to

12 respond. Violators h' ave either been counseled and released,

13 or, if the situation warranted, they were processed through

14 the criminal justice system. Instances of individuals

~O 15 breaching the site perimeter are reviewed to see if compen-

16 satory steps need to be taken to improve the security

system.'

18 Finally, it is important to understand that regard-

19 'less of the high level of success of the Fermi 2 security

20 program, prior to plant operation all safety systems and

21 components will be reinspected before the plant is turned

22 over to operating personnel. This additional protective

23 action is designed to insure that any flaw or damage which

24 may have occurred during the construction period, whatever

()25 .its cause, will be identified prior to unit operation.

O

.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS.

O STUART a. LEACa :
|

SENIOR ADMINISTRATOR - SECURITY

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

O

1 My name is Stuart H. Leach and I am Senior Administrator

2 for The Detroit Edison Company Security Department, 2000 Second

3 Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48226. In this position I have the

'

4 responsibility for the security of the Enrico Fermi 2 Plant.

5 I graduated from high school in 1952. From 1953 to 1956,

6 I served in the United States Navy where I held the position of

7 Security Inspector handling criminal investigations. I also

8 served as a Security Duty Officer for the Tacoma, Washington

9 Naval Base, and on shore patrol assignments under the Provost

:O
A0 Marshall at Norfolk, Virginia.

11 From 1959 to 1977, I was employed by the Green Oak

12 Township Police Department where I served in various duties as

13 a patrol officer and a juvenile officer. From 1974 to 1977 I-

14 was the department training officer. I left the department in

15 1977 at the rank of Lieutenant and Second in Charge, having

16 served for 1-1/2 years as Acting Chief of Police.

17 During the period that I was working for the Green Oak

18 Township Police Department, I was also employed by Edison.

19 Initially I was employed in Edison's Parketing Department.

(0 In 1966 I was assigned by Edison as an investigator

21 with the' Legal Department to investigate criminal violations.

({)2 In 1970 I was promoted to Senior Investigator, with the respon-

| 23 sibility of reviewing all criminal investigations including

'24 those related with the Fermi 2 site.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._. - - ,-
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1 In 1977 I was given my present assignment as Senior
,

(]) 2 Administrator. In this position I have responsiblity
,

3 over all investigations, training, administrative

4 staff and nuclear security. I am second in command of a

5 department with a complement of 170 Edison and 139 contract

6 employees and a budget of approximately $6 million.

7 I completed a Certificate in Law Enforcement with

8 Honors from Oakland Ccmmunity College in 1974. In 1976

9 I received an Associate of Science Degree in Criminal

10 Justice, Summa Cum Laude, from Oakland Community College.

11 In addition to my formal education I have received the

12 following special training:

13 1967 Criminology
Industrial Security Management

i 14 Univeristy of Detroit

15 1971 Arson Control School
University of Michigan

16
1971 Explosives and Sabotage Device Course

17 Southeast Regional Criminal Justice Center

18 1973 Bombs Seminar
Motorola Teleprograms,

19 Detroit, Michigan
'

20 1973 Explosives Response Training School
: Department of the Treasury Bureau of

21 Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms

22 1973 Jail Administ ation
United States Department of Justice

23
1973 Security and The Law

! 24 Macomb County Community College Criminal
Justice Training Center

([) 25
1973 Jail Management

26 Highway Traffic Administration
Lansing Community College

O 27 1974 Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Lawi

28 Enforcement'

United States Department of Justice
.
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1 1975 The Comprehensive Asset Security Course

(]) American Society for Industrial Security
2 Institute of Learning

3 1975 Advanced Interrogation
American Institute of Polygraph Technology() 4 and Applied Psychology

5 1978 Meeting the Clandestine Threat
International Association of Chiefs of

6 Police, New Orleans, Louisiana

7 1979 Law Enforcement Terrorism Seminar
Lansing Community College and Mid-Michigan

8 Law Enforcement Center

9 1980 Power Plant Security
A featured speaker at the American Nuclear

10 Society Technical Workshop, Oakbrook,
Illinois

11
As'a security expert I have lectured and conducted a

12
number of law enforcement training programs. My professional

13
affiliations include: International Chiefs o ' Police Assoc. ;

14{s Southeastern Michigan Chiefs of Police; Oakland County Law
15

Enforcement Assoc.; American Society of Industrial Security;
16

and Special Agents of Greater Detroit.
17

.

O

O

.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

([) DONALD G. BLUHM
DIRECTOR - SECURITY DEPARTMENT

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

() 1 My name is Donald G. Bluhm and I am the Director -

2 Security Department for The Detroit Edison Company. My business

| 3 address is 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48226.
4 I was graduated from high school in 1941. During the

5 period between 1941 and 1946 I worked for The Ford Motor Company

6 and served in the United States Air Force (1943-1945).
7 In 1946 I was employed by Edison in the Underground Lines

8 Department as a construction laborer. From 1946 until 1951 I
9 worked in the Edison Customer Relations Department as a meter

10 reader. In 1951 I became a customer business representative.

.({}11 In 1954 I became an Investigator in the Edison Legal Department.

12 From 1959 until 1961 I received training as a public liability

13 adjuster, after which I returned to my position as Investigator

14 until 1966.

15 In 1966 I was promoted to Senior Investigator. From 1971

16 until 1973 I held the position of Administrator of Special

17 Investigations - Legal Department, and was responsible for all

18 criminal investigations concerning Edison.

19 In 1973, the Sepcial Investigations functions were

20 transferred from the Legal Department and placed under the con-

21 trol of the newly established Edison Security Department. In

22 1976 I became Director - Security Department. As Director, I

23 am responsible for all corporate security matters and personnel

24 including the security program for Fermi 2.

.
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6 I MR. VOIGT: Thank you. These gentlemen are now quali-
(~)
\'' 2 fled for cross examination, which, I take it, will be deferred

3 until 1:00 p.m.? May the witnesses be temporarily excused?

O 4 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Yes,

e 5 Are there any further matters which any party suggests
b

$ 6 for dicussion at this time? I'm sorry. Mr. Voigt, had you in-
R
$ 7 tended to introduce all of your witnesses for Contention 4?
A
8 8 MR. VOIGT: That was my intent.
a
c; 9 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I'm sorry. Go ahead.
2
o
$ 10 MR. VOIGT: Okay, Detroit Edison now calls to the wit-
E

h Il ness stand Mr. Tullio A. Alessi and Mr. Walter M. Street.
E

f 12 Whereupon,

I) O
ss 5 13 TULLIO A. ALESSI

m

$ 14 called as a witness by Counsel for Detroit Edison, having first
$j 15 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified
x

y 16 as follows:
A

h
I7 I and Whereupon,

m
$ 18 WALTER M. STREET_

P

"g 19 called as a witness by Counsel for Detroit Edison, having first
n

20 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified

21 as follows:

() 22 DIRECT EXAMINATION*

I
23j BY MR. VOIGT:

,

~
(',) 24 Q Would you please state your name and business address?

25 , A (WITNESS ALESSI) My name is Tullio A. Alessi. My busi-
| k

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.,
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7 1 ness address is 2000 Second Avenue; Detroit, Michigan.

2 Q By whom are you employed, sir?

3 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Detroit Edison.

4 Q Sir, did you prepare testimony in writing to be sub-

e 5 mitted in this proceeding?
h
j 6 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes, I did.
R
$ 7 Q Hand you a copy of a document consisting of a cover
;

j 8 page, 11 numbered pages, two figures marked figures one -- or --
d
c 9 figure one and figure two, and ask you if that is the prepared

,z
o
g 10 testimony that you have submitted in this proceeding?
E

$ 11 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes, it is.
3

y 12 O I now hand you a copy of a two page document, under the

() 13 heading " Professional Qualifications," for you, Mr. Alessi, and
m

h 14 ask you if those are the professional qualifications which you
$

{ 15 previously submitted?
x

y 16 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes, they are.
W

g 17 Q Mr. Alessi, do you have any corrections to either your
w

IE prepared testimony or your professional qualifications?

U I9g A (WITNESS ALESSI) I do not.
|

5
20 Q And are both documents true and correct, sir?

2I A (WITNESS ALESSI) I allege they are.

() 22 Q Mr. Street, would you state your name and your busi-

23 , ness address?

l
24 A (WITNESS STREET) My name is Walter M. Street. My busi--(}

|

25 j ness address is 2000 Second Avenue; Detroit, Michigan.
Il

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
..
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8 I Q By whom are you employed, sir?

O 7 A (WITNESS STREET) I'm employed by Detroit Edison Com-

3 pany.
<

4 Q Sir, I hand you a copy of a one-page document entitled

e 5 " Professional Qualifications, Walter M. Street," and aak you if
h
3 6 those are the professional qualifications that you have pre-
R
b 7 viously submitted in these proceedings?
A
j 8 A (WITNES5 STREET) Yes, they are.
O
q 9 Q Do you have any corrections to that document, sir?
z
c
g 10 A (WITNESS STREET) No, sir.
=

5 II Q And is that document true and correct, sir?
3

I2 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes, it is.

rs 135 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the testi-'

=

| 14 mony of Mr. Alessi, including the appended figures, and the pro-
$

15 fessional qualifications of Messrs. Alessi and Street be bound

j 16 into the record as if read.
m

h
17 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: The testimony will be so received

x
5 18 and bound.
P

"g 19 (Copy being inserted.)
n

20

21

(:) 22

23

(]) 24

25

|
r

I

i ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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TESTIMONY OF
'

TULLIO A. ALESSI() DIRECTOR - ENRICO FERMI 2 PROJECT QUALITY ASSURANCE
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

ON INTERVENOR'S CONTENTION 4(b), (c) and (e)

O
TESTIMONY IN RESPONSE TO

INTERVENOR'S CONTENTION 4(b)

1 My name is Tullio A. Alessi and I am the Director,

| 2 Project Quality Assurance for the Enrico Fermi 2 Project

3 of The Detroit Edison Company (Edison). As Director of

4 Project Quality Assurance I have the overall responsibility

5 for the establishment and implementation of the Quality
6 Assurance Program for the Fermi 2 Plant.

7 I have been rquested to respond to Intervenor's
,

8 Contention 4(b) which alleges:

({} 9 The applicant's Quality Assurance Inspection
Program has not bean executed in conformancer

10 with Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part
50. Recent reinspections of various materials

11 and workmanship indicate that quality control
was inadequate during construction prior to

12 the 1974 shutdown of construction activities
at the site. Specifically, CEE identifies:

13 (1) large and small bore pipe hangers, and (2)
welds of safety related components.-

14
The Enrico Fermi 2 Project Inspection Progrum is

15
described in the Detroit Edison Quality Assurance Manua.:

16
'

Quality Assurance Procedure No. 11 (QAP 11), entitled
17

" Inspection". This document codifies the requirements
18

imposed on the Project and on all contractors regarding

() the inspection of work pt rformed. This document responds
20

to Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.
21

O
.
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1 QAP 11 establishes requirements such as the

2 performance of inspections in accordance with established*

O j

3 procedures, and by qualified inspection personnel who are
4 not responsible for the work performed. The Quality

() 5 Assurance Manual has been reviewed by the Atomic Energy
6 Commission (AEC), and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7 (NRC), and subsequent revisions to this document have

8 been sent to the NRC for review. Criterion X of Appendix

9 B has not been changed since Appendix B became part of

10 the AEC regulations in July, 1970. Thus, QAP 11 has not

11 been revised in substance except for revisions reflecting
12 changes in organizational structura and assigned responsi-

13 bilities made by the Project.

14 As required by QAP 11, specific Quality Assurance

) 15 procedures and checklists (plans) are prepared by the re-,

16 sponsible Project inspection organization to perform and

17 document the inspection of all construction work.

18 Inspection procedures and checklists have existed and do

19 exist for all safety-related work at the Plant performed
,

20 by the civil, mechanical and electrical cont,ractors who
21 have construction responsibilities at Fermi 2.

22 When work is inspected and some deficiency is
i 23 found, a nonconformance report is prepared by the inspector.

24 This report, called a Deviation Disposition Request (DDR),

25 is sent to Project Engineering for analysis. Th's analysis,
O

26 which may involve materials testing or component redesign,

27 is referred to as a " disposition". When the disposition

( ) 28 has been made, the required repair or rework is performed
.

-2-
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1 and then reinspected. The reinspection is documented and
'

[}2 the inspector signs off on the DDR when the disposition

3 has been satisfactorily implemented. This process can be
1

4 audited and AEC/NRC inspectors have periodically reviewed

O
5 the Project's inspection program to examine the inspection

6 activities and records.

7 CEE's contention that quality control during con-

8 struction prior to the 1974 shutdown was inadequate may

9 be due to their perception of the significance of rein-

10 spection activities performed after the recommencement of

11 construction. That is to say, a relatively high level of

12 component reinspection is not indicative of a failure in

13 quality assurance.

14 For example, during the shutdcun of constraction

/([)15 in 1974, hangers and hanger materials in storage experi-

16 enced some rusting. Upon restart of the Project a

17 refurbishment program was undertaken for hangers and hanger

18 materials. This required a reinspection of all refurbished

19 components to establish their continued acceptability.
,

20 Materials failing the inspection were replaced.

21 Similarly, the reinspection and/or rework of pipe

22 hangers installed before 1974 was not the result

23 of inadequate quality control on the initial installation,

24 but rather the result of their being redesigned or

({}25 relocated because of changes in the methods used in

26 performing seismic analyses imposed by changes in

27 NRC requirements.

.
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1 There have been examples where the shop structural
,

(]) 2 weldn on some safety related components, such as cable

3 tray hangers and control cabinets, were found not be meet

4 the applicable AWS standard for weld quality. In most
-)

5 cases the defects were identified after the components

6 were received at the Fermi 2 site. In each case DDR's were

7 written for engineering disposition. The approved disposi-

8 tion was then implemented and accepted by Quality Conto 1.

9 The Edison Quality Assurance program has been

10 effectively implemented and the prescribed inspections

11 have been instrumental in finding deficiencies whi.ch have

12 subsequently been properly documented and corrected in

13 accordance with procedures approved by the NRC.

.

O

.
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TESTIMONY IN RESPONSE TO
INTERVENOR'S CONTENTION 4(c)

.

)
I have been requested to respond to Intervenor's1

2 Contention 4(c) which alleges:

3 The Applicant has not maintained sufficient

({} 4
quality assurance records to furnish
evidence of activities affecting quality
to comply with Criterion XVII of Apendix B

5 to 10 CFR Part 50 in that records have been
destroyed or lost during the course of

6 construction.

7 Edison has maintained the required QA records for

8 the design, procurement and construction activities of the

9 Project consistent with the objectives set forth in Criterion

10 XVII of Appendix B, 10 CFR 50.

11 Procedures have been established to develop the

12 design and engineering records that must be generated and

13 maintained. Project Engineering has also developed the

' ( ) 14 vendor document lists for equipment purchased for the

15 Fermi 2 plant. These lists identify the engineerind

16 documents and records that vendors must furnish, and

17 were used by Quality Assurance personnel to determine

18 ,hether all required records were received. For thew

19 construction phase, project documents, QA program procedures,.

20 codes and standards have established what records the

21 contractors have had to generate and turn over to Detroit

22 Edison.

23 In the process of turning over completed systems

(]) 24 from the Project Construction organization to the Plant

25 Operations organization, there is an important step that

26 provides additional assurance that the required QA records
,

27 exist and that work has been satisfactorily completed.
.
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1 This step involves a thorough review of documents to

2 verify that they are complete and adequate. Any deficiencies

O
3 are punch listed for resolution. The turnover of a system

4 is not finalized until punch list items are satisfactorily

() 5 resolved.

6 Edison and its contractors have implemented

7 practices that assure that QA records were not only

8 generated and maintained, but also protected against

9 loss. QA records obtained from vendors and contractors

10 have been secured against loss or destruction by safekeeping

11 in fireproof facilities under the control of the QA organi-
'

12 zation. Additional security is provided when records are

13 microfilmed and duplicate master copies are placed in safe

14 storage in separate locations.

([) 15 Therefore, it is Edison's contention that the

16 Project has been and continues to be in compliance with

17 the requirements of Criterion XVII of Appendix B to

,
18 10 CFR Part 50 relative to the production and maintenance

!
'

19 of sufficient QA records as evidence of satisfactory
,

20 performance of activities affecting quality.

21 Allegations were made to the NRC in 1979 by~a
,

22 member of CEE, that in 1974, when Project work was suspended,
,

23 QA records were destroyed. Edison is not aware of such

24 an occurrence, and the NRC investigation did not uncover

[ ) 25
any evidence to support the allegations (USNRC Report No.

j

26 50-341/79-04; Item 10, p. 10-12).

() '

.
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1 When construction work was suspended in 1974 and

(]) 2 site contractor offices were temporarily cleared out,

3 personal file copies of various documents such as letters,

4 drawings, etc., were purposely destroyed by burning.

5 However, original copies of such documents were kept in

6 Edison's Document Control Center along with QA records,

7 which as stated above, were kept in the QA records storage.

8 on December 15, 1978, a faulty gas heater in the

9 piping contractor's office in building 45A, at the Fermi 2

10 site caused a fire which damaged several QA records

11 left on an inspector's desk for which work was in process.

12 Most of the QA records in the office were in a steel cabinet

13 and were not damaged by the fire. The damaged records ,

14 consisted mainly of welding process sheets and test reports

( ) 15 that were left in "in baskets" on top of the inspector's

16 desk over the weekend.

17 The records on top of the desk were burned, but

18 only records on the top of the stack were severly burned.

19 Records near the center were salvageable.

20 Those records which were capable of being salvaged

21 were reconstructed from master files. Two weld process

22 control sheets were damaged beyond reconstruction, and,

23 therefore, DDR's were prepared and the welds involved were .

24 re-tested to ssure that they were acceptable.

( ) 24 As a result of the fire Edison QA directed all

26 contractors on the site to assure that all QA records,

()
!

.
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1 including thoco in tho rcview procoes, ba stored in stool

2 cabineta instead of being left on desks overnight or over.

O3- the weeuend.

; 4 The fire and the loss.and the subsequent reconstruc-

O5 tion of the documents was reported to the NRC and the matter

6 was resolved to their satisfaction (USNRC Report Nos. 50-341/ :,

7 79-04', Item 3, p. 12; 50-341/79-22, p. 3).
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TESTIMONY IN RESPONSE TO
INTERVENOR'S CONTENTION 4(e)

(])1 I have been requested to respond to Intervenor's

2 contention 4(e) which alleges:

3 Specific flaws in construction can be
O identified, among them:

4
(1) Excessive water in the reactor

5 hole which caused the concrete base slab
to crack severely, a problem purportedly

6 remedied by patching.

7 (2) Hairline cracks in structural steel
surrounding the dry well.

8
(1) The Alleged Water Damage in the Reactor Hole:

9
In April, 1972, months after the 4-foot thick

10
concrete base slab for the Reactor Building floor had been

11
poured, radial and circumferential hairline cracks were

12
noted on the surface and it was also observed that small

13

(]) amounts of ground water were seeping onto the reactor

basement floor. An engineering evaluation of the problem
15

concluded that the cracking may have been due to a combina-
16

tion of shrinkage strains during the curing of the concrete,
17

and the seasonal temperature fluctuations on a restrained slab.
18

-

.

However, the slab had not been subjected to significant
19

hydraulic forces from the presence of ground water.
20

The cracks were carefully monitored over a period
21

of time and it was established that the situation had
22

stabilized and no new cracks appeared. Core samples
23

revealed that the cracks extended anywhere from 6 inches

to 3 rect in depth.
j 25

()
~
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i
1 A repair program was undertaken in September, 1973,

2 using a non-shrinking grout applied under high pressure.

3 A final report was submitted to the NRC on November 8,

4 1974 (Edison Report EF2-29,537) .

( The problem was not remedied by " patching" as5

6 Intervenors suggest. The NRC monitored all aspects of

7 the problem analysis and corrective actions and was

8 satisfied with the actions taken by Edison and results

9 obtained (USNRC Report Nos. 50-341/75-01, Items 3, p. 5

10 and Item 5, p. 10; 50-341/79-04, Item 20, p. 27). An

11 engineering analysis concluded that the cracking would

12 not have created safety concerns if the cracks were not

13 sealed.

14

-([) 15 (2) Cracks in Structural Steel Surrounding the Dry Well

16 An inspector from the Edison Quality Assurance

17 Organization observed fine cracks on clip angles used in

18 - the steel support frr. ming for the slab over the torus

19 (Figure 1). This problem was discussed with the AEC
,

20 under the requirements of 50 55(e) of 10 CFR Part 50. It

21 was judged by the NRC to be a normal construction problem

22 and not reportable. However, Edison stopped further work

23 in the area until the cause of the problem was determined

24 and a solution was found.

DDR's prepared by Edison were evaluated by Sargent
[]} 25

26 and Lundy, the designer of the Reactor Building. It was

27 their judgment that the problem was a combination of

.

-10-
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; 1 defects in the clip angle material and/or excessive welding

)2 used to attach the clip angles. The recommended solution

3 accepted by Edison was to replace the uninstalled clip

4 angles with the acceptable material and limit the welding

5 to what was required by the drawings. The solution was

6 implemented and the cracking problem did not reoccur.

7 Clip angles previously installed were replaced

8 except in areas where the concrete slab had been poured

9 and thus, the clip angles were not accessible. In those

10 cases the solution was to install beam seats at each clip

11 angle location to assure that the load would be safely

12 carried even if the clip angles failed (Figure 2).

13 The problem analysis, proposed solution, and the

14 ultimate repair work was monitored by the AEC (USAEC

()15 Report Nos. 050-341/72-03, Item 6, p. 8; 050-341/72-04,

16 Item 1, p. 8). They were satisfied with the results and

17 so reported in a series of inspection reports which can

18 be found in public document rooms (USAEC Report No. 050-341/

19 ,73-03, Item 2, p. 4; USNRC Report No. 50-341/79-04, Item 18,
20 p. 25).

21 The problems identified by Intervenors are good

2 examples of how the Edison Quality Assurance inspection

23 program was successful, and how identified problems were

24 carefully analyzed and properly resolved. Complete histories

(])25 of these problems have been maintained by the projec'c

26 organization and are subject to NRC audit.

O
.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

TULLIO A. ALESSI
O orascron

ENRICO FERMI 2 PROJECT QUALITY ASSURANCE
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

O
1 My name is Tullio A. Alessi and I am the Director,i

2 Project Quality Assurance for the Enrico Fermi 2 Project,

3 as well as Director of the Quality Assurance Department

4 for The Detroit Edison Company. My business address is

5 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48226.

6 As Director of Project Quality Assurance, I have

7 overall responsibility for the establishment and

8 effective implementation of the Project Quality Assurance

9 Program by Edison and by all the vendors and contractors

10 associated with the Project.
'

11 7 was graduated from the University of Western

12 Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada, in 1945 with a Bachelor

13 of Arts Degree. In 1948, I received a Master of Science

*

14 Degree in Physics from Wayne State University. During

15 '1950 and 1951, I completed graduate courses in physics at

16 the University of Michigan at the doctoral level. After

17 joining Edison in 1952, I completed 6 semesters of

18 nuclear engineering given by the University of Michigan,

19 a course in power systems engineering presented by Michigan

20 State University and a course entitled " Introduction to

( ) 21 Nuclear Power" conducted by NUS, Inc.

22 Between 1946 and 1952, I taught courses in physics,

()
.
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o
1 physical ch2cistry cnd oniculus at the University of

2 Windsor. I joined Edison in 1952. From 1952 through

() 3 1968, I held the positions of research engineer and

4 supervising engineer in the Engineering Research Depart-

([) 5 ment with special assignments on the Fermi 1 Fast Breeder
'

6 Reactor Project and numerous industry energy conversion

7 and ut'ilization projects. In December, 1968, I was

|
8 assigned to the Fermi 2 Project as Quality Assurance

9 Coordinator. Subsequently, I became the Project Quality

10 Assurance Director and then Director of the Quality

11 Assurance Department.

O

.

m

0

9

O

O
>
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
WALTER M. STREET

SUPERVISING ENGINEER - CIVIL
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

O
1 My name is Walter M. Street and I am the Super-

2 vising Engineer - Civil, of the Enrico Fermi 2 Project

'

3 for The Detroit Edison Company. My business address

4 'is 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigau 48226. As

5 Supervising Engineer - Civil, I have the responsibility

6 for the architectural and structural design of the

7 Fermi 2 plant.

8 I was graduated from the University of Detroit

9 with a Bachelor of Civil Engineering Degree and a Master

10 of Engineering Degree. I am a registered Professional

11 Engineer in the State of Michigan (#20120).

12 I have been employed by Edison since my graduation

O 13 in May, 1969 I was assigned to the Fermi 2 Project

14 from May, 1970, to January, 1975, and from November, 1977,

15 to the present. I have held the position of Supervising

16 Engineer - Civil since November, 1980.

() .

O.

, -- -, --
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9 1 MR. VOIGT: Thank you. These gentlemen, again, will

2 be available for cross examination when we resume. At this time

3 was ask that they be temporarily excused.

4 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Yes, they may be temporarily ex-

e 5 cused.
b

$ 6 (Witnesses temporarily excused.)
R
@, 7 MR. VOIGT: I would now like to call, on behalf of t'he
A

| 8 Detroit Edison Company Mr. Fahrner and Mr. Jens.
r)

9 Whereupon,

b
G 10 WILLIAM J'. FAHRNER

E

$ 11 called as a witness by Counsel for Detroit Edison, having first
is

j 12 been duly sworr. by the Chairman, was examinea and testified

O i i3 ee fe11 ewe:
m

$ 14 and Whereupon,

$
2 15 WALTER M. STREET
$
g 16 called as a witness by Counsel for Detroit Edison, having first
A

b' 17 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified
5
bi 18 as follows:
5
$ 19 DIRECT EXAMINATION
5

20 BY MR. VOIGT:

21 Q State your name and business address?

t] 22 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) My name is William J. Fahrner. My

23 business address is 2000 Second Avenue; Detroit, Michigan,
,

i

Q 24 0 By whom are you presently employed, sir?

25 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I'm employed by Detroit Edison Comp-

i
f ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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10 1 any.

/~
(_)T 2 Q Mr. Fahrner, I show you a document consisting of a

3 cover page and four pages of text entitled " Testimony of William

() 4 J. Fahrner on Intervenor's Contention 4E," and ask you if that is

e 5 a copy of the prepared testimony which you have previously sub-
'h

j 6 mitted to this proceeding?
R
$ 7 A (WINTESS FAHRNER) Yes, it is.
A
j 8 0 I now show you a copy of a three-page document entitled
d
d 9 " Professional Qualifications, William J. Fahrner," ask you if

,

E
g 10 that is a copy of your professional qualifications, previously
$
$ 11 submitted?
E

y 12 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes, it is.
5

(]) 13 Q Mr. Fahrner, do you have any correcitons to either of

m

5 14 these documents?
$>

15 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I do not.

*

16 Q And are both of those documents true and correct?g
W

b~ 17 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes, they are.
E

{ 18 Q Mr. Jens, would you state your name and business address

E
19g for the record?

n
20 A (WITNESS JENS) William H. Jens, 2000 Second Avenue;

2I Detroit, Michigan.

22 Q By whom are you employed?-'

23 , A (WITNESS JENS) Detroit Edison Company.
!

24 Q Mr. Jens, did you previously prepare your professional

25 | qualifications for submitting to this proceeding?
, ,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.

_ - . . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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11
1 A (WITNESS JENS) Yes, I did.

O 2 0 I show you a copy of a four-page document entitled '

3 " Professional Qualifications, William H. Jens," ask you if that

4 is a copy of what you previously submitted?

g 5 A (WITNESS JENS) Yes, it is.

N

@ 6 Q Do you have any corrections to that document, sir?

R
$ 7 A (WITNESS JENS) No, I don't.

s
j 8 Q And is that document true and correct, sir?

d
d 9 A (WITNESS JENS) It is.

N
G 10 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the prepared
E
j 11 testimony of Mr. Fahrner, together with the professional quali-
3

j 12 fications of Messrs. Fahrner and Jens be bound into the record

() 13 at this point as if read into this proceedings.

h 14 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: They will be so received and
$
2 15 bound.
s
j 16 (Document being inserted.)
w

d 17

:
$ 18
-

#
19g

a
20

21

() 22
.

23 j

() 24

25

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TESTIMONY OF
,

(} WILLIAM J. FAHRNER |

MANAGER - ENRICO FERMI 2 PROJECT
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

ON INTERVENORS' CONTENTION 4 (d)

.

1 My name is William J. Fahrner and I am the

2 Manager for the Enrico Fermi 2 Project for The Detroit

3 Edison Company (" Edison") . In that capacity I am,

4 responsible for the construction of the entire Fermi 2

i 5 plant.

6 I have been asked to respond to Intervenors'

7 Contention 4 (d) which alleges:

8 Detroit Edison twice replaced the

9 team of supervisors from the first

'

10 general contractor, Ralph M. Parsons:

Company, then terminated its contract11 -

12 with Parsons and hired a second firm,

13 because Parsons' employees refused to

14 sacrifice quality control in order to.
,

15 expedite the construction schedule.

16 Edison had two contracts with the Ralph M. Parsons

17 Company (" Parsons"), for Fermi 2 work - one as a General

18 Contractor with responsibility for performing work and

19 managing the work of other contractors; the second was for

( ) 20 providing quality control and quality assurance assistance

21 to Edison. This second contract was under the control of
Tullio A.Alessi, the Edison Quality Assurance Director,

( ) 22

.
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1 who was (cnd ctill 10) indopsndsnt of the Conotruction

2 Management, as required by the NRC.
.

,

() 3 The curtailment in construction activities in 1974
4 afforded Edison an opportunity to review its methods of

[]) 5 contracting work. It was decided by Senior Management

6 that the construction management concept wculd produce more

7 acceptable results in regard to cost, schedule, and quality

8 than the existing system. A construction manager that was

9 not involved in performing any direct work could more

10 equitably represent the project owner's interest. To that

11 end, Edison reviewed the qualifications and interest of a

12 number of contractors who had the ability to perform in

13 that capacity and ultimately selected Daniel International

| 14 to be its construction manager. Therefore, the contract

! 15 with Parsons was terminated, as Edison had a right to do

O 16 under the terms of that contract.

| 17 It is not unusual in the construction of large

|
18 projects that extend over several years to replace con-

,

19 tractors and/or supervisors. The reasons are varied,

20 usually associated with the contractor's inability to meet

21 the terms of the contract in regard to schedule, cost, and

22 quality of construction. After Edison had awarded a con-
|

|
23 tract to Daniel International as a construction manager,

l

| 24 and had begun competitive bidding, Parsons was invited to

25 bid competitively as a piping contractor, but it declined

()26 to do so.

O
-
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1 During the period of time that Parsons was the

([) 2 General Contractor, Edison did request that two Project

3 Managers for Parsons be replaced. Mr. O. M. Hockensmith
.

4 was replaced in April, 1972, at Edison's request because
,

5 of his poor attendance at the Fermi 2 site. In October,

6 1973, Edison coquested that then Project Manager, Mr. C.

7 B. Antill, be replaced because of his inability to main-

'

8 tain labor harmony at the Fermi 2 site. Both requests

'

9 were accepted by Parsons.and both project managers were

10 replaced. I am not aware of the existence of any detailed

11 documents regarding these replacement actions. In neither

12 case were the replacements requested because Edison felt

13 that these individuals were over-zealous in the area of

_
14 quality assurance. On the contrary, it has been Edison's

! \/ 15 practice in the construction of both fossil plants and

16 nuclear plants to assign inspectors with years of con-

17 struction experience to assure that the work conformed

18 to Edison's standards and specifications. We believe it

19 to be an essential ingredient in the construction of a

20 reliable operating plant.

21 There is no record, nor am I aware of any complaint

22 by any Parsons employee made to Parsons or to Edison related

23 to quality assurance. All quality assurance concerns that

24 arise during normal construction activities at the site are

([)25 investigated and if the situation warrants, are followed

26 up by audits, inspection or surveillance to insure that

[]}27 corrective action is taken.

.
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1 Since the time that Parsons was on site,.we have
.

O 2 had numerous inspections by the Office of Inspection and

3 Enforcement of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and they

4 have found Edison's Quality Assurance program to be

5 acceptable. It is a well-known fact that the NRC has

6 called for a shutdown of construction activities at several

7 plants if the Quality Assurance Program is not functioning

8 properly. The Fermi 2 plant has not had a shutdown

9 directive by the NRC. We believe that the actions taken

10 by Edison to establish better construction management were

11 in the best interest of the Company, its stockholders and

'( ) 12 its rate payers, and were not the result of any Edison

13 effort to' compromise quality assurance at the Fermi 2 Plant.

.

|

O

O
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
'

WILLIAM J. FAHRNER
O

MANAGER - ENRICO FERMI 2 PROJECT

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

O
1 My name is William J. Fahrner and I am the Manager
2 of the Enrico Fermi 2 Project for The Detroit Edison '

3 Company. My business address is 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit,
4 Michigan 48226.

5 As Manager of the Enrico Fermi 2 Project it is my
6 responsibility to supervise the design, licensing, procure-

7 ment and construction of the Fermi 2 atomic power plant.
8 I am responsible for the accomplishment of the Project

9 scope and objectives, which include meeting specified quali-

()10 ty standards, schedules and budget. I report to the Vice

11 President - Engineering and Construction, and I have overall

12 responsiblity and authority for the technical and economic

13 management of the Enrico Fermi 2 Project.;

14 I attended the University of Detroit and the
,

15 University of Notre Dame. I was graduated from the Univer-

16 sity of Notre Dame in 1946 with a B.chelor of Science Degree
| 17 in Mechanical Engineering.

18 Prior to joining Edison in January, 1948, I was

i 19 empleyed with Detroit Ball Bearing as a sales engineer,

( ) 20
and with Continental Aviation as a test engineer.

1

| 21 From January, 1948 until 1954, I worked,as a
22 design engineer for the Edison Construction Engineering

O
.
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[]} 1 Department. In 1960 I became Supervisor for Enginering

2 Economic Studies, and in 1965 I worked as Project Engineer -

3 Gas Turbine Installations.
O

4 In 1966, I became Special Project Engineer with

5 supervisory authority over the construction of the Wyandotte

6 North Power Plant Boilers 11 and 12, and Port Huron Power

7 Plant Boiler 3
,

8 From 1968 until 1974 I worked as Project Manager

9 for the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant, Greenwood Power.

10 Plant Unit 1 and the Enrico Fermi 3 Project. In 1974, I

11 became General Superintendent - General Construction

12 Department. From July, 1974 to December, 1974 I was the

13 Site Manager for the Fermi 2 Project and I supetvised the

I)14 shut down of construction of the Project.
,

15 In 1976 I became the Project Manager for the Enrico

16 Fermi 2 Project. In May, 1980, I was promoted to the

17 position of Manager, Enrico Fermi 2 Project, which gave me

18 ' greater corporate management responsiblities.

20 During my career I have had the following articles

21 or papers published:

22 1961 - American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
" System Expansion - Fuel Cost vs. Capital"

23 -

1967 - Institute of Electrical and Electronic
24 Engineers, "475 MW Peaking for Detroit Edison"

(])25 1974 - American Power Conference, "Ludington>

Pumped Storage Project"
26

My professional affiliations include: the American

O
.

-2-
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1 Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Nuclear'

2 Society, and the Economic Club of Detroit.

O

O

.

O

O
.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
'

WAYNE H. JENS
({) VICE PRESIDENT - NUCLEAR OPERATIONS

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY

1 My name is Wayne H. Jens and I am Vice President -
)

2 Nuclear Operations for The Detroit Edison Company. My

3 business address is 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit,

4 Michigan 48226. 1

5 I received a Bachelor of Science degree in

6 Mechanical Engineering from the University of Wisconsin

7 in 1943 and Master of Science and Ph.D. degrees in

8 Mechanical Engineering from Purdue University in 1948
~

9 and 1949, respectively.

10 From 1949 to 1953, I was head of the Engineering
11 Analysis Group at Argonne National Laboratory where I

'O
12 assisted in the development of a number of nuclear

13 reactors including the atomic submarine Nautilus. My

14 special interest was boiling heat transfer.

15 From 1953 to 1957, I was employed at Nuclear

16 ' Development Corporation of America where I served as

17 nuclear consultant to the Dow Chemical-Detroit Edison
18 Project. From 1955 to 1957, I held the position of

19 Project Manager for the engineering and design of the

20 Belgian Test Reactor. During this period, I originated

21 the general concept of the Sodium Cooled Deuterium

( ) 22 Moderated Reactor which was later developed, but never

23 built.

O
.
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1 From 1957 to 1971, I was employed at Atomic
,

2 Power Development Associates, Inc., and held various

3 mcnagerial and technical positions. I was responsible

4 for much of the planning and technical direction of the

5 Enrico Fermi Unit No. 1 fast breeder reactor program.

6 In July, 1971, I was appointed Project Manager of

7 the Enrico Fermi Unit No. 2 Project at Edison and served
:

| 8 in that capacity until December, 1974. As Project

9 Manager, I was responsible for the engineering, schedul-

10 ing, cost control, procurement, licensing, quality

11 control relevant to all phases of the project, fue'

12 management prior to commercial operation, operator

13 training programs, pre-operational testing and operating

| 14 procedures, and the turnover of a complete and operable

O 15 power plant to the Edison Production Department.

16 In December, 1974, I was appointed Assistant

17 Manager-Engineering and Construction at Edison. As

18
'

Assistant Manager, I assisted the Manager with the

19 full range of activities for which the Manager was

20 responsible, and I assumed the day-to-day administrative

21 responsiblity for those areas of the Company reporting

22 directly to the Manager. In addition, I was placed

23 in charge of the Company's corporate nuclear affairs

! 24 during which time I formulated Edison's corporate nuclear

O 25 position. I served as a nuclear policy advisor, partici-

26 pated in public debates and answered press inquiries

27 concerning nuclear power. To carry out this responsi-

.
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1 bility I kept abreast of nuclear matters both in this
,

2 country and throughout the world.

3 In July, 1976, I was appointed Manager - Engineering
4 and Construction. In April, 1978, I was appointed

O 5 Assistant Vice President-Engineering and Construction.

6 In January, 1980, I was appointed to the position of

7 Vice President-Nuclear Operations.

8 As Vice President-Nuclear Operations, I am

9 responsible for preparing to operate Fermi 2, conducting

10 the startup testing, and organizing for the receipt of

11 nuclear fuel at the plant. This responsibility includes

12 management of any construction and engineering work

13 still being conducted at that time as well as all

14 aspects of required emergency planning.

!( ) 15 I am presently a member of the Company's Manage-

16 ment Council and a member of its Senior Management

17 Committee.

18 During the past 25 years, I have served as a

19 eember of many committees in the nuclear industry,

20 both at the local level and at the national level.

21 In addition, I served as a member of two Atomic Energy

22 Commission fuel design review groups. I was also a

23 member of the Editorial Advisory Committee for Power

24 Rector Technology and I served as a member of the Argonne

({}25 Universities Association Review Committee for the

26 Engineering and Technology Division and the Review

27 Committee for the Components Technology Division at

.

-3-
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! 1 Argonne Naticnol Loboratory. I hnvo also ssrved 20

2 a member of the Nuclear Power Divisional Committee of
,

O3 ta stectrio Power aese rch Institute and a member of

4 the Board of Trustees of Argonne Universities Association.
;

; - 5 I am a member of the American Society of Mechanical

6 Engineers and I am a Fellow of the American Nuclear

I 7 Society.

;
,

I

|

O

.
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11 j MR. VOIGT: Once again, these gentlemen are now avila-

() 2 ble for cross examination, and I would ask that they be tempo-

3 rarily excused until such examination.

(]) 4 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: You may be excused.

e 5 (Witnesses temporarily excused.)

$
8 6 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, that compl.etes the swearing
e

7 of witnesses and qulaifications testimony on behalf of the Ap-

Aj 8 plicant on Contention 4.

d
d 9 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Is the Staff prepared to have
i

h 10 their witnesses qualified at this time, or would the Staff prefer
3

| 11 to wait?
's
d 12 MR. SWANSON: It might save some time if we went ahead
3

13 now and had the testimony presented in the interest of saving(]}
E 14 time.
w
$
2 15 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Are your witnesses present and
N \

j 16 available?
M

d 17 MR. SWANSON: Yes, if there is no objection.

5
M 18 MR. SIEGFRIED: I have no objection to you introducing
.

E
19 your witnesses. I'm not going to introduce my witness at this,

#
20 time.

21 MR. SWANSON: There would be no problem if the Staff

S 22 witnesses were to be introduced at this time, is that correct?
u)

23 | CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: That's what I understand to be
|

24 the case.

25| MR. SWANSON: Then I would ask the board, at this time,

i

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.

.,
.
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12 1 then, to call the following gentlemen:

() 2 Paul Barrett, Bruce Little, Harvey Wescott, Harry Phillips

3 and Francis Hawkins to the stand to be sworn.

_) 4 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Will you gentlemen please stand?

e 5 You gentlemen have been called to testify by the NRC Staff.

h
j 6 Whereupon,

R
$ 7 HARRY SHANNON PHILLIPS
Aj 8 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Staff, having first

d
d 9 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified

$
$ 10 as follows:

E
j 11 and Whereupon,
's

| 12 HARVEY M. WESCOTT
5

[]) 13 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Staff, having first

| 14 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified
$

[ 15 as follows:
x

j 16 and Whereupon,
A-

6 17 BRUCE LITTLE
5
$ 18 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Staff, having first
5
{ 19 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified
a

20 as follows:

21 and Whereupon,

22 F. C. HAWKINS{)
23 ; called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Staff, having first

!

24 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified

25 ; as follows:
|

|
: ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

-
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13 1 and Whereupon,

2 PAUL A. BARRETT

3 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Staff, having first

() 4 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified

a 5 as follows:

5
8 6 DIRECT EXAMINATION
I
E 7 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Please be seated.

s
j 8 Mr. Swanson, these witnesses are presented for the

d
d 9 purpose testifying on Contention 47
i

h 10 MR. SWANSON: That's correct.
E

| 11 Gentlemen, please state your name for the record, and
3
c 12 your affiliation with the NRC?
E

() 13 A (WITNESS BARRETT) My name is Paul Barrett, I'm a
|

| 14 reactor inspector out of Region Three of the Commission.

$
2 15 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) My name is Francis C. Hawkins. I'm
n

16 a reactor inspector in plant systems section, Region Three, NRC.'

j
A-

6 17 A (WITNESS LITTLE) I'm Bruce H. Little. I'm a senior

N
M 18 resident inspector at Enrico Fermi 2, for the US NRC.
-

5
19 A (WITNESS WESCOTT) My name is Harvey M. Wescott. I am

g
n

20 the project inspector at Region Three, US NRC.

21 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) My name is H. Shannon Phillips. I

22 am currently chief qualifications section, Region Four, US NRC.(}
23 For the period relevant to this testimony I was construction pro-

24 ject inspector, Region Three. I was responsible for project

i

25 | inspection, power facilities and construction, Region Three, in-

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
-. . - -
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4 I cluding Fermi 2.

O
2 MR. SWANSON: Gentlemen, I showed you a document en-

3 titled " Testimony of Paul A. Barrett, Bruce Little, Harvey M. Wes-
O 4 cott, Harry Shannon Phillips and F. C. Hawkins concerning con-

e 5 struction of the Enrico Fermi atomic power plant, Unit 2," which
$

$ 6 consists of 32 pages of testimony, attached professional quali-
R
& 7 fications of the authors of the document, and then Appendix A,
a
j 8 which is an I and E inspection report, designation 50-341/7904,
d
q 9 related to the Enrico Fermi plant.
$
$ 10 I ask you if this is the testimony of this panel, sub-
$
$ Il mitted in this proceeding, and professional qualifications? That' s
a

N I2 the document submitted by this panel?

() 55 13 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes, It is.'

m

h I4 A (WITNESS BARRETT) Yes, it is.
$i

15 A (WITNESS LITTLE) Yes, it is.

j 16 BY MR. SWANSON:
vs

h
I7I Q That's the statement of the entire panel?

x

h IO A (WITNESS WESCOTT) Yes, it is.
-

-

E I9 Q And is the prepared testimony and attachments true and
M

|
20 accurate?

21 (Affirmative responses from the witnesses.)

22 BY MR. SWANSON:,

23 ' Q Are there any additions or corrections to this document
' GV 24 at this time?

25 (Negative responses from the witnesses.)

ALDER 50N REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
__________
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15 1 MR. SWANSON: Mr. Chairman, I would then move that the

2 referenced testimony of the panel be introduced a Staff testimony

3 and bound,into the transcript as though read, on Contention 4.

'

4 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: It will now be received in evidence
,

s 5 and so bound into the record. i

P.

$ 6 (Document inserted into the record.)
it !

$ 7 's,

, ,

8 8
e i

d
:s 9
y e

C

$ 10 ,

a
~j 11 <
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

O NuttEAR REGutATORY COMriISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND tICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of |
'

DETROIT EDISON COMPANY I Docket No. 50-341
'

|)l(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, |

Unit 2)
.

TESTIMONY OF NRC OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND
ENFORCEMENT REGARDING CEE CONTENTION 4

I. INTRODUCTION

Q.1. Mr. Barrett, please state your name and position with the NRC.

A.1. My name is Paul A. Barrett. I am currently a reactor inspector ,

with the Engineering Inspection Branch in the Nuclear Regulatory

tO Co mission s Resion III 0ffice. A copy of my professiona,-

qualifications is attached to this testimony.

Q.2. Mr. Barrett, please describe your involver.ent with the Femi 2

facility.

A.2. I was the Project Inspector in the Region II Office responsible

for the Femi 2 project for a period of approximately one year,

from early 1980 to early 1981. I In addition, I performed fourteen

inspections of the Fermi 2 facility during the period from 1978

to 1981.

O -

.

Q.3. What is the purpose of this testimony?

A.3. This testimony responds to Contention 4 of Citizens for Employment

and Energy (CEE). That contention generally questions the adequacy

.- _ - - __
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O
of the applicant's quality assurance (OA) ano +.ality control (QC)

programs during construction of Fami 2.

O
Q.4. How is this testimony organized?

A.4. In section II, I provide a general discussion about the role of IE

during the construction phase of a nuclear power plant. Since the

thrust of CEE Contention 4 relates to the adequacy of the QA and QC

programs during construction of Femi 2, we have included a general

sumary, in Section III, by Bruce Little, the Senior Resident

Inspector for Femi 2, sumarizing the role that IE plays in review-

ing the development and implementation of the QA and QC programs

during construction, and the specific results of that inspection

effort at Femi 2. In Section IV, Messrs. Frank Hawkins, Harvey

Wescott, and Shannon Phillips respond to the specific concerns

raised in CEE Contention 4, ar.d sumarize the results of an

investigation conducted by them in response to the allegations

raised by Mr. Frank Kuron of CEE. In Section V, we all join in

the conclusions regarding CEE Contention 4.

II. ROLE OF IE DURING CONSTRUCTION

Q.5. Describe the overall approach of the NRC licensing program.

A.S. Each NRC applicant / licensee is responsible for assuring that its

nuclea,r power plants are built and operated safely and in confor-

mance with the NRC regulations. Licensees also are required to

assure that their suppliers meet the applicable NRC criteria. In

- --
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50 this respect. the appiiciat or itceasee is responsibie for functioas

such as product inspection and nondestructive testing of reactor

components, structures, and systems even though he may, on occasion, i

delegate the actual performance of the activity to another

organization.

NRC looks to the power plant ~ owners, the utilities themselves, to

take the leadership role in assuring the quality of their plants

and operations. This requires careful attention to the selection

of engineering specifications and QA procedures and practices for

each task and their implementation by the workers on the job. And,

most importantly, there must be adequate resources of qualified

personnel at management, operating, and staff levels. The NRC

'O piaces the highest emphasis on the active involvement of top

management in QA programs. The NRC evaluates these programs, the

licensees execute them, and the NRC assesses performance.

To meet the NRC's regulatory requiremente, licensees must develop

and implement a pyramid control system which, at the bottom, assures,

through detailed inspection and test programs, that all safety

significantactionsareproperNdone. These detailed verification

programs require up to 100% inspection by the licensee's quality

control personnel of a multitude of individual actions. These pro-

grams also provide the bas 1s for accept / reject decisions on specific

equipment, instrumentation, technician or operator actions and'

procedures.

O

_
-_
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O Moving up the pyramid, licensees must have a quality assurance pro-

gram which includes audits to oversee and test the adequacy of the

performance of the detailed quality control tests and inspections.

These programs provide feedback to the lower level of this system

in the fann of specifying changes in training, modification of pro-

cedures, upgrading or improving testing methods or equipment, re-

qualification methods if required, and other programatic improve-

ments. This feedback assures and enhances the reliability of the

program as a whole which, in turn, assures and verifies that all

actions which are of safety significance have been, and will be,

properly carried out.

At the top of the pyramid, the licensee's management must provide

20 aeequate organizationei independence and manpower for 4ts quaiity

assurance and quality control programs and provide policy guidance

to all elements of the licensee's organization in order to assure

quality performance in all safety aspects of the construction and

i operation of his nuclear facility.

Another basic element of the NRC program is the defense-in-depth

cencept which requires multipleI arriers and redundancy in equipmentb

and operating options. This approach assures that, even if an item

of equipment malfunctions or an incidence of human error occurs,

j there will nevertheless be adequate protection of the public.

O

-
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O o.6. wnat is IE.s role in this program?.

A.6. IE's mission is to conduct inspections to assure that licensees meet
'

O 'c'"'' '"d r'S"''' "' ''a"ir'''"*' '$ "'" '' c -it='at' '" th'ir

Safety Analysis Reports. IE takes enforcement action where necessary

to obtain corrective action for specific or programatic deficien-

cies. These IE activities interface with the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (NRR) whose mission is to evaluate the adequacy

of licensee proposals and, upon approval, promulgate licenses and,

where necessary, specific license conditions, amendments and

Technical Specifications. Simply stated, NRR evaluates what

licensees propose, commit, or are required to do whereas IE inspects
,

to determine that licensees do what they are required or comitted

to do and take enforcement action if needed.

O
Q.7. Is it the responsibility of IE to inspect each and every activity

during the construction of a facility?

A.7. No. The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement'(IE) is charged

with providing assurance, through direct inspection, that the licen-

sees' performance meets NRC's regulatory requirements and other

comitments. Considering the extensive licensee control programs

referred to above, the IE progr'am may be viewed as the apex of the

pyramid which provides overall assurances of adequate quality in

the construction and operation of nuclear facilities. The object

Q of the,IE program is to assure that the licensee's program meets

NRC regulatory requirements. The IE inspection program is one of

selective auditing and not 100". verification of all phases of the

_ _ _ _ - - --
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-O licensee's program. This inspection of hardware, observation of

testing, review of procedures and all other inspection activities

are not aimed at approval of individual components, actions, or

procedures, but rather, at evaluating whether or not the licensee's

management control systems are working.

Whenever deficiencies are identified, IE requires licensee action '

to prevent recurrence as well as to correct the specific deficiencies.

If the results of a single inspection, or a sequence of inspections.

indicate a deterioration in the perfonnance of the licensee's pro--

gram in several areas, IE requires the licensee to examine its pro-

gram in depth and upgrade the degree of control exercised at the

highest level of the control system pyramid to assure that such

deterioration is checked arid the program as a whole returned to a

satisfactory level of quality.

|
|
|

|

O :
.

| O

.
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O
III. IE INSPECTION OF QA AND OC PROGRAM

O Mr. Little, please state your name and position with the WRC.Q.8.

A.8. My name is Bruce Little. I am the Senior Resident Inspec'.or

for the Fermi 2, Region III, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormission.

A copy of my professional qualifications is attached to this

testimony.

Q.9. Mr. Little, please describe your involvement in the IE review

of Fenni 2.
.

A.9. I began resident inspection activities when the NRC Resident Office

.Q was initially established at the applicant's facility in June 1980.

Since then I have been involved in two general areas: (1) the

review of site-specific safety documents and the review of the appif-

cant's systems, components, and precedures; (2) an NRC inspection

program relating to applicant's construction and testing activities

including applicant's QA/QC controls applied to these activities.
|

Q.10. Please elaborate on the nature of the IE inspection effort of QA

and QC programs during construction.

A.10. IE ccaducts periodic scheduled and unannounced field inspections

of an applicant's QA program implementation as well as those of

O its contractors and suppliers. These inspections start prior to'

'

docketing of the application and continue throughout the con-

O structioa phase, the preo9eraticaal test 9tosta= aae the operat4as

.

_ - , _ . - - - - . - - - , - _ - _ _ _ _ _.
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'

O iifetime of the facility. The IE inspection program is carried

out by region based specialists and resident based inspectors.
|

The IE inspection program is not designed to duplicate the

licensee's QA program, or to perfom a redundant, independent

review of every accept / reject detemination. Rather, it is a

regulatory program aimed at determining, by spot checking and

sampling, whether or not tre licensee is in fact providing

adequate assurance of qual.ty in the construction and operation

of his facility. The IE audit or sampling program is not a

statistical random sample. The specific areas reviewed in detail

are selected from those ennsidered to be the most important from

a nuclear safety standpoint. By a specific spot checking and

sampling review of QC actions we can, therefore, test whether a

O licensee's QA program is really working. Our review of the overall
i

program gives considerable confidence that our spot checking and

sampling review provides an accurate assessment of the licensee's

perfomance in meeting regulatory requirements.
i

The IE enforcement program complements the sampling or auditing

inspection philosophy. By assuring that upgrading of the
*

licensee's program results from specific noncompliance identified

| by the inspector, continued reliance can be placed on the validity
|

of IE's inspections which place heavy emphasis on an evaluation

of the, licensee's quality assurance program.i

O
1

~

.
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O o.11. what areas are covered hv the oA/ac inspection effort 2

A.11. Inspections conducted during the construction phase include:

(1) a review of the applicant's QA perfomance, including audits

of the applicant's QA records and documentation; (2) a witnessing

of the construction practices and an inspection of the facility

at various stages of construction; and (3) a review of the quali-

fications and training of the construction personnel as well as

those of the quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)

personnel.

Inspection reports resulting from the above inspections document

inspection findings and include items of non-compliance, devia- .

tions, and unresolved items. These items are entered in 01E's

O tracking system and remain open untii appropr4ateiy resoived.

Inspection of the implementation of the licensee's Quality

Assurance Program is a key element in the determination of its

adequacy. This inspection activity, still a non-random sample,

involves checking whether actual work activities are in accord-

ance with procedures, license requirements, technical specific-

ations, plans and code requirem'ents. IE inspectors question

craftsmen and operators to detemine if they understand, and are
I

adhering to, applicable limits and requirements. The inspectors

observe operating instruments and recorder charts to detemine
O ,

that. operations are being conducted within regulatory require-

ments. They observe instruments being calibrated. Observations

O

.
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O are made as equipment is started up, shutdown, or otherwise

changed in operating mode. These observations and individual
,

O discussions with, aad questionins of. peoP e actuaiis doias thei

work provide a basis for determining how well the licensee is

actually implementing its Quality Assurance P'ogram.r

Q.12. What are the regulatory requirements against which QA/QC programs

are inspected?

A.12. The NRC's quality assurance requirements are contained in Appen-

dix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code o/ Federal Regulations,

" Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
.

Reprocessing plants." These criteria provide a basis upon which

the NRC judges the acceptability of QA programs. The criteria
O of A'ppendix B apply to all activities affecting safety-related

functions of nuclear power plant structures, systems, and

components.

Q.13. Generally, what have been the results of the QA/QC inspections

at Fermi 2?

A.13. ole inspections have identified items of non-ccmpliance, of
'

deviation to comitments, and the existence of QA/QC weaknesses

in some specific construction tasks. These inspections found

the applicant to have adequately developed and implemented a

- O o^/oc.9rosram- ra auae 1981. ott perfo med aa "ta-aesta ca/oc

Inspection" of one of the applicant's safety systens (Core4

Spray). This inspection found only one item of non-ccmpliance

i

-- - -
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0 (coaftsuratioa controi of for=s)- The iaspection found that

required Quality Control documents existed and that the overall

QA/QC program was being perfomed in a satisfactory manner.

Q.14 What is IE's assessment of the contractors that performed

construction of Fermi 27

A.14. Detroit Edison Company (Edison) began construction activities

at the Enrico Femi 2 Site on June 1,1969. General Electric is

the nuclear steam system supplier for one Boiling Water Reactor

rated at 1123 MWe. Detroit Edison served as the Architect

Engineer (AE). However, it contracted a portion of the AE work

to Sargent and Lundy. .

O The aalph M. earsons company cearsons) had constructor respon-

sibilities and held an N-stamp. In addition, they furnished
;

personnel for quality assurance / control activities on site.

The QA/QC organization was composed of Parsons and Edison

personnel. The Parsons' Site QA Manager reported to an Edison

Project QA Director who was located at the Edison offices

offsite. Parsons was mechanical contractor for piping install-

ations.

1

In 1974, Edison halted construction activities until additional

finances could be obtained to carry on the project. Edison
' representatives stated that this curtailment allowed Edison to

change from the general contractor concept to the construction

O

__ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __
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O
manager concept. As a result, Daniel Construction Company

(Daniel) became the construction manager and assumed Parsor i'

O responsibiitties for overseeing construction on site as weii as

a QAf 7 responsibility. Wismer and Becker (W&B) Contracting
i

Engineers assumed responsibilities for mechanical piping. This

| was considered a management improvement and a more efficient

operation. The applicant maintained its own QA organization

onsite to maintain an overview of Daniel and contractor

activities.

In March 1980, the applicant and Daniel QA/QC organizations were
'

consolidated to fom the Project QA organization under the

Applicant's management. This QA organization has had overall

responsibility for assuring the implementation of the QA/QC

programs. The applicant also took over the managing of the

field engineering operation involved in the design of hangers

and small bore piping.

As indicated above, the inspection results indicate that the

overall QA/QC program was being performed satisfactorily.

.

Q.15. What are your overall conclusions regarding the implementation

of the Femi 2 QA and QC programs?

O A.15. in generai, the appi4 cant has had a QA/QC program in effect
'

since the beginning of the construction period, and in accordance

with Appendices A and B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E to Part

.

. - . , - -
_, _ _ _ _ ,
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O 71, and Regulatory Guide 1.29. (SER for Fermi 2, NUREG-0798,

July 1981, Section 17.4). In most cases, the applicant's own

Q QA/QC program has identified and corrected construction

deficiencies. The applicant has initiated program revisions ~

which have strengthened quality controls during this period.

Additional inspections by IE of the applicant QA/QC program

are scheduled or planned. IE will ensure that safety matters

identified during past and subsequent inspections will be

adequately resolved prior to recomending authorization for

the applicant to load fuel and operate Femi 2.

-

O

:

|

O .-
,

-

1

O
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O
IV. SPECIFIC CONCERNS RAISED IN CEE CONTENTION NO. 4

O Item 4(a) Security During Reactor Construction

Q.16. Mr. Little, what part of CEE Contention 4 does this part of

your testimony address?

i A.16. Thissectionoftestimonyaddressespart(a)ofCEEContention4.

That part states:

There has been an appalling lack cf physical security
at the construction site since the inception of con-
struction. Given the need for extremely close quality

| control in the erection of a nuclear plant, this failing'

could well lead to flaws in the structure, through
deliberate sabotage or unintentional injury to components,

l
t

0.17. Did the Staff inspect Femi 2 to determine the adequacy of
,

O physical securitj at the site during construction?

i A.17. No.

f

|
Q.18. Please explain why you have not done so.

l

| A.18. Fermi 2 is not yet licensed to possess or use formula quantities

of strategic special nuclear material within the meaning of Part 73

of the Commission's regulations. Accordingly, the applicant is

not required to have in place physical security protection that

is required under Part 73 for operating plants with fuel on site.

Since there is no perceived threat to the public health and

O safety by exposure to r diation while nuclear power reactors

are un' der construction and not yet loaded with fuel, there are

O
!
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Q no specific security precautions required by the NRC for reactor

construction sites.

O However, the applicant has had a security program in effect at

the Femi 2 facility since the start of the construction phase.

Physical security is provided by both the applicant and its
!

contracted security personnel. This program provides access and

egress control of authorized personnel and materials, as well as

fire and security patrols on a 24 hour per day basis.

Q.19. Is IE aware of any incidents where quality coatrol in the

construction of Fermi 2 remains compromised as the result of '
,

!
sabotage at the site?

O a.19. No. The site inspectiens to date ind cate that the overa,1 Q4/QC

program is being perfomed satisfactorily. Further, a comprehen-

sive pre-operation test program will be conduc+ed by the applictat

prior to startup of the facility. This test program will demon-

strate that the performance of all components and systems important

to safety will meet the design requirements. During the applicant's

pre-operation tests phase, the NRC perfoms in-depth inspections
'

of selected applicant's safety systems. These NRC inspections

independently verify the adequacy of the applicant's test program

and that management controls and QA/QC programs have been imple-

mented, prior to recomending startup of the facility. This

overailtestandinspectionprogramassuresthedetectionofany

O

|

__
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O safety sisnificant discrepancies resuitins from vandaiism, or

sabotage, as it could be temed.

O
Item 4(b) Ouality Assurance Inspection Program

Q.20. Mr. Wescott, state your full name and position with the NRC.

A.20. My name is H. M. Wescott. I am currently a project inspector

with the Division of Reactor'Proiect Inspection Branch, in the

NRC's Region III office. A copy of my professional qualifica-

tions is attached.

Q.21. What is the purpose of this testimony?

A.21. The purpose of this testimony is to address Contention 4.(b),

which states:

The Applicant's Quality Assurance Inspection Program
has not been executed in conformance with Criterion X
of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Recent reinspections
of various materials and workmanship indicate that
quality control was inadequate during construction prior
to the 1974 shutdown of construction activities at the
site. Specifically, CEE identifies: (1) large and small
bore pipe hangers, and (2) welds of safety related compo-
nents.

Q.22. Please describe your involvement with the Femi 2 facility.

| A.22. My involvement with the Fermi 2 facility was in the capacity of

backup project inspector from Region III. I performed several

inspections of Femi 2 on a routine basis.

O :
.

O

.

- - - , _ _ _ _ , , . , _,
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O
Q.23. What did IE do irr response to the allegations of Mr. Kuron which

constitute CEE Contention 4?

A.23. On February 8 and 9,1979, Mr. Frank Kuron was interviewed by ,

Messrs. Robert Marsh (NRC Investigator, Region III), and Shannon

Phillips (NRC Reactor Ins p ct.'r, Region III), regarding state-

ments he had made at the Femi 2 prehearing conference regarding

sileged construction deficiencies at Femi 2.

Mr. Kuron provided the NRC representatives with infomation on

twelve areas which he considered as potential health and safety

concerns regarding the construction and future operational
,

capabilities of the Fermi 2 site. Through both question and

Q answer and in narrative statements it was disclosed that '

Mr. Xuron's concerns covered broad areas and in several cases

were dated or were of a nonspecific nature. Mr. Kuron indi-

cated much of his information was second or third hand.

Mr. Kuron agreed to review his own records and contact his

" sources" in an attempt to provide the NRC more definitive

infomation. As the close of the interview, twelve potential

areas of investigation were identified. Following a review of

Mr. Xuron's allegations, an in[estigation was initiated by IE

on February 15, 1979 and was conducted by h.S. Phillips,

F.C. Hawkins and myself.

.-,

| On February 20, 1979, the investigation was continued at the
1

O re mi 2 site- on February 21. 1979, sr xuroa was brousnt

|

|
. . ._ _________. ____ __ _ _
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O oa site and ia waixiac tour of the racility, further defiaed i

his allegations.

O
The original list of twelve allegations / areas of concern result-

ing from the February 8 and 9,1979, interview of Mr. Kuron was

expanded to twenty (20) items and additional detail was acquired

from Mr. Kuron and other sources. The areas investigated and

the conclusions reached are described in IE Inspection Report

50-341/79-04, dated July 27, 1979. A copy of that report is

attached to this testimony as Appendix A.

Q.24. Where were the results of this investigation documented? ,

A.24 The investigation of Fermi's findings are documented in IE Report

O No. 50-341/79-04 (Appendix A to this testimony). Specifically,

Contentions 4.(b)(1)and(2)aredocumentedinreport79-04as

Allegation Nos. 7, 9, 12, 13, and 14.

Q.25. Mr. Little, were there any safety matters relating to CEE

Contention 4 items identified during this investigation?

A.25. Yes. Safety items identified during this investigation include
i

f
the following: a) one item ofJnoncompliance relating to voids in

f
the sacrificial shield; and b)' three unresolved items: QA

retrieval, identification of records burned, and installation of

concrete anchors.

.

O
I

- - - - -- _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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O
Q.26. Have these safety matters been resolved?

A.26. Yes. These matters were reinspected during subsequent inspections

O<

|
by IE inspectors and found to be adequately resolved.

,

Mr. Wescott, what were the results of your inspection relative toQ.27.

Contention 4.(b)(1),concerninglargeandsmallborepipehangers.

A.27. Our inspection (H.S. Phillips and H.M. Wescott) of pipe hangers

did not reveal any discrepancies that had not been previously

identified as stated in Report No. 79-04 (Appendix A), A11ega-

tion No. 7, pages 15 and 16. As indicated in that report, the

allegation concerning improper installation of pipe hangers was

valid, but the NRC had identified this problem nearly a year

Q prior to the investigation, and the corrective measures to

eliminate the problem had already been initiated.

The remaining aspect of Contention 4(b), which is addressed in

Allegation Nos. 9, 12, 13, and 14 of the report (pages 16, 17,
!

f
18-21 of Appendix A), was investigated by IE and found not to

constitute any noncompliances or deviations. In addition,

~

Allegation No. 9 was found to involve nonsafety-related welding

and thus did not present a construction safety issue.

Item 4(c) Quality Assurance Records

' Q.28. Mr. Phillips, please state your name and position with the NRC.'

A.28. My na'me is H. Shannon Phillips. I am currently Chief, Equipment

O ouaiirications sectioa. Re94cn tv usnac A copy of m> profes-

| sicnal qualifications is attached.

.. _ _ ______-_ _ _
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O
Q.29. What is the purpose of this testimony?

A.29. The purpose of this testimony is to address CEE Contention 4(c),

which states:

The Applicant has not maintained sufficient quality
assurance records to furnish evidence of activitia.s
affecting quality to comply with Criterion XVII of
Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 in that records have
been destroyed or lost during the course of construction.

! Q.30. Please describe your involvement with the Fem; 2 facility.

A.30. For the pr e relevant to this testimony, I was a Construction

Project Inspector in Region III. I was responsible for project

inspection of nuclear power facilities under construction in"

-

Region III, including Femi 2. As part of that responsibility,

I participated in the NRC investigation which was conducted

February through March 1979 of alleged programatic and con-

struction deficiencies, and which is described in Appendix A

to this testimony.

Q.31. What aspects of this investigation did you participate in?

A 31. I investigated two allegations which are related to CEE

Contention 4(c). They are as follows:

Allegation No. 2: An Edison of'ficial asked top supervision

to burn two trailer loads of quality records. (Appendix A,

pages10-12).

O Allegation No. 3: The fire that occurred in buildings 45A

wasrbreextensivethanwasreportedtotheNRC. (Appendix A,
-

O ''S'' 2- )-

.

- - - - - .
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Q Q.32. Was the alleged destruction of quality assurance records

investigated?

A.32. Yes, interviews with numerous project personnel were conducted.
O The interviews included managers, supervisors and QA records

center personnel responsible for QA records. All personnel

interviewed stated that no pennanent QA records were burned.

However, several interviewees stated that when Ralph M. Parsons

Company left the site in 1974, personal records, working drawings

and specifications and milestone charts (schedules) were burned,

but none of these were QA records which are required to be

retained.
,

An additional check was accomplished by randomly selecting

O records to be retrieved. These records were reviewed for

completeness and retrievabili:y.

'

Approximately fifty NRC inspection reports dating back to 1972,

were reviewed to determine if missing, incomplete or irretriev-

able records were a continuing problem. QA record controls

appeared to be adequate overall. Further details regarding this
,

aspect of the investigation ure" contained in Appendix A, at pages

10-12.

O -

.

O
|

;

!
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O
A.33. Was the fire that occurred in Building 45A on December 16, 1978

more extensive than reported by the Applicant?
' A.33. No, several project personnel who witnessed the aftennath of the

fire were interviewed and their statements and description of the

fire accurately ccmpared to the original report of the fire by -

Detroit Edison management.

Q.34 Was a large amount of QA records burned and permanently lost?

A.34 No. The QA records were stored in a fireproof vault at another

location. For further details, see Appendix A, pages 12 and 13.

-

Q.35. What QA records were burned in Building 45A?

O A.35. Most of the records in Building 45A were in a fireproof file

cabinet and were protected. However, Wismer and Becker welding

process sheets and NDE reports left on top of desks and in "In

Baskets" over the weekend were burned. Records near the center

of stacks were salvageable and many of those lost could be

reconstructad by personnel who had reviewed and/or signed off

on those records. Those records of nondestructive examinations

(NDE) of welds which could not be saved or reconstructed resulted

in the reexamination of those w'lds.e

Q.36. Was either allegation regarding the destruction of pemanent
O QA rec,ords substantiated?

A.26. No, the investigators did not substantiate the destruction of

O receres.

.

''

- _ . - -
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Q Item 4(d) Reolacement of Parsons Co.

Q.37. Mr. Phillips, what part of CEE Contention 4 does this portion of

the testimony address?g
V A.37. ThisportionofthetestimonyaddressesCEEContention4(d)which

states: ,

Detroit Edison twice replaced the team of super-
visors from the first general contractor, Ralph
M. Parsons Co., then terminated its contract with
Parsons and hired a second firm, because Parsons'
employees refused to sacrifice quality control in
order to expedite the construction schedule.

Q.38. Did IE investigate the termination of Parsons Co. and its super-

visors as general contractor for Fermi 2?
i

A.38. Yes. To the best of my recollection, the circumstances

surrounding the termination of Parsons Co. and/or its supervisors
O as general contractor for the construction of Femi 2 were not

raised by Mr. Kuron as a specific allegation during his interview

by us in February 1979. At the conclusion of the interview, the

specific list of allegations raised by Mr. Xuron contained in

Appendix A was reviewed with Mr. Xuron to assure that all items

| of concern to him were identified. Although the firing of Parsons

Co. supervisors, and later the company itself, was not included

in the list of allegations, Mr. Xuron agreed that the list in

Appendix A included all of the specific allegations that he was

dble to identify at that time. (SeeAppendixA,page9)

O :

O

i

t
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O Mr. Kuron did coment generally about the termination of Parsons

Co. as general contractor although, as indicated, without identi-

O fring any specific compiaints aeout the rei.tionshi ,between

Parsons and Detroit Edisnn. As a result of these general

comments, we did discuss this matter with Detroit Edison Co.

management who were knowledgeable of the perfomance of the

Parsons Co. As indicated in Appendix A at page 6, the QA/QC

organization was composed of Parsons Co. and applicant personnel,

with the Parsons' Site QA Manager reporting to a Detroit Edison

Project QA Director. Detroit Edison management indicated.that

the Parsons Co. QA/QC organization arrangement worked satis-
'

factorily. IE did not uncover infomation which would indicate

that Parsons Co. employees were requested by the applicant to
O sacrifice QC in order to expedite the construction schedule for

Femi 2.

There were certain specific allegations made by Mr. Kuren

regarding construction deficiencies occurring while Parsons Co.

acted as general contractor. These allegations are set forth at

pages 3-5 of Appendix A to this testimony and were investigated

by IE as is discussed elsewhere in this testimony. Perhaps the

allegation most closely related to this part of CEE Contentioni

No. 4(d) is Allegation No. 1. As is discussed at page 10 of

O Appendix A, IE had at the time of the investigation performed

appro$1mately 50 inspections of construction activities at

Femi 2, where QA specialists and engineers had reviewed QC pro-

_ - . . _. . _
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cedures and the implementation of procedures. The reviews in

each case established that each contractor performing safety

O related work had a satisfactory QC program or, if not, was cited

for noncompliance and corrective action was required. IE deter-

mined that QC had always been in effect since the beginning of

the project.

Accordingly, IE concludes that CEE Contention No. 4(d) is

unsubstantiated. In the absence of substantiated evidence that

Parsons Co. had sacrificed QC, or that the applicant had

attempted to coerce Parsons Co. to circumvent NRC requirements,

IE does not have any jurisdiction over, nor is it concerned with,

the Applicant's motivation for replacing its general contractor.

O
Item 4(e) Specific Construction Flaws

Q.39. Please state your name and position with the NRC.

A.39. My name is F. C. Hawkins. I am currently a reactor inspector

with the Plant Systems Section, Engineering Inspection Branch,

in the NRC's Region III office. A copy of my professional

qualifications is attached.
.

Q.40. What is the purpose of this tescimony?

The purpose of this testimony is to address CEE Contention 4.(e)(1)A.40.
''

Q and(2,),whichstates:
5pecificflawsinconstructioncanbeidentified,
among them:

O
,

|
. . _ _ _ . .
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(1) Excessive water in the reactor hole which
caused the concrete base to crack severely,
a problem purportedly remedied by patching.

(2) Hairline cracks in structural steel surrounding
the dry well.

Q.41. Please describe your involvement with the Femi 2 facility.

A.41. My involvement with the Fermi 2 facility is limited to my parti-

cipation in the NRC investigation which was conducted February

through March 1979 of alleged programmatic and construction

deficiencies.

Q.42. Where are the results of this investigation documented?
-

A.42. The investigation team's findings are dotveented in IE Report

O No. 50-341/79-04, Appendix A of this testimony. Specifically,

Contentions 4.(e)(1) and (2) are documented in Report 79-04

as Allegations No. 20 and No.18, respectively, which are

described at pages 27 M and 25-26, respectively, of Appendix A.

i
l
! Q.43. What were the results of your inspection relative to Conten-

tion 4.(e)(1), concerning cracks in the raactor building base

slab concrete? .

( Q.43. My inspection identified that the concrete cracks, referred to by

this contention, had been identified by Detroit Edison Company

i O (OEco)inaccordaacewith10CFa50.ssce). The avoiicant s finai
'

technfcal report (No. EFZ-29537) regarding the cracking phenome-

non was reviewed. It sumarized the problem associated with the

_ _ _ .
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'

O crackins as beias one of scound water which was see, ins throush

radial and circumferential cracks present in the base slabe. The

'''''''''''''d'"'***'"'""''""'d"''"''''"**''''"''''"'
'

O
disposition of the matter. They are as fol1.ows: /

Building Outleakage - In the aseofkpipe-

rupture in the Reactor Building, there would be no

outward leakage of radioactive wate'r through the

cracks in the floor of the building unless the

basement areas becarae flooded to such a depth that

the head of water inside was equal to or higher

than that of the ground water outside. Under normal

;fjantoperationconditions,thiswouldrequire

floodirig in the basement to a depth or approximately

30. feet before reaching the same head at the normal

external ground water. If this flooding began to -''

occur, the reactor would be brought Eo a s'afe shut-

down and the water contained within the building

; would be processed through the radwaste system.'

It should be noted that this case is only valid if

the cracks were not repaired. In this case, satis-

factory repairs hase.been effected.

Sargent and Lundy, the structural designers for-

the reactor building, performed a thorough analysis

and concluded that,the ebserved cracks did not impair

the structural strength of the base slab.-

O
,

,
.

I

e ,
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O a program was initiated to monitor the width-

and length of selected cracks for an increase in

Q 1ength or width and to identify any new cracks

which might develop.

Crack width and the penetration into the base-

slab was investigated by the licensee.

Deco developed, approved and executed procedures-

for the drilling, pressure testing and grouting of

all cracks present in the base mat.

In order to verify the success of the Deco's grouting program,

which was conducted tn wal the cracks against additional water .

seepage, I inspected the grouted areas on February 22, 1979. That

O inspection revealed no evidence of continued water seepage.

Q.44. In your opinion, did Detroit Edison adequately address and

resolve the concrete cracking in the reactor building base slab?

A.44 Yes. Based en my review of Deco's final technical report and my

inspection of the base slab, I have concluded that Deco has taken

the necessary remedial actions to satisfactorily resolve this
.

matter.

Q.45. What were the results of your inspection relative to Conten-

Q tien 4,.(e)(2), concerning cracks in dry well structural steel?

A.45. The structural steel cracks referred to in the contention are

specifically located in the clip angles in the slab-over-torus

|

|
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iO '"b'*r"ct"r' ' '^' "'**'' """ d'"S- '"' **r"'*"''' ****'

framing for the slab-over-torus, of which the clip angles are a

part, consists of radial girders which are shop welded from heavy
O iplates. In the field, the ends of these girders are welded to

clip angles which in turn are welded to embedded plates in the

inner (circular) and outer (octagonal) wall of the reactor build-

ing concrete structure.

During routine QA inspection, Deco noted that certain clip angles

had developed cracks. The following actions were taken by Deco

to resolve the clip angle cracking problem:

Sargent and Lundy re-evaluated the design of .-

the welded connections of the clip angles to the
,

Q steel girders and confirmed that the design was

adequate. Excessive weld metal noted during DECO

inspections on certain clip angles was removed by

arc-air gouging and chipping to assure compliance

with Taylor and Gaskin drawing FWI, Rev. 2.24-72.
,

l he cause of the cracking of the rolled angles

i was determined by metallographic and chemical

analysis performed by' 0Eco Research Department

to be defective hot rolling.

All welded clip angles which were not embedded-
i

in concrete were tested by liquid penetrant for

O '
'

-

cracks._

Clip angles which were not embedded in concrete-

O were regiaced or repaired in the fieid..

i

''-- -- - . . - _ , _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Sargent and Lundy designed 27 saddle supports to-

be installed under girders where concrete had been

Q placed. These supports, detailed in S&L drawing

B-56 are designed to bear the full load of the girders.

Verification of DECO's findings and corrective actions was made

by visually inspecting approximately ten clip angles for indica-

tions of cracking. No cracking was apparent. In addition, the

'

installation of the 27 saddle supports, detailed in Sargent and

Lundy drawing B-56, was verified.

Q.46. In your opinion, did Detroit Edison properly address and resolve -

the clip angle cracking issue?

O A.46. Yes. Based on my review of Deco's actions relative to the

resolution of the clip angle cracking, I have concluded that

Detroit Edison has satisfactorily resolved this issue.

V. CONCLUSION

i

Q.47. Gentlemen, what are your overall conclusions regarding CEE

Contention No. 4?
' A.47. Based on our conversations with Mr. Kuron and the ensuing investi-

gation described above, we conclude that CEE Contention 4 is not

Q substa,ntiated. Specifically, we conclude the following:

(a) The apolicant is not yet required to have in place a

physical security plan at Fer 112; however, IE, prior to

;.
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O recommending the startu, of Fe mi 2, .iii assure itseif

that any safety significant discrepancies resulting from

O vaadaiS== ar ather*5= are dat et d. 6a= d aa ta avaii-

cant's comprehensive pre-operational test program and on

IE's in-depth inspection of this test program, of manage-

nent controls, QA/QC programs, and of selected safety

systems themselves.

(b) The applicant's cuality assurance inspection program has

been executed in confomance with criterion X of 10 CFR

Part 50, Appendix B, and that the installation of large and

small bore pipe hangers and the welding of safety-related

components has not been detemined to have been improperly

p&rformed.

O (c) The applicant has maintained sufficient quality assurance
'

records so as to comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

(d) IE did not identify any srecific allegations or instances

of the applicant improperly attempting to influence Parsons

Co. to sacrifice quality control in order to expedite the

construction schedule for Femi 2.i

(e) Specific flaws in construction have been or will be

corrected prior to the issuance of an IE recomendation that

Femi 2 should be pemitted to operate. Specifically, the

applicant has taken the necessary remedial actions to satis-

O f.actorily resolve the concrete cracking which occurred in

'the reactor building base slab and the clip angle cracking

in dry well structural steel.
O

.

|
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In sum, we conclude that the Detroit Edison quality assurance and

quality control program has been adequately implemented during the

.O coastructiaa or re"ai 2- Additiaaai tr 5asa etiaas wiii 6. =ad-'

of this program, and IE will ensure that safety related construction

matters identified during past and subsequent inspections will be
,

adequately resolved prior to recomending authorization for the

loading of fuel and the operation of Fermi 2.

{
,

~ O
!

|

|
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O PAUL A. BARRETT

Professional Qualifications
t

Organization: Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Reginn III

Title: Reactor Inspector

Education: Bachelor of Engineering Science, Marshall
'

University, Huntington, West Virginia, 1972

Experience:

2/81 - Present Reactor Inspector - Assure compliance, via
inspections, to legal commitments, rules and
regulations of nuclear facilities. (NRC)

$77 ''$' "''c' ' t a'a'c' r - ^""r' co=a" *"c' '' '
~O inspections, to legal commitments, rules and

regulations of nuclear facilities. (NRC)

1973 - 1977 Quality Control Manager - Planned, coordinated,
performed, and documented the inspections of
safety-related systems and programs of the D.C.
Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. (American
Electric Power Service Corporation)

1972 - 1973 State Ecuiement Engineer - Reda31gned, diagnosed,
and supervised tne repair of, and purchased
equipment used for, highway maintenance and
construction. (West Virginia Department of
Highways,EquipmentDivision)

.

D
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.

O
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF

BRUCE LITTLE

O
Education and Training:

General High School (GED)
Business Administration 18 semester hours

Nuclear US Navy Nuclear Power School Training Program
US HRC Roiling Water Reactor Course
Memphis State University Nuclear Industrial
Operations 31 semester hours

.

Accident Investigator Training
Various Navy, DOE, NRC Sponsored Schools and

Courses

Qualifications
and Certifications::

Registerec Professional Engineer (Nuclear
c

| Engineering)
i O Resident Technical Representative, Naval Reactors

v Surface Ship A1W Prototype'

Engineering Officer of the Watch, Surface Ship
A1W Prototype and the Nuclear Ship USS Long Beach,
CGN-9

i NRC Senior Resident Inspector
Department of Energy Certified Accident Investigator'

Experience:

1979-Present Senior Resident Inspecto= at the Enrico Fermi II site.
Supervises other NRC inspectors assigned to the site.
Plans, supervises and conducts NRC inspection program
onsite during preoperational, startup, and operation
status, to ascertain licensee compliance, public health
and safety. Evaluate overall operations, incidents and
abnormal conditions, to ascertain acceptable licensee
performance, and as appropriate, reconnend NRC action.
Represent NRC to the licensee, state, and local offi-
cials, and the news media.

1972-1979 General Engineer, Reactor Engineer, and Reactor Sur
veillance Specialist - Responsible for safe and effi-
cient operation of the Power Burst Facility (00E-owned'

-

thermal fuels behavior test reactor). Various respon-
sibilities includ!ng Project Engineer functions (Budget
>ad schedu'e coatroi) for the Far r<ci14tx $vis aa-oO Site representative for DOE's Idaho office, Reactor

1

l
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O Operations and Programs Division. Perfomed periodic
audits and inspections at loss of Fluid Test Reactor.

'

Hot Cells and the Chemical Processing Plant. (DOE /

'" ^'^'')-O
1958-1972 U.S. Navy Nuclear Power Program. Master Chief Machinist

Mate - Various duties including; Tecnnical Representa-
tive for naval reactors. Idaho branch office. Engineer-
ing Officer of the Watch (E00W) at the A1W Prototype,
and E00W on the nuclear ship USS Long Beach (CGN-9).
Instructor at the Navy Nuclear Power Training Unit -
Idaho.

O
,

)

!
-

.

.
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'O narver M. Vescott

I an employed by the NRC as a Reactor Inspector in the Office of Inspection

and Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coensission, Region III, '
'

,

Clan Ellyn, IL. I have been assigned to Region III since April 7, 1978.

P ior to that I was a member of the NRC Region IV office in Arlington, TX

as a Vendor Contractor Inspector. My educational and professional

qualifications are set forth below.
.

j Education and Training

| High School Graduate Vestport MA 1946
l

Electrical Power Generation Ft. Cordan, CA 1951 <

Carbon Dioxide Ceneration . Ft. Belvoir, VA 1957
-

|
Nuclear Power Plant Operators Course 7t. Belvoir, VA 2958

1

Q Automatic Ccebustion Control Philadelphia, PA 1959'

Industrial Radiography Watertown, MA 1966
"

Metals Inspection Vatertown, MA 1966*

[ Magnetic Particle and Liquid Vatertown, MA 1966
Pentetrant Inspection

Velding Inspection Vatertown, MA 1966

I= pact Testing Vatertown, MA 1966
,

*

Ultrasonic Inspection Vatertown, MA 1966

Radiological Safety Inspection Tt. McClellan, AL 1970

Velding Technology and Codes Course Ohio State University 1976

Boiling Vater Reactor Course 3ethesda, MD 1976

Quality Assurance Clen Ellyn, IL 1978

.
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(]) Trom 1966 to l'969 I was the operations supervisor of the SM-1, a pressurized

water reactor located at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. My responsibilities
;

=
include safe operation of the plant, training of operators in plant

O startup, normal and emergency operations, and shutdown, development of
3

operating procedures, investigation and reporting of plant malfunctions,

performing refueling operations.

Tres 1959 to 1966 I was assigned to the gas turbine test facility testing

gas turbines for the ML-1 project, a portable nitrogen cooled reactor

and gas turbine driven generator. My duties -:onsisted of construction of-

'

the test assembly, electrical and mechanical maintenance, and operations.

I was further assigned to the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho
.

and qualified as operator and shift supervisor of the gas cooled reactor

exper iment , a svi= ming pool reactor. I was further assigned to Aerojet

General Nucleonics in Azusa, California as the liaison of ficer and

performed operational duties of a gas driven turbina generator to be used

in the ML-1 project. I was reassigned to Idaho where I qualified as an

ML-1 operator and shif t supervisor and also assisted in the friitial

fueling of the ML-1 reactor.

! Trom 1953 to 1959 I was a student with the U.S. Army Corp. of Engineers
|

|
. Reactor Croup in the Nuclear Power Plan't Operatore Course at Ft. Belvoir,

|
Virginia.

I am a registered Professional Nuclear Engineer in the State of
,

i O .

California.'

O
..
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I have had for=al courses in nuclear engineering, thermodynamics,.

radiological safety, health physics, velding, electrical engineering,

ne'chanical engineering, mathematics and pneumatics as stated abov5. .

.

Experience
.

My present assignment with the NRC, Region III dates from June 1978 and*

includes responsibilities related to reactor inspection. I am responsible*

for inspection of nuclear power plants in the construction phase,

inspecting =echanical systems, velding and quality assurance systems and

records to verify compliance with NRC requirements and licensee'

.

co=mit=ents, i

'

My assign =ent with NRC Region IV dates from April 1975 where I for=ulated

(]) inspection plans and executed the inspection of vendor facilities

supplying cocponents to the nuclear industry.

'

From 1972 to 1975 I was a high school teacher at George Stevens Acade=y,
!

Blue Hill, Maine.

I

Trom 1969 to 1972 I was the plant Superintendent of the SM-1A, a pressurized

vater reactor located at Ft. Greely, Alaska. My responsibilities included
|

ad=inistration of plant operations, electrical and mechanical =aintenance,

refueling of the reactor, shipment of spent fuel and radioactive vaste
I was alsoand inspection of maintenance velding and plant modifications.

'

responsible for safety of plant operations and prevention of health hazards

to the surroynding population.
.

O
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thh.UPS, HARRY SHANNON .

'

.O i.
i-

.

'

O
'

| .

Educition M.S., 1971 Mississippi State University Major: ; Materials
-

Engineer (Metallurgical Option) 8.5. 1962 University of
North Alabama Major: . Chemistry; Math.

.
,

$.
* .

Experience .
. .

.

Jan. 1982 U. 'S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission , i
!-

to Region IV. Arlington Texas .

Present Chief, Equipment Qualifications Section. . Direchsand
..

,

participates in Regional inspection activities related
to the equipment qualification and testing program. ,,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Region IVSept. 1979 Resident Reactor Insoector at South Texas Nuclear Project.to
J listablish/ implement resident pr.ogram. Establish / maintain

O
an. 1982 fieid ofrice. <omposed of RRr:and clericai personnei.

Maintain liaison /comunication with Region IV and licensee
management. .,, '

.

1977 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comiss' ion
to Region III Glen Ellyn Illinois

1979
Reactor Inspector (Pro.iects)*. Project Inspector (coordinator)
for all safety related construction activities (structural,
mechanical electrical, material) at several nuclear sites
in several states. .

DefenseSupplyAgency(DSA)1972
Defense Contract Administration Services Office (DCA50)to

Jan. 1977 Houston. Texas
Quality Assurance Division Chief. Directed and administered

| Quality Assurance program for 988 Departnent of Defense
i

|
contracts at 353 contractor facilities located throughout
Louisiana, and Southeast Texas. Supervised five subordinate
branch supervisors and a staff of five plus 45 technical

'

specialist (Mechanical. Electrical / Electronic. Aerospace.
Aircraft. Petroleum / Chemicals. Clothing / Textile, and Wood

O. . Products). Includes wide range of products for D0D Weapon
. Systems.. *

O
.

*
.

.

.
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1970 DSA. Defense contract Administration Services Region.'

.

to Dallas. TexasO 1972 Materials.Encineer. Served as Staff Engineer and Advisor
to Quality Assurance Directorate on all Meta 11urigical/
necnanical Manuf acturing Processes. Performed engineering
surveillance at all major contractors in Texas. Oklahoma. -

(]) Arkansas. New Mexico, and Louisiana on Military Hardware. '
Consultant and Engineering authority on Nondestructive,

Testing :: well as Naval Nuclear Examiner-Certification.

in all phases of NDT. ,

1965 krmy Missile Command. Redstone Arsenal. Alabama
to Solid State Chemist. Materials testing and engineering

1970 evaluatiun of all items / components used in Army Missile
systems. Worked in chemical, metallurgical and materials
engineering capacity. Materials Analysis - 40%; Materials-

*

Engineering Evaluation - 50%; Field Failure Analysis,- 51.
,

'

1963 Post Engineers. Redstone Arsenal, Alabama
to Corrosion control _ Chemist. Corrosion Control Program '

1965 for 40 high/ low pressure Boiler Plants as well as
efficiency studies. (Chemical. and biological testing of
water sewage plants to meet chemical biological requirements. '

Impicmented installation pollution program monitoring
industrial cutflow and streams for toxic materials.

1962 Norton Abra'sive Company. Huntsville. Alabama

(]) to Anaivtical Chemist. Assured Quality Control of refractory
1963 materials manufactured in electric arc furnaces.

.

.
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() F. C. Hawkins, F.E. ,

.

Organization: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

**Region III

Title: Reactor Inspector

Birth Date: 10/01/53

Education: 3. S. Civil Engineering. University of Missouri-Rolla
1975

-

Professional License: Registered Professional Engineer - Illinois

Experience:
1978 - Present Resetor Inspector - Responsible for direct inspections

of licensee activities during construction of nuclear
facilities. '

1977 - 1978 Quality Control Engineer - Responsible for the
contract administration and technical direction of
the concrete and materials testing subcontractors.-
Shift supervisor of the Materials Testing Laboratory.
(Bechtel Power Corporation - Hope Creek Nuclear

q(} Generating Station) ,

1975 - 1977 Materials Engineer - Responsibilitie,s included the
direction of inspection and inspection of ite=s
associated with concrete production / placement and
soils placement / testing. (Tennessee Valley
Authority - Watts 3ar Nuclear Plant)

O

O
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APPENDIX A

Report No. 50-341/79-04

by the

USNRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement -

Region III

O
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Docket No. 50-341

Detroit Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Edward Hines

Assistant Vice President
and Manager Quality
Assurance

2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, MI 48226

Gentlemen: '

This refers to the investigation conducted by Messers F. C. Hawkins,
R. J. Marsh, H. S. Phillips, and H. M. Wescott of this office on February 15
- March 2,1979, of activites at Enrico Femi 2 authorized by NRC Construction
Permit No. CPPR-87 and to the discussion of our findings with Messrs.
T. A. Allessi. R. W. Barr, W. Fahrner, W. Everett and H. A. Walker, and
others of the Enrico Femi 2 project staff at the conclusion of the

O i=ve=timatio=-

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined,

during the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a
selective examination of procedures and representative records, observations,
and interviews with personnel.

Relative to the interviews conducted, friction and incidents between QC
inspectors and tradesmen at Wismer and Becker Contracting Engineers were
found to be a potential QA problem. I.icensee management should assure
that such incidents do not impede the identification of quality problems.

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in
noncompliance with NRC requirements, as described in the enclosed Appendix A.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201 of
the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, code of Federal Regulations.
Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office within thirty days of
your receipt of this notice a written statement or explanation in reply,
including for each item of noncompliance: (1) corrective action taken and,

l the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be taken to avoid furtherO noncom,uan-i and ca) the date he= fu11 comp 1ance 111 be acsieved.1

O
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Detroit Zdisca Company 2 - -

;

O. in .. dance via S-tion 2.no of aa nr. mu1es o, er-tice,1-t 2,
yitle 10 Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter, the taclosures,
and yont response to this letter will be placed in the IRC's Public
Document Room, except as follows. If the enclosures contain information

O that you or your contractors believe to be proprietary, you must apply in
writing to this office, within twenty days of your receipt of this latter'

to withhold such information from public disclosure. yha application
,

must include a full statenant of the reasons for which the information is
considered proprietary, and should be prepared so that proprietary information
identified in the application is contained in an enclosure to the application.

~

We are sorry for the delay in eendtig this report to you. Staff involvement
in the Three Mile Island incident asd subsequent investigation contributed
to this telay.

We vill gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this investigation.

Sincerely,

James G. Zeppler
Director

Q Inclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice

of Violation
2. II Investigation Report

No. So341/7904

.

6
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Appendix A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

.

Detroit Edison Company Docket No. 50-341 -

O
3ased on the investigation conducted on February 15 - March 2, 1979, it
appears that certain of your activitier were not conducted in full compliance
with NRC requirements as noted below. This ites is an infraction.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IVI states in part that, " Measures shall
be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, . . . are

promptly identified and corrected."

The F.nrico 7ersi Atomic Power Plant Unit 2 Quality Assurance Manual,
Procedure No.17, Sections 17.0 and 17.1 state in part that, " Written
procedures shall be implemented to assure . . . prompt corrective action
is taker. when conditions adverse to quality are identified", and that,
. . . Quality Control personnel shall promptly identify and report on"

conditions adverse to quality . . . ."

Contrary to the above, the investigators:

Obgerved a void area in the sacrificial shield wall grout (Azimuth1.
49 15', elevation 619' 8\"). This void area had not been previously

Q identified by the licensee as nonconforming.

2. Observed that DIC DDR No. 1187 was closed prior to corrective action-

being taken to complete the groutin5 E8 pair of sacrificial shigld
wall Placement No. 2. (Azimuth 286 30' to approximately 316
30', elevation 598' 4 1/16"). The licensee was not cognizant of
the incomplete corrective action to properly repair this nonconforming
void area, prior to this investigation.

1 0 :
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INFORCIMENT

O REGION III
.

-

Report No. 50-341/79-04
O

Docket No. 50-341 License No. CPPR-87

Licensee: Detroit Edison Company
'

2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, MI 48226

Facility Name: Enrico Fermi 2 .

Investigation At: Enrico Fermi 2

Investigation Conducted: February 15-March 2, 1979
,

(SC .f~~F.C.Hawkins,.festorInspector %A-
Investigators:

(date)

8.4. n" ,

fR.J. Marsh, Investigator 1 /17 ["71
(date)

o E.c.;V- /~ 7/jM f

.

H.S.Phillips,R$actorInspector
(date)

, .h fd [
H. M. Yescott, Reactor Inspector e /J 7 er

'V(datd)

4. $. Z:C
7/E7h7

| Reviewed By: C. E. Norelius
Assistant to the Director (dats)

f ( *fr/ t / /7 MMN/R. C. Knop, Chief
| Projects Section 1 (date).

Inves' tative Sumary

Investigation on February 15 - March 2, 1979 (Report No. 50-341/79-04)
Areas Inspected: Twenty allegations were made relative to management and

O construction practice. In many instances these allegations pertained to
non-safety related equipment or work. This inspection involved 146,

v
inspector-hours which includes 80 hours on site and 50 hours of investigation
time meeting with several-allegers at appointed meeting places.

O
~

.
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Results: In most instances, the alleged deficiencies had been previously
identified by the NRC Inspection program or licensee's QA program withO appropriate corrective action in progress or completed. One allegation
was substantiated as an item of noncompliance with the provisions of
10 CTR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IVI, regarding the presence of voida and-

incomplete corrective action in repair of other nonconforming void. areas

Q of the sacrificial shield grout. This item of noncompliance is detailed
,

in the Details section, Paragraph 5, Allegation No. 16, of this report.

|

O
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SLHMARY OF FACT

O
On February 8 and 9, 1979, Mr. Trank Kuron was interviewed by Messrs.
Robert Marsh (NRC Investigator, Region III), and Shannon Phillips (NRC*

Reactor Inspector, Region III),. regarding his earlier statements before

Q the Fermi 2 Prehearing Conference.

Mr. Kuron provided the NRC representatives with information on twelve
areas which he considerad as potential health and safety concerns regarding
the construction and future operational capabilities of the Termi 2 site.
Through both question and answer and in narrative statements it was
disclosed that Mr. Kuron's concerns covered broad areas and in several
cases were dated or were of a conspecific nature. Mr. Euron indicated
much of his infor: nation was second or third hand and/or founded solely on
heresay. Mr. Kuren agreed to review his own records and contact his
" sources" in an attempt to provide the MRC acre definitive information.
At the close of the interview, twelve (12) potential areas of investigation
were identified. Tollowing a review of Mr. Iuron's allegations, an <

investigation was initiated on February 15, 1979.

On February 20, 1979, the. investigation was continued at the Fermi 2 ,

site. On February 21, 1979, Mr. Kuren was brought on site and in a
|

walking tour of the facility, further defined his allegations.
,

( The orginal list of twelve allegations / areas of concern resulting from
the February 8 and 9, 1979, interview of Mr. Euron was expanded to twenty!

Q (20) items and additional detail was aquired from Mr. Kuron and other
sources. The areas investigated and the conclusions reached are sununarized
as follows:

i 1. Lack of Quality Control - No evidence to support or substantiate
this allegation was identified.

! 2. Destruction of two trailer loads of quality control records - In
1974, documents from tuo trailers that contained personal records

|
and copies of working drawings, specifications, and milestone charts
were burned. No permanent QA records were destroyet The investigation'

was unable to substantiate this allegation.

3. A recent fire in Building 45A was more extensive than reported to
the NRC - No, evidence to support or substantiate this allegation was
identified. Continued as open item (341/79-04-02) pending licensee
identification of records burned.

4. Interference fit of a 24" Globe Valve - No evidence to substantiate
this allegation or concern regarding improper construction practice
was identified.

O .

.-
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5. Poor housekeeping in the drywell area - The investigation was unable
O to substantiate that overall housekeeping (drywell area included)

was unacceptable at the time of this investigation.
.

6. Improper installation of reflective shielding - The investigation-

n substantiated that this shielding is nonsafety related and therefore
V it is not a safety concern.

7. Pipe hangers improperly installed - Allegation determined to be
valid and previously identified by the NRC. Corrective action ir
continuing.

8. Reactor Feed Pump Turbine damaged in early fire not properly repaired -
Investigation disclosed concerned equipment to be QA Level II,
nonsafety related. Allegation considered a nonsafety construction
issue.

9. Nozzles in main condenser improperly welded - Insufficient detail
available to identify specific piping involved. Investigation
disclosed no safety related piping in area designated by alleger.

10. Improper storage of turbine parts - Detemised to be nonsafety
construction issue.

11. Inadequate posting of work areas as required by 10'CFR 21 (Paragraph
21.6) - Allegation not substantiated.

O u. Im,ro,er we1 ding of ain Steam time s,ool ,iece - No evidence to
support or substantiate this allegation was identified.

13. Use of improper veld rod - Allegation not substantiated. System
involved determined to be nonsafety related.

14. Improper pipe whip restraint veld - Allegation was determined to be
unsubstantiated.

15. Improper installation of concrete anchors (Red Heads) - The investigation
was unable to substantiate this allegation. Continued as open item
(341/79-04-03) pending additional testing by licensee.

I

j 16. Voids in grout of sacrificial shield wall - Allegation substantiated.
Two void areas identified by investigation and licensee DDR 1187
found to have been inadequately completed (incomplete repair).

' These items cited as items of noncompliance (341/79-04-04).

17. Improper cadweld sleeves in Reactor Building - No evidence found
! to support or substantiate this allegation.

O 18. Hairline cracks in Reactor Building structural steel - No evidence
found to 'upport or substantiate this allegation.s'

O
| -4-
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19. Surplus structural steel from RER Building considered by alleger to
represent construction "short cuts" - No evidence to support or
substantiate this allegation was identified.

20. Cracks in the concrete of the base slab of the Reactor Building - The-

I investigation revealed that an early history of cracking had existed
with the base slab but that this previously addressed matter had

Q been satisfactorily resolved by licensee action.

CONCI,USIONS

One ites of noncompliance (341/79-04-04) was identified as a result of
this investigation of lir. Euron's allegations. In the other nineteen
(19) instances, the allegations / areas of concern were found to be either
unfounded, previously identified, or addressing nonsafety related areas.
In the latter case, the available details of the allegation and findings
of the investigative team were provided to the licensee for their
information and corrective action as deemed appropriate.

In the identified item of noncompliance (allegation No. 16) the identified
voids in the groutin~g of the sacrificial shield and incomplete corrective
action previously initiated by the licensee under DDR 1186 were cited as
examples of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendiz 3, Criterion XVI.

.
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DETAII.S

I

1. Background '

.

Detroit Edison Company (Edison) began construction activites at theO Enrico Termi 2 Site on June 1, 1969. General Electric is the nuclear
staan system supplier for one Boiling Water Reactor rated at 1123
MWe. Detroit Edison served as the Architect Engineers (AE), however,
they contracted a portion of the AE work to Sargent and Lundy.

The Ralph M. Parsons Company (Parsons) had constructor responsi-
bilities and held an N-stamp. In addition, they were responsible
for quality assurance / control activites on site. The QA/QC organi-
2ation was composed of Parsons and Edison personnel. The Parsons'
Site QA Manager reported to an Edison Project QA Director who was
located at the Edison officas offsite. rarsons was mechanical
contractor for piping installations. The Parsons' QA/QC organization
arrangement worked satisfactorily according to comment made by
licensee management.

In 1974, Edison halted construction activities until additional
finances could be obtained to carry on the project. Edison repre-
sentatives stated that this curtailment allowed Edison to change
from the general contractor concept to the construction manageri

! concept. As a result, Daniel Construction Company (Daniel) became

Q the construction manager and assumed Parsons' responsibilities for
overseeing construction on site as well as quality assurance responsi-
bility. Wismer and Becker (W&B) Contracting Engineers assumed

;
- responsibilities for mechanical piping. This was considered a

| management improvement and a more efficient operation.
|

| 2. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Emoloyees

*T. A. Allessi, Edison QA Director
'

*W. Everett, Project Superintendent
*R. W. Barr, Project QA Manager
*H. A. Walker, Project QA Engineer
C. J. Miller, QA Engineer

*G. Carter, QA Engineer
P. Cribbs, QA Engineer

*A. Alexiou, Assistant Project Superintendent
*W. 7. Colbert, Project Engineer

l *W. W. White, Assistant Project Manager and Plant Superintendent
*C. R. 3 acon, Field Project Engineer,

O t. E. Schuer an, tice= sin E= i=eer
E. P. Griffing, Assistant Plant Superintendent
A. Godosh'ian, Assistant Project Manager

O
-6-
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' ' " Other Personnel

O *3. o. noit >= 3-t cA Ma-i- D-tel Int-=atio-1 C-9-ation mIC)
*D. E. Seifert, Project Manager (DIC)
*C. B. Bliesener, Administrative Assistant to Project Manager QIC)-

*J. T. Blixt, QC Manager (DIC)
T. Crouse, QA Engineer, Civil, QIC)O D. Ingmire, Civil Manager Q:C)
J. Gresham, Maintenance Engineer (DIC)
S.'Cavood, QC Inspector, Civil, (DIC)
D. Richardson, Administrative Assistant Construction Manager (DIC)
H. Damerson, Documentation Specialist (DIC)

! R. Madden, Documentation Specialist GIC)
L. Osborne, QA Engineer, Wismer and Becker (WB)

*J. R. Dunkleberg, Tield Engineer, Sargent and Lundy

The investigators also talked with and interviewed several other
licensee and contractor employees, including members of the quality,
technical, engineering staffs and craftsmen.

| * Denotes those attending the exit interview.

3. Licensee Action en Previously Identified Froblems
(Closed) Noncompliance (341/78-09-02): Program adequacy not assessed
by higher management. The Director of QA stated that the program is .

scheduled to be assessed by May, 1979.

Q (Closed) Noncempliance (341/78-09-03): Followup on Edison QA audits'

was inadequate in several instances. The investigator reviewed the
most recent audit of Sargent and Lundy which closed the corrective
action loop.

(Closed) Noncempliance (341/78-09-04): Edison QA had not performed
adequate audits of Edison purchasing activities. The investigator
reviewed a recent audit (EI2-45020) performed December 21, 1978, and
an audit plan for an additional audit outlined in Edison document
EF2~45622.

Functional areas inspected during the investigation are recorded in
the Details section of this report.

4. Introduction .

| ,

Mr. Frank Kuron made a limited appearance statement at the Fermi 2
Prehearing Conference on December 18, 1978. At this conference he'

indicated that he had knowledge of security problems, quality control
problems, poor quality of work, questionable licensee credibility,
potential radiation leakage, and deliberate destruction of records.

O se reveated17 said he had stories to te11 which wou1d soint the xRC

1 -7-
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. ... eight direction if they wished to act further. The information
provided at the Prehearing Conference was very general and did'not

Q give specific information to support the general allegations.

5. Allegations

'

Region III investigators subsequently contacted Mr. Euron on
O February 8-9, 1979, to gather additional specific information. He

gave the same general information as was given at the Prehearias
Conference. However, as the interview progressed he started giving
general locations of equipment, piping, valves, hangers and material
that workmen had told him were deficient or questionable. At the
end of these interviews, Mr. Kuron was told that several of the
items he had described during the interview were not safety related.
A definition of safety essential systems was described to Mr. Iuron
as: The necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing and
performance requirements for structures, systems and components
important to saf,ety, that is, structures, systems, and cesposants

, that provide reasonable assurance that the facility can be.o;erstad!

( without undue risk to the public. Finally, Mr. Iuron was told that
the NRC investigators needed more specific details such as exact
locations and identification of alleged deficiencies or concerns.
He was also told that the areas of concern would be looked at during

a routine inspection or a special investigation. Additional review
and evaluation of Mr. Kuron's allegations and concerns resulted in
the initiation of an investigation to determine their validity on

March 15, 1979.
'A Region III investigation team went to the Fermi 2 site on Fesruary 20,

1979. The alleged deficiencies or concerns were described to the
licensee and their response was that the allegations still lacked
specific details. The RIII project inspector asked that Mr. Kuron
be allowed to come onsite to point out the alleged deficiencias
since this was the only sure way to find the deficiencies since he
had been unable to give specific system and location identification.
The licensee agreed to give the alleger access and complete freedom
to identify deficient items, i.e., structure, system, subsystem,
subassembly, component part or material.

On February 21, 1979, Mr. Kuron entered the site at approximately
9:30 a.m. In a aceting he again repeated the areas of concern to

,

Messers. R. J. Marsh, H. S. Phillips, H. M. Wescott and F. C. Hawkins,1

NRC investigators. At approximately 10:50 a.m. a tour of the reactor,
auxillary and turbine building ceuxnenced to physically identify
items alledged to be deficient or questionable. The inspection
ended at approximately 5:00 p.m. resulting the identification of
alleged deficiencies as follows:

O
.

-

f
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O Reactor Teed Pump Turbine N21-02-C-014; N21-02-C-015 was damaged-

in a fire.
RHA building structural steel surplus.-

Pipe hazigers, P43-3324-G06 improperly installed.-

Condenser piping nozzles welds improper.- -

O r=rhi= : = r==== t P 2' $ ri=i i er > tv i==>i= 4--

Dryvell reflective insulation improperly installed.- ,

Spool piece, 321-3258-4 (2733-126) welding improper.-

Pipe whip restraint welding improper.-

Cracks in reactor basement floor repair questioned.-

Hairline cracks in steel embedded in concrete in drywall floor-

an improper condition.
Cadwelds in fifth floor of reactor building questioned.-

Anchors (Red Heads) in concrete improperly installed.-

Reactor building closed cooling water piping, P42-3338-3 misaligned.-

Sacrificial shield grouting voids.-

Poor housekeeping in the drywell.-

24" Globe valve, E11-507048B interference fit.-

The above items were reviewed with Mr. Zuron at the and of the
investigation to assure all deficient items were identified. He was
told that several areas still lacked specifics which would allow
positive identification of items. He agreed that the above listed '

items were the total he was able to identify at that time. He
stated that other personnel contacted during the tour would contact
the NRC after work hours and give additional details which would

O specifica117 ide=tif7 items i= the senerat areas he had Pointed out.
The NRC did obtain additional information regarding these items from
anonymous contacts and personnel interviews.

The above sixteen (16) areas combined with the following four (4)
remaining from the original twelve (12) provided by Mr. Iuron on
February 8 and 9, 1979, produced a total of twenty (20) areas to be
investigated. The four areas not redundant with the sixteen provided
by Mr. Kuron on February 21, 1979, were:

Until recently, there has been no quality control program.-

Two trailer loads of QC records were burned in 1974.-

A recent fire in Building 45A was more severe than report <d.-

Posting of signs advising workers where the NRC can be contacted-

| is inadequate.

Allegation No. 1: Lack of a " quality control" program.

Mr. Kuron stated that his conversations with crafts people at the
Fermi 2 site had created a ecncern over what he perceives to be a
lack, until recently, of an adequate quality control program.

O- Mr. Kuron bases this concern on the general statements of his associates
that they.yemember QC programs to be "better" at previous work
sites. Mr. Kuron was unable to provide any detailed specifics. )

:
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Finding: Since the ,:enstenction permit was issued, the NRC has
performed approximately fifty inspections of construction activites.

Q QA specialists and engineers have reviewed quality control procedures
and the implementation of procedures. The reviews in each case
established that each contractor performing safety related work had
a satisfactory quality control program or if not, a noncompliance
was issued and corrective action was required. These reviews are

O doc = enu d i= xaC re>orta datin back tn 1972. .

Information from interviewing FRC, licensee and contractor perscnnel
associated with the Fermi 2 project substantiated that quality
control has always been in effect.since the beginning of this project.
The overwhelming majority of contractor personnel expressed the
opinion that the quality of verk and the inspection of work is
satisfactory.

Based on the above information, the investigstor found no evidence
to support or substantiate the allegation.

Allegation No. 21 An Edison official asked top supervision to burn
two trailer loads of quality records.

.

Mr. Kuron stated that, "Thit Edison pc son asked the top supervision
to take those records out i.n the back' 40 and burn them and the man
was very skeptical about .such an order. After three months this aan
would not burn those records up. He was then told to either burn
them or he would have them burned up. Within four months after * hey
were burned up, the Edison people were in'there looking for those

O records."

In addition to the abese information given at the Prehearing Conference,
Me. Karen gave the name of the person who burned the records and
stated that Edison may not have meant to burn peraanent QA records
that should have.,been retained but they simply bungled. He stated he
did not know who ordered the burning. He emphasized they were
looking for pipingt records (Parsons).

Finding: Licensee representatives stated that in 1974 the
Ralph M. Parsons Company was leaving the site after construction on
Fer=1 2 stopped. Two trailers that contained personal records as
well as copies of working drawings, specifications and milestone
charts were burned; however, no permanent QA records were destroyed.
They admittedly looked for milestone charts concerning scheduling
but these were not QA records.

Personnel who worked in the record center during the time the records
were burned and personnel whc work there new were interviewed. The
individual who worked in the center at the time of the burning
stated that no permanent QA -cecords were burned but he did say thatQ personal records and other nonpermanent records were burned. The

'

individuals who work in the record center now stated they know of no
problem with missing records.

O - to -

.
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The NRC investigators went to the record center and reviewed QA
Q records that must be maintained for a specified time or for the life

of the plant. The following contractor records were found to be on
file:

.

Nonconformance Log listing proiect nonconformances starting-

O ith No. 1 dated october 9. 1970, throu.h vo. 2614 dated March 2
1979. Nos. 41, 255, 389, 468 and 543 generated during the
period February, 1971, through January, 1973, were retrieved
and reviewed.

Parsons QA Manual and the Field QA Plans and Procedures k numi-

were retrieved and reviewed.

Chicago 3 ridge and Iron Company letter dated August 30, 1974,-

referenced the transmittal of all records to the QA center.
Some of these records were also retrieved and reviewed during a
previous inspection documented in NRC Report No. 50-341/78-18.
Although retrieval was slow in some cases, records were retrieved
dating back to 1971.

Documentation to Monitor Cracks in the Reactor Building Basement-

Floor Slab and Walls, March, 1973, was retrieved.
-

Records on " Slab Over Torus" Forming Edison letters dated-

j May 5, 1972, June 5, 1972, September 11, 15 and 20, 1972;
i n Parsons .DDR 474 and 488; Field Instruction No. 45 dated July 28,

U 1972.

Proposed Grout Specification May, 1972; Edison letters dated-
,

| July 3, 10 and 13, 1972, June 23 and 30, 1972; 3&L letters
dated May 1 and 9,1972; and The R. H. Dewey Company letter
dated September 10, 1971. This correspondence contained all

! information available regarding the identification, and evaluation
and correction of cracks in the base slab of the reactor building.
Repair procedures were also inclosed with this correspondence.

Ralph M. Parsons Records dated 1973.-

Fydrostatic Test Reports No. 46, 24, 25, 26, 18 and 19..

ASME Code, Section III, Pipe Erection Records for RER.

(E11-3177-9W10; E11-3181'7W8); Core Spray (E21-3144-0W3;
E21-3149-3W4; E21.3149-6WO). The file included process
control sheets, veld naterials issue slips, NDE reports,
repairs and material release reports.

O Receiving Inspection Report Nos. 737-1, 778-9A, 805-3 and.
'

762-5.
:

O
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Daniel Constructios Company letter to Edison dated August 28,
O 1974. ==4 a Part 5 ^=45= r st t= ar c^ n c= d> ==4 o c=-

mentation of ASME, Section III, Pipe fabrication / work. This
audit documented two audits of QA records performed by Parsons.
This audit also documented a very thorough review to assure
that all pipe welding records were adequataly completed and
accountad for.

Daniel Construction Company letter to Edison dated September 16,-

1574, and Audit Followup Report. *his repc,rt documented corrective
action of findings in the report previously described above
except welding records is still considered an open item.

Detroit Edison letters dated August 8 and 13, and September 4,-

1974, document Edison's control of the QA record trrnsfer and
audit of records.

Audit and Documentation of Records Turnover (Parsons to Daniel).-

Ralph M. Parsons letter to Edison dated September 27,.

1974, listed records of ASME Section III work performed by
Parsons. This letter stated that all velding records
except six nuclear welds were accounted for. These six
welds were subsequently radiographed and were found acceptable.
Walter G. House, Parsons Project QA Manager, (Certificate
of Authorization: NA-N-723; NPT-N-724) and F. A. Williams,

O State of Michigan Authorized Inspector certified that Pipe
Erection Status Sheets numbers 1 through 138 conformed to
ASME Code, Section III. The ANI certified that work had

- 'oeen accomplished in accordance with the Code.

Ralph M. Parsons letter to Boiler Division, Department of
.

.

| I, abor, dated September 27, 1974, closed out the documentation
! of work performed by Parsons.

In addition to record reviews indicated above, the NRC has periodi-
,

cally reviewed QA records pertaining to safety related work performed!

onsite from the start of the project to date. No real significant
problems have been found where large amounts of records vers missing.
During this investigation, Mr. Wescott, an NRC inspector, found that
a Hydro Test Record for E11-2852 could not be retreived. This matter
is considered unresolved (341/79-04-01).

3ased on the above, the allegation that QA records were burned in
1974 was not substantiatad.

Alletation No. 3: The fire that occurred in building 45A was more

Q extensive than was reported to the NRC.

- 12 -;
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Mr. Kuron also raised a new issue regarding the burning of records.
He stated that there were also QA records burned in a fire in building

O 4sA on necember 16. 1973. ne xRC ins >ector res,onded that zdison
had notified the NRC that the fire had occurred and a few welding
process traveler sheets and NDE reports which were in the process-

of being reviewed were burned. Mr. Euron stated that the fire was
such more extensive than reported to the NRC becsuse whole desks had

O been burned in the fire.

yinding: The inspector interviewed Mr. H. A. Walker, Edison Project
QA Engineer, who inspected the area damaged by the fire immediately
after the fire was extingu!.Jhed. Most of the records were in a
steel cabinet and they were protected. Damaged records mainly
consisted of Wismer and Becker welding process sheets and NDE test
reports that were left in "in baskets" over the weekend.

The records on top of the desks were burned but, even in this case,
only records on the top of the stack were severly burned. Records
near the center of the stack were salvagable. Visser and Becker
Ccmpany is in the process of reviewing the master files where a copy
of the velding and NDE records are kept, to determine which records
were lost. A Detroit Edison letter from QA directed Vismer and
Becker to determine which records were burned. The missing records
will be reconstructed to the extent possible. If a record cannot be
reconstructed, the veld in question will be nondestructively tested
to assure an adequate weliment was made.

|

| Q An Edison letter was also issued directing all contractors onsite to
j assure that all QA records, including those in the review process,

be stored in steel cabinets instead of leaving them in "in baskets"
| overnight or over the weekend.
|

The investigator inspected the area where the fire occurred. The
area had been rebuilt or repaired. File cabinets are now being used

| to store records overnight. Some nonsafety related pipi.ng that was
in the fire was still stored in the building and appeared to have no
damage. Since the building was metal and floor was concrete slab
only a limited amount of highly combustibles were in the building

j

I when this fire occurred. The fire was caused by a faulty gas heater
which was located in the south end of the building.

This fire was reported to the NRC on the same day it occurred. The
report appeared to be accurate and the licensee is now taking appro-
priate steps to have Wismer and Becker identify missing records and
prevent similar occurrences. No evidence was found to support the
allegation that the fire was more extensive than reported; however,
this matter is considered unresolved pending identification of
records burned. (341/79-04-02)

.

O|
,
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Alletation No. 4: The installation of a 24" Globe Valve and theO associated piping could not be installed because of interferences
with the concrete wal.1 resulting from poor construction practices.

Mr. Euron was concerned that the 24" Globe Valve, Ell-50F0483 (fv82140)

O QA Level I, ASME II, located at line 3-10 and elevation 588',.could
not be installed because it would interfare with the concrete wall
by five inches. He stated that a workman had core down off the
scaffolding stating that the whole layout was a mess and would
require five or six cuts to install the piping.

Finding: The inspector noted the location and valve identification
that Mr. Euron pointed out.

The inspector reviewed the QA records regarding this allegation and
found that Design Change Request No. P-1456 had been issued because
there was an interference fit. Engineering had reviewed the request
and approved the request on December 21, 1978. The change to the
drawing was also controlled as required. An Operation Process
Traveller was issued on submittal number 35207 along with accompanying
Weld Process Control Sheet Travelers 19561, 19562 and 19563. The
welding was specified to be in accordance with Welding Procedure
Number 103. The Design Change Notice No. 1508 was issued authorining
the work. All changes were controlled.

The inspector found no evidence to s'ubstantiate the allegation or

(]) concern regarding improper construction practices.

Allegation No. 5: The housekeeping in the drywell is very bad
especially in the area between the reflective insulation and the
vessel wall.

Mr. Kuron stated that the crews who installed the reflective shielding
were required to wash all the metal surfaces with demineralined
water prior to installing the panels. Now all kinds of debris and
dirt has gotten into this area and the crew wondered why it should
have been cleaned in the first place. During the walk through
investigation, he pointed out several pieces of lumber and debris on
top of the cover which seals off and protects the inside of the
reactor pressure vessel.

Finding: The inspector visually inspected the entire drywell area.
Some debris was found between the vessel wall and the reflective
shielding. A sand blasting operation had been performed on the
fifth floor of the reactor building and this dust had drifted down
into the dryvell and on top of the platform sealing the vessel as
well as down the sides of the spaces between the vessel salls to

.) reflective shielding and between the shielding and the outer most
vall of the drywell.

O
- 14 -
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The inside of the vessel is sealed and entry into the vessel is
controlled. When one enters the vessel a pass is required and

O protective clothing must be worn. In the past, NRC inspectors have
inspected this area repeatedly and have found no housekeeping problems
in this area.-

Mr. Inron's comments concerning housekeeping were unsubstantiated.
O ^1=$ =sh h=== he >1== h d teriar ted == ws c ti h == * 9 ==t

constitued no noncompliance. Prior to operation all areas will be
given a final cleaning. Presently, the licensee has a 30-40 men
crew who are cleaning each day. The inspectors will continue to
monitor housekeeping to assure that it does not fall below an
acceptable level.

The investigator could not. substantiate that overall housekeeping is
unacceptable at this time.

Alletation No. 6: The reflective shielding was improperly installed.
.

Mr. Kuron stated that the crews installing this shielding had left
out screws which join adjacent shielding panels.

yinding: The investigator visually inspected the shielding which
had been installed. In some cases, there were approxinately 1/4 to
1/2 inch gaps where the shielding panela join. The investigator was
unable to confirm that screws were missing without having the licensee
renove the panels.

O The i=vestinator reviewed the requirements renardi== the sub3 ct
shielding and found that the reflective shielding is not considered
safety related. Detroit Edison Specification 3071-51 (issued May 1,
1971), Paragraph 11.4, classified the shielding QA I,evel II nonsafety
related. Since this item is not safety related, no further action
was taken except to advise the licensee that installation may be
incorrect.

The investigator substantiated that this shielding is nonsafety
related and therefore it is not a safety concern.

Allegation No. 7: Big bore pipe hangers were improperly installed.

Mr. Kuron identified hanger P43-3324-C705 at the 653' elevation in
the turbine building as the hanger which was improperly installed.

Finding: The subject hanger identified has been reworked or repaired
and was now acceptable. The hanger was supporting a vertical pipe|

( run in the Turbine Snilding Closed Cooling Water System. This
hanger was a part of a nonsafety related system.

O :
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Although Mr. Kuron did not point out other deficient hangers, an NRC
inspector had previously identified hanger problems in Report No.

O 50-341/78-03 dated April 27, 1978, and subsequently in Report No. |

50-341/78-14 dated September 19, 1978. The first report documented
a nonce =pliance relative to Visser and Becker Constracting Ingineers'.

failure to establish measures to inspect 375 hangers installed by
the Ralph M. Parsoss Company. Inspection of hangers installed by

O vis er =d sec*er wa= co==idered i= des te heca= e checilists with
appropriate qualitative / quantitative acceptance critaria had not
been developed. The second report documented Wismer and Becker's
failure to take timely corrective action relative to the installation
of hangers and as a result, the W&B Project Quality Manager issued a
" Halt Work Directive No. 7" which stopped work on the installation
of QA Level I hangers. During the interview, Mr. Kuron was told
that this problem had been identified by the 3RC. He was also told
that an Edison program was in progress to correct hangers which had
been improperly installed and to prevent recurrence of improper
installation.

The allegation concerning improper installation of pipe hangers was
valid; however, the NRC had identified this problem nearly a year
ago and the problem is baing corrected.

Allegation No. 8: A Fire occurred in the Radwaste Area some years
back and equipment was not properly repaired.

Mr. Kuron stated that he was aware of a fire that occurred in the
radiation waste area. All Edison did was repaint equipment which

O was damaged in the fire. They did not disassemble pumps and inspect
for damage.

Tinding: During the walk through investigation, Mr. Iuren identified
Reactor Feed Pump Turbine, N21-02-C-014 and 015, located at column
P6 elevation 583'6" as equipment that was involved in the fire.

The investigator found this equipment to be QA Level II, nonsafety
related. Since this equipment does not perform a safety function,
it is not a safety concern. The radiation waste area does not
contain safety related equipment. The only parts of the system that
are safety related are the isolation valves located in the drywell.

The investigator substantiated that equipment in the area pointed
out and in the radwaste system is :iot safety related. Therefore,
this allegation is not a construction safety issue.

Allegation No. 9: Nozzles located east of the main condenser in the
turbine building were welded with the wrong weld rod.

Mr. Zuron stated during the first interview that noz les located
O* east of the condenser had been welded sometime in 1974, just prior

,

to the project shutdown. He stated that he was told that the wrong

O - t' -
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rod had been used. When construction on the project resumed, this

O deficiency was pointed oun to the appropriate versonnel but instead
of removing the weld "they" just " doctored" up the paper work. At
the time of the interview, the investigator indicated these welds
vould probably be considered nonsafety related but the investigator
would followup to assure that was the case. .

O Tinding: Mr. Kuron, during a walk through investigatica pointed out
an area where he thought the deficient welds were located. There
were sc many pipes in the area, he said he was unsure where the
alleged deficient welds were. The investigators interviewed another
individual and substantiated Mr. Euron's story concerning the weld.
He attempted to describe the area. He was asked to give the number
of the spool piece by calling the investigator after work hours,
however, the investigators never received the call.

The investigator inspected the area east of the main condenser twice
to insure that the pipe was not safety related. All pipes visually
inspected in this area were nonsafety related. The investigator
found that the piping could only be identified as safety related or
nonsafety related by reviewing the following drawings which showed
all pipes in the condenser area:

Basement Drawings No. 7M-721-2981, 3634, 3100, 3265, 3609,
| 3621, 3608, 2208, 3616, 3820, 3645, 3637, 3819, 3818 and 3822.

| First Floor Drawings No. , 583; elevation, 7M-721-2372, 3106,
O 3218, 3223, 3222, 321c, 3219, 3211, 3633, 3213 and 3216.;

Second Floor Drawings No. 7M-721-2376, 3220, 3212, 3221, 3393,
3396, 3394, 3395, 3397, 3967, 3198, 3810, 3199, 3638 and 3813.

Mer.e of the above drawings showed safety related piping. Mr. 3. Euchanan,
Dr.troit Edison Engineer, stated there was no safety related piping
in the area. Regardless, Edison was advised that there may be
i= proper welding on nonsafety related piping in the subject areas.

The investigator found that the alleged deficient velding is non-
safety related. Therefore, this natter is not a construction safety
issue.

Allegation No. 10: Stop valves for the turbine generator had been
improperly stored and maintained resulting in major repair.

Mr. Iuron stated that the th'rottle valves .(stop valves) had not been
properly stored and protected resulting in major maintenance problems.
The investigator informed the alleger during the first interview
that this item is not a safety related piece of equipment.

0| - 17 -
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Finding: Mr. Iuron could not identify the item by number so he was
requested to point out the equipment he knew to be a problem. This
was done to eliminate potential aisidentification. He pointed out a
Turbine Stop Valve in the turbine building that was being reworked.
Valve Assembly No. 5 A30-00-0-000-QX-049 was identified as a nonsafety,

related piece of equipment. This matter was brought to the attention
Q of the licensee.

The inspector substantiated that rework was in progress, however,
this valve did not constitute a construction safety issue.

Allegation No. 11: Signs are not posted telling workers where the
NRC can be reached to report contruction deficiencies.

During the first interview, Mr. Euron stated that signs should be
posted prominently to let workers know where and how constructions
deficiencies could be reported. He did not think such notices were

| posted.

j Finding: The investigator verified that notification was posted at
37 locations as required by 10 CFR 21, Paragrsph 21.6. All of these
were located at licensee and contractor offices; however, none were
posted in the Reactor, Auxillary and RHR Service buildings. The
investigator questioned this practice. The licensee volunteered to
post the notification in the lunch area inside the Reac*.or/ Auxillary
building.

O The invest 1:ator iou =d that the sub3ect =otificatie=s vere sosted.'

however, the investigator recommended that posting be more prominent
in certain areas. The allegation cannot be substantiated.

No items of nonccmpliance or deviations were identified concerning
the allegation findings described under Allegations No. 1-11.

Allegation No. 12: Weldment of Main Steam Line spool to inlet of
the external Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV).

A verbal allegation was made on February 21, 1979, by Mr. Iuron-

stating that a veld in the steam tunnel had been " doctored."
| He further pointed out the location of the veld in question to

the investigation team.
.

Finding: The investigation identified th- weld ent to be veld
identification number 321-3258-4WO to F02SC. This weld =ent is
a twenty-six inch (269 main steam pipe spool to the 26" externali

| MSIV. The investigatica included a review of weld records and.

documentation as follows:

Review of the Detroit Edison Ccmpany, Design Change Request.

'(Field), written on July 17, 1975, Document Control-Site
No. 321-01-0 and N30-11-0.

O
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This document stated that "The inside diameter of spool
pieces B21-325-1 through 4 do not match the ID's of their

O "stv' 11 14 a= t= > r=i==t== == 24 >=it4- > *s-
ID's of the spools to match the MSIV's to allow proper
fit-up of the MSIV to spool joint." This request was

.

'

approved by the Daniel Discipline Engineer, Daniel -
Engineering Manager, Edison Field Engineer, and the Edison;

Tield Project Engineer to allow joint fitup to meet the'

ASME Code tolerances.

Review of Wismer and Becker Veld Process Control Sheet.

Traveler, Submittal No. 16975, dated May 2, 1978, for veld
build-up of I.D. for Weld Identification No. 321-3258-4WO(A)
including:

(a) Liquid Penetrant Examination Record (Wisner and
Becker) 000916 dated November 29, 1978, showing the
build-up to be acceptable.

! (b) Review of seven (7) Wiseer and Becker Veld Filler
| Material Issue (Nuclear) slips used for build-up of

ID.

Review of Wismer and Becker Weld Process Control Sheet.

Traveller, Submittal No. 20762, dated August 14, 1978, '

| vhich supersedes WPCS submittal No. 13663, including
I nineteen (19) Wismer and Becker Weld Material Filler

Material Issue (Nuclear) slips.

I Review of Nuclear Energy Services, Incorporated, Radiography.

Reports of the root pass Report No. 1993 dated January 16,
1979, and the final report of the completed weldsent,

| Report No. 2274, dated February 13, 1979. Eoth were'

considered acceptable. The final radiographs were acceptad
by the Level III Wismer and Becker examiner on February 15,
1979.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified

Mr. Kuron also expressed concerns as to length of time it took-

to complete this veldment.
.

Finding: The investigator discussed this concern with Detroit
Edison QA personnel. As a result of the discussion, it va?
learned that a stop work order was in effect for two (2) weeks
in September, 1978, due to welding problems. When welding
resumed, the major effort was concentrated in the drywell area.
The welding problem is discussed in NRC Region III Report No.

O 3'2/7.8-23 5 cti== tv. > r ir sh t a xa ite== at ======9ti =c-
. or deviations were identified.
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Mr. Kuron also stated that the wbject main steam pipe spool-

had been removed from this locatica in the steam tunnel to beO cut and that he was not certain that the spool installed was
the same spool.. The alleger reLstad a story wherein the
individual cutting the spool was lax while performing de cut.

and made an error, and that the individual was fired as a

Q result.

Findina: The investigator discussed the above with the Toreman
of Pipe Cutting Incorporated (PCI), and was informed that the
piece of pipe being cut was not for the main steam line, however,
it was for the RER system. The individual performing the cut

| ves sent back to ?DI's home offices. This section of pipe was
recoverable. No items of noncompliance or deviations were
identified.

Alletation No. 13: Improper veld material used in the Chemical
Cleaning and Flushing System.

A verbal allegation was made by Mr. Euron on February 21, 1979, by
i pointing at a system and stating that veld rod had been used in the

system that was not supposed to be. The alleger could not identify
any specific weldsents where incorrect weld filler material had been
used.

l
Finding: The investigator identified the system as Job No. 4500, A
35-3628-40, which was later identified as the " Chemical Cleaning and

O 11==h1== 57 t = " rai =7 t 6 i== **ile to ^xst nat 1 >= ====-
Piping (Class D) and is a QA Level II and III system. Therefore, as
this system is not nuclear safety related, the investigator did not
pursue this allegation further. However, the investigator made this
allegation known at the exit meeting held on February 23, 1979. It
was stated at that time that this was a temporary system and would
eventually be removed. No items of noncompliance or deviations were
identified.

Alletation No. 14: Improper weldment of pipe whip restraints.

A verbal allegation was made on February 21, 1979, by the alleger
stating that stainless steel veld rod was used that should not have
been used in a weld which was pointed out to the investigators.

Finding: The investigation identif'ied the veld as TW7E, a weld
joint in a pipe whip restraint structure. Weld records and documen-
tation vere reviewed as follows:

Review of Wismer and Becker Weld Process Control Sheet (VPCS)-

Submittal No.12446 for veld identification No. FW7E, dated
O |December 12, 1977. This WPCS specified E-7018 filler material.i

The. Veld Tiller Material Issue (Nuclear) slips were attached
and indicated that E7018 filler material was used.

O - 20 -
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Review of Wismer and Becker DDR No.175, date issued October 13,~
-

1978. This DDR notes a deviation in that during a repair ofO W7 a 1" linear. indication was discovered adjacent to 7V7. The
final disposition of this weld is to excavate the indication
its full depth and reweld. During this investigation, the
final disposition had not been completed. .

O The inspector requested the licensee to obtain a sample of weld TV7E
to be analyzed to assure that components of stainlese steel were not
present in the weld. Results of this analysis indicated that no
stainless steel is present in the weld. No items of noncompliance

| or deviations were identified.

Alletation No. 15: Improper installation of concrete anchors.

A verbal allegation was made on February 21, 1979, by Mr. Zuron
stating that Red Head concrete anchors had not been properly installed.
The anchors were sometimes substituted with shorter anchors (Dutchman
Anchors) because of rebar interference and in some cases the anchors _
were not installed at all but that bolts were tack welded in place '
to make it look as if they had been properly installed. The majority
of these bad installations were alledged to be in the turbine room
with some in the reactor building. Mr. Xuron could not point out

-

any specific an: hors where the above had been done.

Finding: The inspector reviewed anchor installation records, documents
and observed testing of installed anchors, as follows:

Review of thirteen (13) Wismer and Becker, Concrete Anchor Test-

Reports, retrieved from the records storage vault. These
reports had been accepted by Daniel International.

Review of approximately thirty-five (35) Wismer and Becker-

Concrete Anchor Test Reports that had not been turned over to
Daniel International for final acceptance.

Review of Daniel International Procedure No. WP-I-01 " Installation-

and Testing of Concrete Anchors," Revision 5, dated January 11,
1979, including Appendix I and Wismer and Beczer Revision 3.
This procedure states that the testing requirements apply to QA
Level I system structures unless directed otherwise by Daniel.
The procedure further states that QA Level I installations,10%
of the anchors shall be tested at the time of installation.
Vismer and 3ecker personnel stated that 100% testing was being
performed as evidenced by item (2) above.

The inspector observed the testing of four (4) anchors for-

installation No. IV-P50-7001-G25. These set the required testQ p res s.ure .
.
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At the exit meeting held on February 23, 1979, the licensee stated
O that approximately 50% of the hangers would be replaced due to

updating of the hanger design and at that time the anchors would be
re-inspected visually and by the use of ultrasonic testing to verify
the length of anchor installations. No items of noncompliance or
deviations were identified, however, this item is considered to be
unresolved pending the satisfactory completion of testing of the
anchors by the licensee. (341/79-04-03)

Alletation No. 16: Voids in the grouting of the sacrificial shield
wall.

Based on information given him by Fermi 2 craft personnel, Mr. F. Iuron
expressed his concern to the RIII investigators that voids existed
in the sacrificial shield wall grout. He maintained that several
areas in the shield wall were devoid of grout due to the inaccessability
of the placement areas and improper placing / consolidation techniques.

Finding: The history of the sacrificial shield wall grout six
design, development, approval and in process testing was reviewed by
the NRC investigative team. Specific items reviewed were as follows:

Initial test performed by Irlin, Hime and Associates of the-

four proposed grout mix designs were reviewed and found to
include test for Flow (ASTM C109-75, Paragraph 8.3), Density
(ASTM C138-75), Air Content (ASTM Cl38-75 and C231-75),

Q Compressive Strength (ASTM C109-75), Shrinkage (ASTM C157-75),
'

Early Volume Change (ASTM C827-75T) and Bleeding Characteristics
(ASTM C232-71).

Final approval of the six designs for project use was given by-

Sargent and Lundy.

In-process compressive strength test results of grout as required-

by Daniel International Corporation (DIC) QCP-IV-ll8, Rev. O
were reviewed and found in each case to exceed the minimum 6000
psi compressive strength requirement.

Initially, the NRC representatives were given no specific location
of the potential void areas. Subsequently, on February 22, 1979, an
investigation of the sacrificial shield wall was initiated by NRC
and licensee personnel. Utilizing a " sounding technique," four
potential void areas were identified. (Wall skin plates No. 613PL1,
631PL1, 643PL3 and 651PL5A.) DIC DDR No. 2600 was then issued to
identify and request investigation of these areas. Six 3/8" dia=eter
holes were drilled at the request of DIC Engineering in the skin
plates at specified locations. All holes drilled revealed that the

O shield wall compartments were filled with grout and that the hollow
sound was attributable to minute shrinkage of the grout six away
from the vell skin plate.

()
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TheinspectorrequastedandwasfivencopiesofallDICDDR'swhich
identified compartments in the sacrificial shield wall which were

C not properly filled with grout during placement. Following is a'

chronological list of the shield wall DDR's and a brief description
of each:

DDR No. 1187, Rev. A, October 7 1977. Idegtifiedavoidarea-

O~
598'-4" to 604'-10") and a void area in Placement No. 4 (Azimuta

3in Piacement No. 2 cAzimuth 286 -30. to 329 -30., e1evation

342 -30' to 17 -45', elevation 598-4" to 610'-7"). Disposition
stated that the voids were to be filled using various grouting;

' methods, depending on location.

DDR No. 1226, October 12, 1977. Stated that the repair to-

Placement No. 4 was incomplete due to the inaccessability of
the shield wall compartment in which the void existad. A3
inch grout access hole was drilled per DCR No. D-0037 and the ,

repair of Placement No. 4 completed in accordance with DIC .

VP-I-03, Rev. 1.

DDR No.1402, February 7,1978. Idengifiesavoidareain-

Placements No. 7 and 8 at Azimuth 225 , elevation 615'-0",
located behind wall skin plate No. 648PL1 and the adjacent
column No. 210 C1. A 3" grout access hole was provided per DCR
No. C-0393 and the area was sattsfactorily repaired in accordance
with DIC WP-I-03, Rev. 1.

DDR No. (C)2610, February 28, 1979. Identifies two void areas
O confir:ned to exist on Feburary 28, 1979, during investigations

-

associated with this allegation. The first area is located at

| Azimuth 49,-15' , elevation 619'-8 1/2" (this area was greviously
l unidentified) and the second is located at Azimuth 286 -30' to
| approximately 316 -30', elevation 598'-4 1/16" (previously

identified on DDR 1187 as Placement No. 2). The following'

paragraphs discuss these two void areas in detail.
l During interviews with selected crafts personnel on February 28,I

1979, the inspector was informed of one area in which voids were
alledged to exist in the sacrificial shield wall grout. Subsequent
investigatgen,onthatdata,revealedtwovoidareas,onelocatedat
Azimuth 49 -15', elevation 619'-8 1/2" and another at Azimuth 286,-30'
to approximately 316 -30', elevation 598'-4 1/16".

The investigator reviewed the DIC procedure of Testing and Inspection
of Sacrificial Shield Grout, No. QC?-IV-118, for requirements to
assure that shield vall compartnents are completely filled during
grout placement. QCP-IV-118, Rev. O, Section 3.6 states that, " Placing
procedures and inspection points shall be in accordance with DIC

Q WP-I-03." yWP-I-03, Rev. O, Section 4.2.8, requires that during
grout placement the contractor's QC representative will monitor
" breather" or " weep" holes for evidence of concrete or grout.
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Review of the Sargent and I. undy shop drawings indicated that " weep
holes" and 1 1/16" bolt holes, to monitor the progress of grout

O vte ====a1citit== ==>>4 ir t 9=ifia > *
of the wall skin plate, girder and column fabrication requirements.
In addition, the licensee issued DCR No. C-0169B to require additional
3/8" " weep holes" in congested areas to assure complete grout. placement.

O uEco re,resentatives confirmed that the'first void area .ddressed by
DIC DDR No. 2610, located at Azimuth 49 -15;, elevation 619;-8 1/2",
had not been previously identified as nonconforming by the responsible
inspection personnel. Consequently, no corrective action was scheduled
to adequately repair the nonconforming area.

.

This failure to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as
failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective material
and equipment, and nonconformances are promptly identified and
corrected is considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion IVI (341/79-04-04) as described in Appendix A.

Deco representatives also confirmed that thg second void area addressed
by gIC DDR No. 2610, located at Azimuth 286 -30; to approrimately
316 -30;, elevation 598'-4 1/16", was Placement No. 2 which was
originally identified by DIC DDR No. 1187. DECO representatives
stated further that both Placement No. 2 and Placement No. 4 were
incompletely repaired per DIC DDR No. 1187. DIC DDR No. 1226 was
then issued to complete the repairs, however, it included only
Placement No. 4 for final disposition. DIC DDR No. 1187, which

O identifies Placement No. 2 as nonconforming, was observed to be
closed prior to completion of the specified repair. No corrective
action was scheduled to repair this nonconforming void area, prior
to its identification during this investigation.

This failure to assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly
identified and corrected is considered another example of noncompliance
as cited previously in this section. (341/79-04-04) ,

Detroit Edison Company representatives stated in a phone conversation
with the inspection team on March 6, 1979, that it is their intent
to inspect 100*. of the " weep" holes and 1 1/16" bolt holes present
in the outer surface of the sacrificial shield wall to verify that
all shield wall compartments are ecmpletely filled with grout. The
NRC investigative team was also informed that subsequent inspections
by the licensee had identified at least one additional void area in
the shield wall.

Allegation No. 17: Improper cadweld splicing of Reactor Building
Rebar.

This allegation concerns the mechanical splicing of No. 18 bars in
the fifth floor of the Rez nor Building at elevation 684'-6".
Mr. F. Iuron state:! that several reinforcing bars " pulled out" of

.
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the cadweld sleeves and failed to meet the minimum yield strength )
requirements during physical testing of splices representative of i

(]) this area in the reactor building.

Finding: The 684'-6" elevation in the Reactor Building contains 327 I

No. la cadwelds located in Placements No. 428 North, 428 South, 429
and 430. Inspector and crew qualifications, inspection, sample|

'

'

frequency and testing were accomplishes in accordance with Regulatory
'

Guide 1.10, Rev. 1.

Review of the tensile test resulta of No.18 reinforcing bar cadwelds
representative of these placements did reveal tnat two individual
splices failed to equal or exceed 125 percent of the minimum yield
strength (75,000 psi) as specified in ASTM A615. This observed rate
of failure did not exceed one for each fifteen consecutive test
samples and at no time did the average tensile strength of each
group of fifteen consecutive samples fail to equal or exceed the
quaranteed ultimate tensile strength (90,000 psi). This meets the
requirements specified in Regualtory Guide 1.10, Sections 3 and 5
for mechanical splice tensile test results. No items of nonccmpliance
or deviations were identified.

Allegation No. 18: Hairline cracks in Reactor Building structural
steel.

-

Mr. F. Kuron stated that through trades and labor personnel, he had
learned of " hairline cracks present in some of the Reactor Building
structural steel." He was unable to identify specific areas in

O- which these " hairline cracks" existed. Through discussions with the
licensee, the investigator learned of a previously identified problem
concerning the cracking of clip angles in the slab-over-torus-
substructure of the reactor building. When approached, Mr. Iuron
stated that these areas "must be the ones."

Finding: The structural steel framing for the " Slab-Over-Torus"
(elevation 536'-6") of which the clip angles are a part, consists of
radial girders which are shop welded frea heavy plates. In the
field, the ends of these girders are welded to clip angles which in
turn are velded to embedded plates in the inner (circular) and outer
(octogonal) wall of the reactor building concrete structure.

During routine QA inspection, it was noted that certain clip angles
had deva.'oped cracks. The following actions were taken by Deco to
resolve the clip angle cracking problem:

|

Sargent and Lundy re-evaluated the design of the welded connections-

of the clip angles to the steel girders and confirmed that the
design was adequate. Excessive veld metal on certain clip

' anglet was removed by arc-sir gouging and chipping to assure
compliance with Taylor and Gaskin drawing FWI, Rev. 2.24-72.
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The cause of the cracking of the rolled angles was determined-

by metallographic and chemical analysis performed by Deco
Reasearch Department to be defective hot rolling.

All welded clip angles which were not embedded in concreta were-

tested by liquid penetrant for cracks. .

O cliv nilen vascs were =ot e bedded in co crete e a re> laced-

or repaired in the field.

Sargent and I, undy designed 27 saddle supports to be installed-

under girders where concrete had been placed. These supports,
detailed in S&L drawing No. B-56 are designed to bear the full
load of the girders.

Approximately ten clip angles were visually investigated by the RIII
team. No evidence of cracking was found. The installation of the
27 saddle supports in the specified locations was also vecified.

Allegation No. 19: Excess structural steel after ccepletion of the
RHR Suilding.

The allegation concerned approximately 40-50 tons of excess reinforcing
steel left over after the completion of the R" Building. The
alleger was concerned this excess might c 's.ent essential structural
components that were left out of the RE. wu:; ding during construction.
Mr. Kuron was unable to provide any specific location in the RER
Building in which reinforcing steel was known to have been left out.

Finding: During construction of the RER Building, DECO requested
that Daniel International QA take photographs of the placement area
to verify proper size and spacing of in-place reinforcing steel.
Deco representatives stated that this policy was initiated due to
similiar allegations being made at another nuclear power plant under
construction.

The NRC term compared the photographs taken of RER Placements No.
SS2, W-1-15 and WP-10 with the appropriate reinforcing steel design
drawings. In each case, the investigator was able to correlate the
design drawings and photogra'phs to verify that no major errors were
made during reinforcing placement.

An investigation of the steel laydo h areas revealed approximately
20 tous of RER Suilding stock reinforcing steel and one 45 bar
bundle of reinforcing steel tagged for use in the 617', elevation
RER slab. It is common construction practice to have this amount of
stock steel f 'r field fabrication of miscellaneous steel shapes and
to accomodate reinforcing design changes. The 45 bar bundle was

O determined to be excess reinforcement due to a design change which
deleted the'se bars for the 617' slab.
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16 1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I have a question which probably

n)\- 2 should be asked just for clarification purposes. The testimony

3 itself consists of 32 pages, is that correct?
O
(s) 4 MR. SWANSON: That is correct.
r

p ,5 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: And with that testimony we have

8
@ 6 other documents which consist of professional qualifications, is

R
$ 7 that right?

M

$ 8 MR. SWANSON: That i correct. And the document that I
d
d 9 asked be received into evidence would be the entire document, con-
i
o
$ 10 sisting of the 32 pages of testimony. The professional qualifica-

E
j 11 tions of each of the five authors, members of the panel, and the
a
p 12 attached appendix, which is the I and E inspection report tha'. I
E

O i ia iaeaticiea eer11er-

h 14 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well.

$
2 15 MR. SWANSON: At the appropriate time I would ask these
5
g' 16 gentlemen to briefly, again, summarize the portions of testimony
w

d 17 that they are responsible for and could answer questions on, but
5

| $ 18 perhaps that would be best deferred until the time after recess.
=
H

19 At this time, then, I would ask the panel be temporarilyg
n

20 excused and they would be made available later this afternoon.

21 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well, the panel is hereby ex-

] 22 cused.
-

23 (witnesses temporarily excused.)
!

(~) 24[L
.

hd Tk 6 25 j

!
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T7-1 1 MS. WOODHEAD: The Staff would also, at this time, like
sw

2 to submit into evidence the Safety Evaluation Report and Final

3 Environmental Statement for the Enrico Fermi Power Plant as exhibit 3h
O\-) 4 if that's agreeable to the Board.

g 5 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well. You should identify
O
@ 6 the reports precisely, and identify the supplement.
R
$ 7 MS. WOODHEAD: At this time, the Staff presents its
s
j 8 exhibits, presumably to be marked 1, la and 1(2) entitled the
O
C 9
z,

Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of the Enrico
O
y 10 Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2, Nureg 1798, as well as supplement
N
j II Number 1 and Supplement Number 2 to the Safety Evaluation Report
s'

N 12 with the identical Nureg number for identification, and ask that
=

(]); 13 these be accepted as Staff' Exhibits.
-

i

I4 'Iz
5 CHAIRMAN MILHOLIIN: We'll mark that entire document
$
{ 15 as Exhibit 1.
=

y 16
(Staff Exhibit Number 1 was

w
1 -

% I7 i marked for identification)
E

'

h I8 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Are there any objections to the
~
!
"

19s evidence?
5 t

20 | MR. SIEGFRIED: Do you have a copy for us?

2I MS. WOODHEAD: The parties have been previously served.
!

({} I'll see if I can get you an extra copy.22

23 ' CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well. The document marked as

(~) 24 !Staf f Exhibit Number 1 is hereby received into evidence.
w- 3

| 25 i (The document referred to,
|

.

'
i

| ;: ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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2 j previously marked Staff Exhibit

() 2 No. 1 for identificat. ion,

3 was received into evidence.)
J

'() 4 MS. WOODHEAD: The Staff's second exhibit is entitled
t

e 5 the Final Environmental Statement Relating to the Operation of
M
n

M 6 Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit Number 2, Nureg 1769 and
e

R
g 7 addendum number one to the Final Environmental Statement with the
M
j 8 identical Nureg number, are also presented as Staff Exhibit.

d
= 9 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: We'll mark that Staff Exhibit
i

h 10 Number 2.

E
5 11 (The document referred to was
$
d 12 marked Staff Exhibit No. 2 for
3=

n) d 13 identification.)
\_ E j

h 14 MS. WOODHEAD: The parties have been previously served,

! 15 also, as well as the Board with copies of the Final Environmental

5
y 16 Statement and the Addendum.
e
'

17 That concludes the Staff's presentation of exhibitsg'

5
M 18 for_this portion.
=

| D
l 19 MR. SIEGFRIED: With regard to our expert witness, as-

R

20 I indicated earlier, we would like to defer until this afternoon

21 in dealing with that particular issue.

22 What would -- apparently one of the limited appearances-

23 has arrived. I had earlier indicated that there were going to be
,

i,

O 24 {
two or three additional limited appearances, at least that's theI

25 ; information that was given to me.
i

N
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3 1 Would the Board like to make a ruling or do something;

O 2 as to how you ere soine to treet those geoe1e2

3 (Discussion off the record)

4 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Are there any other matters which

g 5 the parties would prefer to discuss at this time? Does any party

9
@ 6 have a matter for discussion now? ,

R
$ 7 Very well. In that event, if there is one more person

sj 8 who would like to make a limited appearance present, this would be

d
c; 9 a good time to take that statement.
2

h 10 Is there such a person?
E

$ II MR. SIEGFRIED: I believe there is. Would you give
a
j 12 me thirty seconds. Maybe I can find her.
5

(Q)
13 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: The record should show that there

%

| 14 is one additional person who has come forward at this time to make
$

15 a limited appearance.

y 16 Please state your name for the record.
A

h
I7 I MARY JOHNSTON

18 MS. JOHNSTON: Well, my name is Mary Johnston. I live

E I9g at 25311 Harcourt, Farmington Hills, Michigan.
"

i

i 20 I have been a member of the Detroit Safety Energy

2I Coalition for the last five years, during which time Fermi 2 has

22] gone on in spite of all citizens' effort to stop its construction.

23 | The permission to operate this plant is already a foregone

24 conclusion.

'

25 ; And this proceeding today is merely a necessary step

i
'

! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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4 I toward that end. Such a fact can only breed cynicism about even
,

(]) entering into this hearing at all. However, there are some things
2

3 that must be said for the record.

4
(]) First and foremost is that the licensing process is

5y open to question. If at all possible, every effort is made to
a

@ 6
conduct these hearings quietly and almost invisibly. Public input

R
I e

E y'

is neither sought nor valued. Reliance is excessively placed upon
s
k 0 credible or credential experts, thus creating a special atmosphere
d
d 9

1 $.
so hermetically sealed that its conduct is unknown to the very

h
10 citizens whose health and safety is at stake. Therefore, knowing

=
5 II

that every effort will be made to improve the license for Fermi 2,
B

k
I2 the question must be asked, just what should people be expected to

g

(]) f 13 do in case an accident similar to the one at Three Mile Island.
E 14
g At the time of that accident, Michigan's plans for
~
_

C 15
h evacuation were even less adequate than those in Pennsylvania,
e

E I0 according to Mr. James Kepler, Director of NRC's Region 3, which
w

.h
I7

includes Michigan. In a study done by the Special Joint Committee
=

18
on Nuclear Energy headed by State Senator Doug Ross and State

-
"

19j Representative Mark Kleinfelder, Michigan's plans for the evacuation

20
of citizens living near nuclear power plants was found to be

I
i seriously inadequate.

22

)
The report stated that nearly 250,000 Michigan citizens

23 i
i live within ten miles of one of the five sites at which these

24
power plants are located. Nearly eight million persons in Michigan,

25
! Indiana and Ohio and ontario who live within 50 miles of one or
L

|

t ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I5 more of these sites, approximately five million of them in Michigar.

(} 2 The State plan relies heavily on the planning and capability of
3 local units of government to deal with emergencies. It requires

() that local governments have plans containing specifying elements.4

5
The question then becomes, is Monroe County ready and

5 0 able to cope with a nuclear emergency? The head of Michigan's
R
*
" 7 Department of Radiological Health, Donald VanFarrel, has said the
n
2 8s Federal Government sent 400 people to Three Mile Island, but theyd

}". were very disorganized. There was a lot of milling around and
9

o
H 10
g there was no coordinated ef fort. Could this happen in Michigan?
.:-

II
Why is it here in Monroe, Michigan and in the surrounding ten mile<

d 12
3 emergency preparedness zone, no effort has been made to inform
:
a

() | the public of just what to expect upon exposure to radiation.
m

What public information is there about the results of
~

9 15
g a reactor accident or the nature of radioactivity? Since radiation

y' 16
cannot be perceived by the senses, it presents a special category

.d 17
of risks which make it unusually difficult to deal with. Where doa

{
w 18

people go and for how long? When can they return? Will the land=
s
"

19j be monitored for radioactivity level? What about decontaminytion?

20
Monitoring without decontamination means large areas

21
are watched, but left unusable for long periods,.even years.

22

(]) | There is no emergency response beyond 50 miles from a plant, even
23

though studies have shown damage to human health could occur more

24 |
{} than 150 miles away.

25 | According to Ross and Kleinfelder, the emergencyt

,

|
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6 I preparedness zones are so arbitrarily set that they could leave

() 2 thousands of people unprotected. For instance, the southernmost

3 portion of Wayne County, approximately south of the southern tip

() 4 of Grosse Ile, althouth it lies well within ten miles of the Fermi

5g 2 plant, northeast of Monroe, is not included in the primary EPC
9
@ 6 for the plant. As many as 10,000 people may live in this part of
G
$ 7 Wayne County,
sj 8 Also, the State and local plans make no definite provisios
d
c; 9 for the distribution of potassium iodide tablets to persons who
o

h
10 might be exposed to radiation in an accident. The value of these

=
5 II tablets in preventing damage to the thyroid from radioactive iodine
*

N I2 have been well documented. Radioactive iodine is one of the most
5

(]) g" 13 dangerous substances that would be released in serious reactor
m

5 I4 accidents, in part, because it tends to concentrate in one organ,
$
g 15 | the thyroid. Children are especially liable to injury. The cost
.e.

g 16 of providing potassium iodide would be minimal.
e

h
I7

! To those who say that nothing happened at Three Mile
=

{ 18 Island Nuclear Power Plant, we can only point out these disquieting
P
"

19
3 facts. There was design failure, equipment failure, public infor-n

20
mation failure, evacuation procedures failure, human error,

21
governmental regulation failure, and safety system failure. In,

22
(]) fact, redundant safety systems failed redundantly. The fact remains

23
that a nuclear reactor with 100 tons of uranium packed in fuel rods'

[]} in its core, came within 30 to 60 minutes of a core melt.

25
According to the Keminy report, the accident did not

!
; ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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7 1 end with cold shutdown. More than 700,000 gallons of radioactive I,

O 2 water remeined inside oe the containmene bu11 ding or ere stored

3 in auxiliary buildings. The containment building also holds

O 4 radioeceive seses and the bedir dameses end h19h1v radioeceive

5 core.e
E
n
3 6 The radioactive elements contaminate the walls, floors
R
$ 7 and equipment of several buildings. Ahead lies the decontaminatio n

M
i j 8 effort unprecedented in the history of the nation's nuclear power

d
c; 9 industry. A cleanup could take as long as nine years to complete.
E
g 10 All that in addition to the two million dollar cost of additional
$
$ 11 purchase power and the $1 billion cost of the plant itself.
3

Y 12 The owners of TMI, General Public Utilities now hover
5

13 on the brink of financial ruin. Utility rates have risen 64

$ 14 percent, and a government bailout may be. required to save the
E

15
, utilities. Under the circumstances, it is not comforting to know

y 16 that the President's Commission Report on Three Mile Island known
s

( 17 | as the Keminy Report, finding Number 12, page 56, reads: "With

i5
g 18 its present organization, staff and attitudes, the NRC is unable
c
b

19g to fulfill its responsibilities for providing an acceptable level
5

20 of safety for nuclear power plants."

21 The tradeoff being made between energy production needs

22 and human and other casualties represent a cynical cost benefit

23 analysis that would be more acceptable to a totalitarian system.

24 Nuclear power is highly centralized. Decisions are made and
4

25 carried out by unelected officials whose responsibility to a
o,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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8 1 concerned citizenry is nonexistent. Such policy decisions are

(]) 2 antithetical to democratic decision making, and reduced citizens

3 role of onlookers and nonparticipants in the affairs of Government,

(]) 4 We, the citizens of Michigan, believe that it is not

0 5 only our right but our responsibility to see that the State pro-
8 '

@ 6 tects the health and welfare of its people. We are here today to
R
$ 7 exercise that right and that responsibility.
A
j 8 Thank you.
0
=; 9 CIIAIRMAN MILIIOLLIN: At this time, the hearing will
!
g 10 adjourn until 1:00 p.m.
E

5 II (Luncheon Recess)
a

:End T7 N I2
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j8 1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: The hearing will come to order.
g-pd

'

O 2 Mr. Voigt, are you prepared at this time to present

3 your witness?

Q 4 MR. VOIGT: Yes, sir. At this time we would re-call
e 5 to the witness stand Mr. tLeach and Mr. Bluhm.
h
@ 6 As previously indicated, Mr. Chairman, these witnesses
R
8., 7 are now available for cr'oss examination.
3
$ 8 MR. SIEGFRIED: Mr. Chairaan, I< would like to indicate
a
:s 9 on the record that Mr. Howell has arrived and he will be conducting
$
G 10 the cross examination for CE, and I thank the Board and the other
E

5 11 parties for their assistance and cooperation this morning. I have
i::

| 12 to leave for another hearing not related to the NRC, but David
'

S
13} will do the cross examination, but thank you for your patience

| 14 and cooperation.
$

f15 MR. HOWELL: For the record, my name is David E.

f16 Howell, and I am an attorney appearing for CEE in this matter,

ti 17 I assume that these proceedings ere being taped?a
x
Di 18

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Mr. Howell, a record is being made:=s
"

19j of the proceedings as they go forward and the transcript is being

20 prepared.
21

For the reporter to pick up the remarks, I think it's

22 .

Q going to be necessary for you tp ask your questions, perhaps, in~ .

23
some way in which you're facing the witnessna.

'

24
According to the seating, it doesn't seem too obvious

25[' '
at this time.

( ,
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2 ; MR. HOWELL: That is my question, where I should be

O 2 standing, direct the witnesses where the reporter can see me.v +

3 Thank you. 5

O 4 Okay. I Was ate thiS mornin8 and I appreciate the

e 5 Board's tolerance of my procaeding at this time in place of
3

$ 6 Mr. .itegfried.

R
a 7 The contention that we are addressing at this time is

8 the security at the facility. The individual that I would be
d.
ci 9 directing my cross examination to would be Stuart Leach.
i '

h 10 Whereupon, s

3 ,j 11 STUART H. LEACH,
*

y 12 00NALD BLUHM,
3 '

Q 13 recalled as witnesses by counsel for the Applicants,'having first

| 14 been duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and testified as
M'

| 15 follows:
=

[ 16 . CROSS EXAMINATION
wi -

[ 'l7 BY MR. HOWELL:
x

{ 18
Q Identify yourself?

_

G
19

g A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes. Mr. Leach.
20

Q When did you first become associated with security at
21

the site itself?

22O A (WITNESS LEACH) Back in early '66.

23
Q Was that at the beginning of construction?,

I

O '! A .(WIINESS LEACH) That was prior to construction when

25 ! -

: Fermi 1 was~there.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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3 i Q What was the initial security precautions taken at the
! -

.

'

A 2i site? '

V
3 A (WITNESS LEACH) Are you referring to '66 or --

4 Q Yes, I am.
,.

e 5. A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, in '66, we had security for
b '

3 6 Enrico Fermi Number 1.
R
& 7 Q And what was the security involved a't that point?
;;
j 8 A (WITNESS LEACH) The property was fenced. It was
r)
c; 9 enclosed, the Enrico Fermi 1 Power Plant where security officers
!

10 had an access portal where people would enter into the site to

@ 11 see whether they were authorized or nonauthorized,
a

| 12
Q What about the construction site, was that enclosed by

S
g

13 a fence at that point in time?

| 14 A (WITNESS LEACH) No, there was no construction site.
$

15
. Q Okay. When the construction site was surveyed and laid
j 16 out, when was security instituted on the site?
us

h
17 A (WITNESS LEACH) From the onset they had a security

x

{ 18 officer when you first arrived at the site.
A"

19
g Q Excuse me on this, but I do not know when the onset was.

20
A (WITESS LEACH) In '69, '70.

21
Q Is that when construction began?

22
A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, there were some civil work that

23
went on back then..

24
Q Okay. Were you in charge of security at that point in

25 | tline ?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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4 i A (WITNESS LEACH) No, I was not.

O 2 Q Was any netrott Eaison versonnel direct 17 in charse oe

3 security?

'

O 4 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, in 1970,

e 5 Q Were there any independent contractors used?
!
@ 6 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, there were.
R
& 7 Q At what point in time?
A
g 8 A (WITNESS LEACH) From the onset.
r)
ci 9 Q Until present?

$
$ 10 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, there's still some there now.
$
$ 11 Q Who does the independent contracting security report to?
s
y 12 A (WITNESS LEACH) They report up to the Edison Security. '

5g g 13 Q I'm sure that you're aware in the contention that

@ 14 there's allegations of thef t on the site?
E

15 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, sir.

j 16
Q Are you aware of that?

v3

h
I7 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, I am.

18
Q Has there been any theft on the site, to your knowledge?

19
g A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, there has.

20
Q And what kind of theft has occurred?

21
A (WITNESS LEACH) Some tools, small items like that.

O Q Has there been any destruction of property?
23

J A (WITNESS LEACH) Nothing major.

"
O Q Do you recall in the contentions and allegations of the

25
dumping of fuel oil?
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5 i A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, I recall reading it.

O 2 o aid you ever have any versonal knowledse of thee

3 incident?

O 4 ^ (wtrasss ttACH) No. 1 do noe.

e 5 Q Is it possible that that incident occurred?
E

. $ 6 A (WITNESS LEACH) It's possible.

7 Q But you have no knowledge?
aj 8 A (WITNESS LEACH) I have no knowledge.
d
m; 9 Q Any destruction in the facility itself while it was

10 under construction?
$
j 11 Now, you understand I'm not asking you for anything
a

| 12 like sabotage, disgruntled workers, employees, laid-off individuals

Q h 13 before they left.
m

| 14 Was there any worker-oriented destruction of property
$

15 in the facility during the period it was under construction?

; j 16 A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, you get the broken windows, you
as

h
17 get the padlocks that are broken off, toolboxes, lights that are

z

@ 18 knocked out, things like that.
5

I'

( g Q What has been the occurrence of intrusion from non-
O

employees on the site?

| A (WITNESS LEACH) Approximately less than 50, less than

l n 22
| U 50,

23 | Q How did those intrusions normally occur?

''O A (WITNESS LEACH) It would be with trespassers.

25
Q What would their reason be for being on site?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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,6 i A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, many of them were just curious.

O 2 Othere were there to hune or to fish.

3 Q How did they get on site?

O 4 A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, some of them came on by snow-
e 5 mobiles across the ice. Others walked on the site.
5

3 6 Q Anyone penetrate the fence?

7 A (WITNESS LEACH) They may have climbed the fence.

[ 8 Q Okay. Were there warnings posted on the fence?
d
ci 9 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, there are.
z

h 10 Q How periodical do you have survey of the fence para-
E

j 11 meter?
3

g 12 A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, it's checked when the officers
E

Oi1 make their routine patrols.

| 14
Q Do they check the entire parameter of the fence?

$
15 A (WITNESS LEACH) No, there are some areas that it's

y 16
impossible for them to check the parameter because of the swampyvs

h
I7 condition s .

b 18
Q Are there any other surveillance methods used in those_

E l9
g areas, any alarm systems?

20
A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, there are some alarm systems.

21
Q What type of alarm systems, without going into specifics ?

O A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, we have some alarm systems at
3' some of the buildings.
'O Q Okay. On the parameter fence, are there trip alarms?

25
A (WITNESS LEACH) No, there are not.
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:7 i Q So there are areas that are not patrolled?

O 2 A (WITNESS LEACH) That is correct.

3 Q Are they within visual inspection of an area that is

O 4 9^ trotted?

e 5 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, and from observers at posts
6

$ 6 located on top of the Turbine Building.

7 Q So there is no area that is not under constant sur-
;

[ 8 veillance?
e
ci 9 A (WITNESS LEACH) I wouldn't say that.

E
g 10 Q What about the lakefront?
E

h 11 This does border Lake Erie, does it not?
s
y 12 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes , it does.

5
13 Q What kind of intrusion methods do you have, prevention

| 14 methods do you have at that location?
$

15 A (WITNESS LEACH) We have some fence up along the area

j 16 that will be the protected area in the future along the beach
us

h
I7 barrier .

a:

@ 18
Q Does that enclose the entire site?

E
I'

g A (WITNESS LEACH) It will enclose that area that we have

0
to protect.

21
Q Okay. That you're referring to the facility itself

2

Q and not the land surrounding it?

A (WITNESS LEACH) That is correct, not the land.
,

Q Q Have you had any water intrusions, people using the
25

water, small crafts, hunters?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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8 j A (WITNESS LEACH) Not to get into the area that would

O 2 be the grotected area. We have had them come on our property.

3 Q Have you ever tried to determine the reasons for

g 4 coming onto the property?

e 5 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, we have,
bj 6 Q What kind of reasons did they give?

7 A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, in some cases they have ice
3
$ 8 fisherman who have come across the ice during the fog because they
d
c; 9 could see the lights of the plant and they really didn't know
z

h 10 wh'ich way they were going.
E
$ 11 We've had other incidents where storms would suddenly
is

y 12 blow up on Lake Erie and they have sought haven by coming onto our
5

13 property with their boats.

| 14 Q How do they enter your property with boats, are they
$
g 15 using a slip or --
a:

y 16 A (WITNESS LEACH) Well, they could come in off Swan
us

k
17 Creek and most of them are coming right up off Lake Erie right on

;c

{ 18 the beach itself.
E l9
g Q Are these occurrences -- can you determine when they're

20
going to occur because of weather conditions?

I
A (WITNESS LEACH) No, because we don't know the people

are out there when the weather is bad.
23

i Q When the storm, when there is small craft on the lake,
24

would you expect that to be a more common occurrence than on a

25 | calm day?

! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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9 i A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, we would.

O 2 o Oxey. Do you have a grocedure to imcrease your patro1s

3 during that period of time on that area?

Q 4 A (WITNESS LEACH) Sometimes they'll patrol along the

e 5 beach more if they feel there is more water craft out there.
5

@ 6 Q But that's irregardless of the weather?

7 A (WITNESS LEACH) Yes, because you could have more water
;;

$ 8 craft out there on a nice day than you could in a storm,
d
ci 9 Q You have no procedure during a storm to patrol at an

$
b 10 increased rate?

| $
| @ 11 A (WITNESS LEACH) No, we do not,

a

j 12 NR. HOWELL: I have no more questions of this witness.
5

13 Thank you very much.

| 14 MR.' SWANSON: The Staff has no questions.
'

$
15 MR. VOIGT: Does t.he Board have any questions?

j 16 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Is there any redirect by the -- |
as

h
I7 MR. VOIGT: No , s ir .

x

{ 18 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: The Board has no questions.

O I9
g MR. VOIGT: May the witnesses be excused?

20 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Yes, the witnesses may be excused.

21 (Witnesses excused.)
22

Q MR. VOIGT: At this time, Detroit Edison wil1 call to

23
i the witness stand Mr. Tullio A. Alessi and Mr. Walter M. Street.

Q As previously indicated, Mr. Chairman, these witnesses

25
are now available for cross examination.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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10 1 Whereupon,

O 2 TuttIO i. itESSI,

3 WALTER M. STREET,

O 4 recalled as witnesses by counsel for the Applicants, having been

5g first duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and testified as
n
3 6 follows:

7 CROSS EXAMINATION
3
g 8 BY MR. HO' ELL:
d
m; 9 Q I'd like to direct my questions to Mr. Atessi.
z

10 Is that the correct pronunciation of your name?

$ 11 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes.
m

| 12 Q Thank you. What is a Turbine Building?

S

Q g 13 A (WITNESS ALESSI) That's the structure in which the

@ 14 turbine generator is tocated.
$

15
Q I'm not an engineer and you are going to have to be a

l' little patient with me.

h
I7 What are hangers?

=
M 18

A (WITNESS ALESSI) Those are devices that are norma 11y:::

19| used to support pipes.

20
Q Okay. Is the Turbine.Buitding or any part of the

21
Turbine Building related with the reactor or safety related?

'
'

Q ^ (wtraess AtesSt> te is aoe sateer retatea-
23 ,

Q What's the function of pipe hangers?

*
O A (wtTuesS AtzSS1) To suevort gives, to carry the tosds

25
that the pipes -- the weight of the pipes, plus the fluids that are
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11 1 in the pipes.

O 2 Q When were the pige hangers in the Turbine Eu11 ding

3 originally installed?

O 4 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Well, the installation initiated,

5 I believe, probably around '73 and they're still continuous, not

3 6 finished.
R
$ 7

Q Okay. 1973, were you on site?
A

$ 8 A (WITNESS ALESSI) No, I was not on site,
d

9
Q Were you employed by Detroit Edison on that project?

10
A (WITNESS ALESSI) I was the Director of Quality

,5
II

Assurance from the date that the project was initiated.

NI Q Okay. 1973 in the Turbine Building. were there any
S '* '

O pipe hangers installed?

E 14
g A (WITNESS ALESSI) I believe there were.

Q Subsequent to that date, was there a halt in construction

16
g for any reason?

6 17
A (WITNESS ALESSI) In 1974, the project was shut downg

$ 18
for approximately two years.=

19| Q What's the material composition of the pipe hangers?
20

A (WITNESS ALESSI) Carbon steel usually.

21
Q Is it protected in any way?

"
O A (WITNESS ALESSI) I believe that -- I know that in some

23
location they are painted. These are all painted.

24

8ndO
25 |

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I
1 Q Okay, today, in the turbine building, the hangers that

,,)t 2u are installed, are they all painted?

A (WITNESS ALESSI) I can't tell you right now.

() 4
Q At '73, would it be your belief that they were all

'

| painted?

$ 6
2 A (WITNESS ALESSI) It would be my belief that they were.
n
8 7
; Q At the time construction ended and restarted, again,
N
2 8M would expect any oxidation to occur to those hangers?
d
c 9

A (WITNESS ALESSI) I would suspect that in -- areas therej
o

h could be some rusting, superficial rusting.
=

Q What would that do to the strength of the hangers?

d 12
3 A (WITNESS ALESSI) It's superficial rusting. The en-
c

() gineers tell me that it would have no affect on the ability of that

E 14
g hanger to support the loads for which it was designed.

- 9 15'

j Q What constitutes superficial?
~

$-
16

A (WITNESS ALESSI) Do you know, from your own knowledge,

f 17
that there was an inspection of these hangers to determine if thew

x
5 18
= rusting was superficial?

4 s
19

g A (WITNESS ALESSI) All I know is that when we started up

20
construction that a warehouse here in Monroe was set up to re-

21
furbish hangers that had shown signs of deterioration, where they

(') were sandblasted, inspected, repainted, reassembled.
I23
.

O What kind of pipes do they support?
i

() A (WITNESS ALESSI) Water lines and steam lines.

25
Q So your statement, then, is the NRC apparently dis-
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1 covered a problem and they have been reworked? Or, am I reading

O)(_ 2 something into what you said?

3 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes,"you're reading. It was done at

() 4 our own volition.

e 5 0 .okay, but the hangers that were there were there prior
b

$ 6 to the -- construction -- had been reworked?

R
$ 7 A (WITNESS ALESSI) For one reason or another. But once
s
j 8 again, the point should be made that all of these hangers that

d
d 9 you're dealing with are not involved with safety related.

$
$ 10 Q But it is part of the construction and it does have a
Ej 11 function in the complete operation of the facility?
m

y 12 A (WITNESS ALESSI) That's correct.

5
/~T d 13 0 If I ask you to give me an estimation of what percentageVj

j 14 of that facility is safety related and what is not safety related,

$
2 15 what would you say? Just a numeric percentage?
E

y 16 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Just a guess, it's probably divided,
M

g 17 I could be wrong, but it could be 60/40. Sixty percent safety
n

.

5 18 related, 40 percent not safety.
_

E
19 Q Did you ever hear, in your experience, of a non-safety,

5

20 related piece of equipment causing the failure of a reactor?

21 A (WITNESS ALESSI) No. Not within my experience.

22 0 okay, would it be possible -- I'm not asking probable,)

23 ; I'm asking is it possible that noncafety related equipment could

T 24 cause the failure of a reactor?
(G

25 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I really don't feel confident to answer 1

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I that question and make it -- to the point that it's factual. I

O, 2s_ could give you a opinion, but I--

3 0 --I'm asking for your opinion.
-

4 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Well, my personal opinion is that the

e 5 manner in which a nuclear plant is designed requires an analysis
A

'

$ 6 of all systems in that plant, and if any are recognized that --
R
$ 7 because of failure of one mode or another, would definitely ad-

'

3
8 8 versely affect the safety of the plant from a nuclear standpoint,
d
j 9 that item would have to be classified as being important to safe-
z

h 10 ty and therefore would have to be given the considerations that
!

$ Il safety related equipment is given, in design, inspection, pedigree ,

3

g 12 et cetera.
5

( } f 13 0 But that, in fact, is not the legal standard used by the

@ 14 NRC to classify safety, non-safety related items, is it?
$

15 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I can't speak for the NRC.

d I6 Q In your own knowledge?
w

17 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I do believe that the standards that
=

{ 18 have been developed always have as a basis consideration of whether

E
l9g a system or a given component can affect safety.

n

20 Q would you like to see your standard that you have pre-

2I sented here today, adopted as the standard in the industry?

/^ 22 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Well, it's not our standard. It'sV)
23 : the standard of--

t

24 Q --Your standard--)
25

! A (WITNESS ALESSI) --it's a standard of industry. I'm
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I referring to the standard of the industry, not mine.

2 O Your opinion is therefore the opinion of the industry,

3 that you gave me?

th 4 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I can't speak for the industry.

e 5 0 Okay, that's why I'm asking about your opinion.
h
@ 6 A (WITNESS ALESSI) And I gave you my opinion.
R
b 7 Q Okay, and you really only have one position, one way
A

| 8 or another, about the safety related components of the tructure,
d
si 9 then, as to how they are classified?
z
o
@ 10 MR. VOIGT: Objection. That question is hopelessly
E

k II vague.
is

N I2 BY MR. HOWELL:
5

. 13 Q Do you have an opinion as to how -- on this particular

! I4 project that you are working on, do you have an opinion on how
$

15 the equipment, the pipes, the fittings, are classified as safety

i[ I6 or nonsafety?
us

h
I7 A (WITNESS ALESSI) It is very important to me and it's

x

h9 very important to my organization, because the actions that we

e I9g take relative to safety related equipment and systems and struc-
n

20 tures and activities, is impacted by the requirements of Appendix

21 B of 10-CFR-50, namely the basis for the quality assurance pro-

22Q gram. Therefore, if we are going to apply the quality assurance

23 , program as it should be applied, we have to know what is safety
i

24 related, what is not safety related.

25 | We are also in the position, if we have knowledge that
I
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I something was not classified properly we'd -- I'm in the position

0 2 to ask questions and get a definitive answer as to whether it isV

3 or not.

A
V 4 But in the end, it's the NRC that has to pass judgment

5g as to what is safety related and what is not safety related.
"

@ 6 Q I'm aware of who has that judgment. My question, which
R
*" 7 I'm not going to re-ask at this point, was your opinion of that
;

j 8 judgment?
d
o} 9 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Well, as I say--
z

10 g __ rem not asking the question--
=

k II A (WITNESS ALESSI) --the decisions made are important to
$

g 12 me because that determines what actions I have to take.

0
bm) j Q What is weld rod?13

n I4| A (WITNESS ALESSI) Weld rod is a -- it is a rod of ma-
h:

15 terial in the form of -- they vary in length and diameter, but it

j 16. could look like a piece of wire, a foot long or whatever the di-
A

f I7
.

nension is for length, and--

5 '

183 O --Do they have ferrous composition?

O I9 MR. VOIGT: Have you finished your answer?g
.

n

20 THE WITNESS (ALESSI): No, I have not.

2I MR. VOIGT: May the witness please finish his answer?

22O THE WITN"SS ( ALESSI) : So these weld rods look like
O

23 wire. They approximately an eighth of an inch or whatever di-

24 mension -- they vary in dimension. And they are of a length of

25 ~ approximately a foot.
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I BY MR. HOWELL:

2 Q Are you finished?

3 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I'm finished.

4 Q All right, of various compositions?

g 5 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes, they are.
Q

$ 6 O Does the composition vary for what they are assigned to
R
8 7 be used for?
E

[ 8 A (WITNESS ALESSI) 9at is correct.
O
c; 9 Q What are nozzles on a main condenser?
z

h 10 A (WITriESS~ ALESSI) The main condenser is not a safety
$
@ 11 related piece of equipment.
ic

y 12 0 What are nozzles on a main condenser?
5

13g A (WITNESS ALESSI) That is a penetration piece of equip-

| 14 ment to which the pipe is attached.
$

15
, 0 How is it attached?

y 16 A (WITNESS ALESSI) By welding, or it could--
as

| .h
17 0 --What's the function--

18 A (WITNESS ALESSI) --or it could be flanges -- pipe con-

iE
19a nected by bolt -- it could be a bolted on connection.

M

20
j 0 By threading, do you mean?

2I A (WITNESS ALESSI) No. Two flanges meet. You put

22 holes through.

j 23 , Q What's the function of a nozzle?
,

24 I A (WITNESS ALESSI) You're asking questions that maybe I

25 should have a mechanical engineer answer. As I say, it is thei

I
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I point of entry to a piece of equipment to which--
,m

V 2 WITNESS STREET: The function of a nozzle is to hold a

3 pipe under a condenser.

Q 4 BY MR. HOWELL:

5g Q If the wrong weld rod was used, would that be critical
ei

j 6 to the function of the nozzle?
R
@, 7 A (WITNESS ALESSI) If improper weld rod is used it might
n
j 8 -- and I say might, render the quality of the weld less than what
d
d 9 it was desired to be.
!

h
10 Q okay, are these welds normally designed witP. a high

=

@ II safety standard associated with them?
*s

N I2 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Not on the condenser, because it's
5

(O) $
13 not safety related.

^

=
,

| 14 0 What would happen if those nozzles failed? If the pipe
$

15 -- not the nozzle but the welds -- failed?

y 16 A (WITNESS ALESSI) The failure of a weld could be a
A

h
I7 crack would develop, and whatever it is carrying -- if it's

z

{ 18 carrying a gas or steam or water, could leak out.

E
19a Q And the main -- the nozzles on the main condenser, what

n
20 are they designed to carry?

2I A (WITNESS ALESSI) I would imagine that what is being

22 referred to in your questions are the nozzles that carry the

23 | cooling water that's circulated to condense the steam as it exits

24 the turbine.O >

25 ' Q okay, just for my information, what is the source of
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1 the cooling water?

p 2 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Pond that goes -- associated with they
3 cooling towers.

C) 4 Q Thank you.

g 5 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Flows through the system.
8
{ 6 Q Also, in the contentions, there is a statement about
G
& 7 a steam isolation valve. Can you explain what a steam isolation
;;
8 8 valve is and what its f'inction is?
d
@ 9 MR. VOIGT: Could I -- could you point out where in the

$
$ 10 contention there is a reference to a steam isolation valve?
E

@ 11 MR. HOWELL: They are on page five in the content. ions
is

| 12 -- I'm sorry.
E

13
_

WITNESS ALESSI: It's in Mr. Kuron's testimony.

| 14 MR. HOWELL: I think it was 4B that that composed part
$

15 of -- I'm looking for the exact wording.

.j 16 MR. VOIGT: Contention 4B is quoted -- on the first
us

b^ 17 page of Mr. Alessi's testimony.
5

{ 18 MR. HOWELL: Welds are safety related components.
-

E I9g 3 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I'm going to have to ask you to
n

20 adress your reinarks to the chair.

2I MR. HOWELL: Welds are safety related components, is'

22 part of the contention that I am asking about currently.

23 , CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: And your question to the witness
!

24 | is?

b !

25 i MR. HOWELL: What is a steam isolation valve? It may
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1 be very short because it may not be safety related.

() 2 WITNESS ALESSI: Steam isolation valve is one -- there

3 are a number of them. It's a valve in the main steam line and it

() 4 isused to isolate the reactor, the source of steam, from the

g 5 turbine generator.

8
@ 6 BY MR. HOWELL:
R
$ 7 Q Are there any other steam isolation valves that would
M
j 8 not be associated with steam from he reactor?
d
0 9 A (WITNESS ALESSI) We only have one source of steam.

,

z
e
$ 10 0 If that valve -- or, if those valves were welded with

$
@

11 the wrong rod would that be a critical problem?
3

I 12 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I -- I can't really answer the ques-
5

(]']
13 tion, unless I were to be given specific facts to the nature of

m
g 14 the wrong weld rod.
$

{ 15 Because, as I say, it might -- it might not.
z

j 16 Q To your knowledge, was there, at any time, a stop work
w

d 17 order involving the steam isolation valves and the welding' pro-
$

{ 18 cedures associated with them?

h
192 A (WITNESS ALESSI) This particular issue that you are

n
20 referring to was fully investigated. You may know that it was a

21 problem called to our attention. We investigated that particular

22,/ case fully, verified all the documentation, and determined that

23 there was no problem.

24(g Q How did you -- excuse me -- how did you determine that?
\_) .

25 ' A (WITNESS ALESSI) The people who conducted the investi-
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I gation reviewed all the welding process, and there were reasons

2 imposed by engineering for the delay in the completion of the

3 work. But it was for perfectly legitimate reasons.

C) 4 0 Were ehere enz eemetes eeken of the we1de2
e 5 A I don't know.
c

j 6 0 would that be a way to determine if they were properly
R
b 7 welded?
3
$ 8 A That would be the most direct way of doing it.
r)
; 9 Q What is a pipe whip restraint?
z
o

10 A Pipe whip restraint?
=
k II WITNESS STREET: A pipe whip restraint is some kind of
is

f I2 a structure that will restrain a pipe from whipping in case it
'

S
g

13 would have a break in the pipeline.

| 14 BY MR. HOWELL:
$

15 0 What kind of material or compositions are. these res-

i[ I0 traints composed of?
us

I7 A (WITNESS STREET) Several different kinds. There's no

{ 18 unique one. It depends on the application.

E I9
|

g 0 Okay, are any of these restraints either safety related
"

!

20 -- items?

2I A (WITNESS STREET) Yes, they are.

22 Q And have any -- there was an allegation at one point

23 : in time that there was wrong rods used to weld that. Has that
i

24n been checked or verified in any way?
b ;

25
! WITNESS ALESSI: My understanding is that the allegation
!
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1 was investigated and it could not be substantiated.

(]) 2 MR. HOWELL: I have no further questions. Thank you,

3 gentlemen.

O 4 cu^'a"^" "'tuo"'"= 3=et a momeat- 9eatte ea-

5g Does the Applicant have any redirect, or the Staff?
H
j 6 No?
R
d 7 MR. VOIGT: No further questions.
N

| 8 BOARD EXAMINATION
d
d 9 BY JUDGE SCHINK:
i
o
@ 10 Q You just mentioned that the best way to verify that a
!
j 11 weld was properly done would be to take a sample of the weld, is
3

:j 12 that--?
E

13 A (WITNESS ALESSI) No, my answer dealt with if you want

h 14 to determine whether the right weld rod was used, but it doesn't
$

15 tell you -- the only thing that determines whether it's a good

j 16 weld or not.
m

{ 17 0 If you took a sample of a weld, what would you do with

18 the sample? Do you have the facilities for analyzing it? And if

s
19g you do, how would you analyze it?

n

20 A (WITNESS ALESSI) We have emissions spectographs and

21 X-ray spectographs. We could use nondestructively -- traverse

2273 a sample and ascertain, for example, whether it is homogeneous
V

23 , composition and determine the exact composition spot by spot.
i

24 0 You can determine the elemental composition--

25 ; A (WITNESS ALESSI) --That's right--
i
,
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1 0 --but not the crystolographic?

(]) 2 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Well, we have the metallurgic and

3 metalographic laboratory. We could even use the electron micro-

() 4 scope, if we wished to have that available, so we could do a full

e 5 analysis on a weld to determine that not only chemically it's

hj 6 okay, but metallurgically it's a proper weld.

7 Q Are those on site?

%
8 8 A (WITNESS ALESSI) No, they are at our research labora-
a

d
d 9 tory, which is located apptaximately 35 miles from the site.
i

h 10 0 What other things would you do, then, to verify that
E
5 11 the weld was good?
$
d 12 A (WITNESS ALESSI) The process, itself, is a controlled
E

(~).! 13 process. It includes -- it begins with the finding, the geometry
S

E 14 of the weld, having developed a procedure for the geometry, that
x
$
2 15 particular material, will produce a weld if the welder follows

$
'. 16 that procedure -- that will give you a weld that could be tested
s i
d

d 17 mechanically and could be verified that it is an acceptable weld.

5
$ 18 Then, the welders are qualified to do that particular , eld, to
-

19 that particular procedure.
-M

20 The whole process is subject to the scrutiny of quality

21 control personnel, and if it's in a class one system, where the

gs 22 weld eventually is radiographed.
%-],

23| 0 In reading your prepared testimony, you had a discus-
!

24| sion of clip angle supports and beam seat supports, and I was() |

25 | unable to understand how a beam seat support would work. Can

i
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j you explain that to me a little better?

() 2 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I can, but Mr. Wally Street is here,

3 who is a civil engineer, I think could do a better job.

("3 4 WITNESS STREET: A beam seat is a bracket that we put
U

5 underneath the beams. Goes back up along side of the beam, ife

b
8 6 you will refer to figure two there, and it is welded to the
o

7 imbedded plate in the wall so that it will transfer the load of
_

E 8 the beam on to the beam seat and back up and is welded on to the
e.

N imbedded plates in the wall.9
i

$ 10 BY JUDGE SCHINK:
E
_

g jj O The figures that were submitted seem to show this as

3
d 12 being on top of the slab. Has the slab been poured and you then
E
a

13 have to chisel concrete out?
CE)d:

E 14 A (WITNESS STREET) No. Where the slab had not been
w
$
2 15 Poured we merely replace the clippings. Where the slab had been
U

. 16 poured the beams are partially exposed out the bottom, and so is
k
W

g- 17 the imbedded plate in the wall. So we had enough room underneath

$
$ 18 the slab to put this beam seat in without chipping away any of
_

19 the slab.

A

20 BY JUDGE MORRIS:

21 Q I just have a couple of questions, Mr. Alessi, for

22 clarification, with respect to the hangers, were these all lo-
G
V

23 cated in the turbine building?

24 A (WITNESS ALESSI) No, we had hangers in the reactor

25| building as well.

i
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I Q Were some cf the hangers in the reactor building taken

2 out for refurbishing?

3 A (WITNESS ALESSI) All hangers on site that were not

4 installed were -- were in storage, were refurbished,

5j 0 I see. Was there any oxidation, rust or degradation of
a

6{ hangers already installed?

8
D A (WITNESS ALESSI) I can't tell you for sure, but in some
n
k 8 instances this is somewhat academic, because we have gone through
d

several redesigns as a result of differences in methods in making

10 seismic analysis, et cetera, et cetera. As more sophistication
=

.k
I I

came in.
,

d )2
3 And, hangers have been redesigned, replaced, so that
3

13
j by and large I would say that most of the hangers that are sup-
m

E | porting the pipe systems today represent work done in the last
$ I

9 15 1
!;i several years.
m

'
O Were some of the refurbished hangers installed? Are

they in place now?
z
$ 18

A (WITNESS ALESSI) They are.=

19
g Q Was there any degradation and rusting or surface

20
effects, as you label them?

21
A (WITNESS ALESSI) Any that were judged to be below

acceptable standards were scrapped.

23 -

24I
fj l

(ND TK 9 25 ;
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T10-1 I Q With respect to the nozzles on the condenser, from
Dc sw

2 reading the submitted testimony, there is an allegation of improper

3 welding, but this was characterized as being on a non-safety

({} 4 related system.

5g Did Detroit Edison, nevertheless, investigate that
n
@ 6| allegation and do anything about it?,

'K
b 7 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I believe that -- let me -- the work
s
j 8 on safety related systems has been inspected by the QC personnel
d

$ 9 who are associated with quality assurance organizations. Thez
o

10 balance of plant work, the non-safety related systems were inspected
=

| II by field engineers but not part of the quality organization, but
s

f I2 part of the Edison construction organization.
=

(])f13 Q Let me ask you in a little different way. How do you
z
5 I4 satisfy yourselves, and are you satisfied that the welding on
$

15 these condenser nozzles is proper?

y 16 A (WITNESS ALESSI) The welds were inspected and they
A

h
I7 were accepted by the inspectors. I do not know if in the instance

,

i

f IO of that particular nozzle where it was alleged that an incorrect
9"

19g | welding was performed whether someone did a full investigation,e

|buttheweldsareinspected.20

21
Q I have no further questions,

f] ! MR. HOWELL: I'd like a point of clarification. These
jss

n3* 1 two individuals gave written testimony on three different

24/~N 9 contentions. I was finished with the first contention, but I do
(_) !

25
1 not wish to indicate that I was finished with these three gentlemen.
1 I

O
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2 I Cl! AIRMAN MILif0LLIN: We decided this morning that we

2 would proceed in the following way: That the witnesses would appear

3 and sponsor all of their testimony concerning Contention 4.

4 MR. IIOWELL: At one time?

e 5 CIIAIRMAN MILIIOLLIN: At one time. And then the cross
5

$ 6 examination would occur at one time.
R
=,

y7 Would you like to respond to that?

f8 MR. IIOWELL: I can't respond to what I wasn't here for.
d
d 9
z.

I apologize. I did have just a few things on one of the other

10 contentions. It was my information that we were going on each
=
,$ I I item, contention at one time, and not necessarily four lumped into
s

f 12 one big bracket.

3
13j Cl! AIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Well perhaps you could explain

I4 what it is you'd like to do?
$

{ 15 MR. IIOWELL : There is the third contention about items

i[ 16 that I don't know what they are -- known as Redheads. I assume
us

I7 f they're some type of anchor restraint for concrete and certain

IO quality assurance problems that I would like to ask some questions
19

8 about.
n

0| CIIAIRMAN MILIIOLLIN: Are you ready to do that now?

'
MR. !!OWELL: Yes, I am.

CIIAIRMAN MILIIOLLIN: Go ahead.
-

i CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. liOWELL:
h

25
Q I'm going to get these mixed up. I'm taking them A,

|
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3 I C, D, E, all through the end. I'm going to get them confused in

2] my own mind, so I hope you'll tolerate me a little bit on this.

3 One of the contentions that was presented by the
4 Intervenors, they're talking about things known as Redheads. What

c 5 are Redheads?
$
@ 6 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I'll let Mr. Street answer that.
6
6, 7 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, could we have an identification
a
j 8 of which contention we're speaking about here? I don't see any
d
c; 9 reference to Redheads here.
$
h

10 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: These witnesses have been presented
-
_

5 Il for the purpose of presenting testimony on Contentions 4B, C and E;
in

I2 is that right, Mr. Voigt?

=
13n 5 MR. VOIGT: That is correct.

U I
5 I4 MR. HOWELL: It is true that the word Redhead is not
E

15
, in the contention itself, but it is in what I believe is 4C,

.j 16 involving the quality assurance records.
s

h
I7 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: When you say it's in that

s
G 18 contention, what do you mean by that?
E I9g MR. HOWELL: It's a part of that contention. It was
n

20 ' the basis of these anchoring devices as one of the bases for the

21
contention, that the records do not contain or do not explain or

22
document these errors.

O
23 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Go ahead and begin your cross

24 ! examination. Try to make it in such a way that we can follow which

25 I
9 contention it's related to.
l!
u
11
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4 1 MR. HOWELL: I'm going to have a problem, and I will .

O 2 attempt to ao that.

3 BY MR. HOWELL: (Resuming)

O '
4 Q I de u eve v - were seine to' answer the auesti- 1 asked'

.

e 5 about Redheads,

h
$ 0 A (WITNESS STREET) A Redhead is a brand name of concrete

$'
w

t 7 anchors.
3
] 8 Q And how are they used?
d
; 9 A (WITNESS STREET) I don't understand that question.

$
$ 10 0 Well, they're concrete anchors. Do you install it in
$
$ II the concrete when it is in a wet stage?
is

f I2 A (WITNESS STREET) There are several different kinds of

O!' ene=e enchor - They're o tiv = ae to be etechea to or et chine
. 14 items to cured concrete.

15
, Q Is a Redhead one of those types?

i[ I0 A (WITNESS STREET) A Redhead is a brand name that
cA

I7 , contains several different types.
x

IO Q No matter what type, it's function is to hold something
'C

I9 to a concrete base?
c

20 A (WITNESS STREET) Correct.

21
Q In the safety related area of this facility, are there

22Q any Redheads in use?

A (WITNESS STREET) Yes, there are.

O What would their use be in that area?

25 A (WITNESS STREET) Holding any sort of devices to the
.
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5 I concrete buildihg. -

0 2 Q Woud the ,auu,e o, the 2 dheaes 3e a cause a pro 31e_
3 related to the equipment'that it is supporting?

O 4 A (WIrnESS STREET) oegendine on whae le 1e ectuativ
5 holding up, it could be a problem.

@ 6 0 The quality assurance' records, do they cover Redheads?
~
n
*" 7 You may be the wrong person to ask.
n

he O A (WITNESS ALESSI) The installation of concrete anchors
d

]". is inspected by QC personnel.9

10 0 In the reactor building, the Redheads that were
= 2

| II installed, were they all of the proper length, or would you even
j 12 know?
di

Oi' A (W THESS ALESSI) I know because there was an allegation

I4 made. We used ultrasonic methods to go out and determine whether
E
' i5

. the lengths as advertised were indeed the correct lengths.

is Q What was the result of your ultrasonic testing?

@" , A' (WITNESS ALESSI) We did not find any, to my knowledge,
17 '

|=

we did not find any that were other than what they were supposed
19

j i to be.

O
Q How do you ultrasonic test for length without going into

!21
a very mechanical explanation?

Q A (WITNESS ALESSI) It's a device called an audiogauge
i23
that sends a signal to the material, bounces back, and the time it

| takes to travel through the material is a function of the length

25 ,
of that material. That is displayed on the screen.

f
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6 I Q These anchors are solid, then? |

O 2 A (W1TNESS AtESS1) Wr. Street is more fam111ar with the

3 design of anchors. Perhaps he can explain.

Q 4 A (WITNESS STREET) It gets confusing at this point

5y because there are several different kinds of anchors, all of which
a

@ 6 are manufactured by Redhead. There is no yes or no answer to that
R
$ 7 question.
3
$ 8 Q They can be hollow or solid or --
cJ

=; 9 A (WITNESS STREET) There are shell anchors, there are
!

.h
10 wedge anchors. Which kind of anchor you're talking about depends

=
N II on whether it's solid or not.
3

f I2
Q Are they all tested the same way?

3

[] g
I A (WITNESS ALESSI) The test was for the length of the

v:

5 I4 bolt. However that anchor shape is, the bolt always is a solid
$

15 bolt, a conventional bolt.

i| 16
Q Couldn't the bolt go in and out of an anchor?

|v5

I7 A (WITNESS STREET) No.
, :::

IO
Q What would stop it?

i-

g" 19 A (WITNESS STREET) The concrete at the back of the hole.

20 0 Would the concrete necessarily withstand the force of,,

2I
you know, some instrument that was used to drive the bolt in through-

the anchor?

23 "
A (WITNESS STREET) You cannot drive a bolt thrm.ch an

'

24
anchor.

25 | Q They're solid at the bottom?

I'iI
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7 I A (WITNESS STREET) No. I know they're open at the

O 2 bottom, but you cannee erive a __

3 0 If I had an anchor that was three inches long, you're

O 4 ee111ne me I cen t out e do1e four inches throueh ie2 If I -- by

5y turning?
e'

h 6 A (WITNESS STREET) I think there's a basic problem with
R
$ 7 the conception of what an anchor looks like. Again, the different
s
j 8 shapes of anchors, I can't imagine driving a bolt through an
d
d 9
z.

anchor. I guess I don't understand your question.
o
g 10 0 Okay, let's restrict it to shell anchors. I believe a
$
$ II shell anchor is a hollow threaded -- it's what would you call it,
3

I 12 a female threaded piece of material?
E

Q f 13 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes.

b I4 Q And the function would be to thread a bolt into that
$

{ 15 anchor?
=

y 16 A (WITNESS STREET) Right.
|*

h I7 ! 0 If I have a six inch bolt and I have three inch shell
I E

IO
[ [ anchor and I put it through, wouldn't it go all the way through?

#
! I9g There is no block or stop at the back of the anchor or the bottom

n

20 of the anchor?

2I A (WITNESS STREET) Yes, there is.

22
j Q What is that block or stop?

23 A (WITNESS STREET) It is called a wedge.

24
Q How is it made up, is it a solid or just --

(GJ
25,

t A (WITNESS STREET) It's a solid piece of hardened steel,
h

I
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8 I Q And that prevents it from going through?

() 2 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes.

3 Q So when you do an ultrasonic test, you determine the

() 4 length of the bolt in the anchor and that's how you know what size

g 5 the anchor is?
?
@ 6 A (WITNESS STREET) Wrong.
R
$ 7 A (WITNESS ALESSI) If you're just looking for the length
n
| 8 of the bolt, that's the critical issue.
d
o 9 Q You don't know the size of the anchor. The only thing
&
$ 10 you're concerned about in the specifications contain are what size
$
$ 11 the fastener has to be put in that location?
E

y 12 A (WITNESS ALESSI) No, sir.
E

(])
'

13 A (WITNESS STREET) They only come in one size per bolt.

! 14 Again, we're talking shell anchors. A shell anchor for a half inch
$j 15 bolt is always the same length. There are no differences in lengths

j 16 of anchors.
A

d 17 Q And the specifications for the facility would specify
5
M 18 what shell anchor to use?
-

e

$ 19 A (WITNESS STREET) They specify what size bolt to use,
n .

20 and there's only one size shell anchor that goes with that bolt.

2I Q I'm going to rz"e on and talk about some cracking that

22{) occurred in the reactor core -- or what is it called, the ground

23 ! well? Will someone give me a hand?

24 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Which part of the contention are

25 , you referring to?
i
.
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l

I9 MR. HOWELL: It's 4E -- dry well.

BY MR. HOWELL: (Resuming)

3
Q Does that have a meaning for either one of you?

() A (WITNESS STREET) Yes. The dry well does, but --

e 5
g Q The concrete base slab in the dry well.

$ 6* A (WITNESS STREET) There is none in the dry well, sir.

E 7
; Q What is the bottom of the dry well?
n
8 8" I might have to retract that. What I apparently amd
6 9
y talking about is the four foot thick concrete base slab for the
o
H 10
$ reactor building floor.
I 11| A (WITNESS STREET) Okay,

d 12
E Q There is apparently cracks in that; is that correct?
S

(]) ! A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes. Back in '73, I believe the
E 14
_y year was, we observed a series of hairline cracks that resulted
9 15
j after a brief period of time, af ter the slab had been poured.
I 16
) Q What is the reason for a four foot thick concrete base,

d 17
g slab in the reactor building?

I 18
= A (WITNESS ALESSI) I'll have my friend, the civil

19j engineer answer that.

20
A (WITNESS STREET) It's just the foundation for the

21
building.

(]) Q Do you mount equipment on that slab?;

23
A (WITNESS STREET) Yes.

() Q Is that slab designed as part of a retention for any

25|' water that may escape or any liquid containing radioactive materials;
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I10 is that part of the design of that slab?

() If there was a release of radioactive material and that
2

3 slab wasn't there, what would happen?

4(]) A (WITNESS STREET) Yes, that is part of the secondary

5 containment of the building. Part of the secondary containment

$ 0
of the building and part of the secondary containment is to contain

R
* 7} material that has escaped from its primary container.
s

! O
Q My second question is if this slab wasn't there, what

d
d 9
j would happen?
o
S 10
j A (WITNESS STREET) Then there would be -- secondary
=

hII containment would not be there, would not be complete.
d 12
3 0 And as a result of the lack of secondary containment,
=

what would occur?

E 14
g A (WITNESS STREET) What would occur when?
=
9 15
g Q If there was a liquid waste that was present in that
-

T 16
y area of the building?
' 17
d A (WITNESS STREET) Then the liquid waste would be free
=
$ 18
- to enter the substructure or the material under the building,
u
"

19
8 Q And what is the material under the building?n

20
A (WITNESS STREET) Grouted bedrock.

21
Q What is the elevation of that slab in relation to the

22
water level around it?)

23
A (WITNESS STREET) Approximately 30 feet below the normal

'
,

24 ;

j ground water table..

~)
25 { Q And at .^ne point, was there a problem with ground water

!
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I11 infiltrating the building through the slab, if you have knowledge

(} of that?2

3 A (WITNESS STREET) There was no problem with it. The

4() ground water didn't filtrate through the cracks.

5g Q Were corrective actions taken as a result of this?
"

b 0 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes, sir,
~
n
*

y7"

Q What was the corrective action?
n

b A (WITNESS STREET) The cracks were mapped, they were
d
d 9
7. pressure grouted with a cement sand fly ash mixture, and the grout
-

E 10
j cured.
=

hII Q Is there a monitoring program instituted to determine
'# 12E if there would be additional cracking or --
#
a

{') [ A (WITNESS STREET) Yes. There was a monitoring program
m

$ for additional cracking.
-

9 15
g Q Has any additional cracking occurred?

? 16
y A (WITNESS STREET) No more had been observed.

F 17
d Q In a building of that type, when would you expect the-

M 18
= most cracking to occur in a piece of concrete?
9"

19
j A (WITNESS STREET) The type of cracking that we saw was

20
associated with shrinkage and temperature changes. 'ou would_

21
normally see that phenomenon happen shortly af ter the concrete had

22

{) cured or if it is subjected to a large temperature change.

23
Q Was there any correlation with the fact that construction

24

) had halted and the building was pretty well open to the environ-

25 :
' mental changes; would that have caused any of the problems?
t

I
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12 I A (WITNESS STREET) No, sir, construction had not halted

O 2 at that time.

f3End T10

O 4

g 5

8
@ 6

a
b 7

a
j 8

a
d 9 .

z-

h 10

.s

a
y 12

s

Oi'
| 14

!!
r 15
*
=
j 16 f
2

h 17
*
=
$ 18

%
{ 19
e

20

21

22

23

O 24 )
,

25 |
i
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[11 1 Q Would freezing cause a problem like that?
tJ-pd

2 A (WITNESS STREET) A large temperature change may cause

3 that problem. !

4 Q When was the slab poured?

e 5 A (WITNESS STREET) To the best of my knowledge, it's
Ej 6 1971,

R
6, 7 Q During what part of the year?
K

[ 8 A (WITNESS STREET) I couldn't tell you exactly what part
d
c; 9 of the year.

E
$ 10 Q Has there been any attempts to measure what the ground
5
$ 11 water pressure is that could be exerted against the slab?
is

y 12 A (WITNESS STREET) No, sir.

5
13 Q Or is ground water a problem in that area?

| 14 A (WITNESS STREET) Are you talking about water pressure?
$ '

g 15
Q Yes,

x

i| 16 A (WITNESS STREET) Part of the -- we submitted a report
us

h
17 to the NRC on this and as part of the report, we said that we

z

g 18 would measure the effectiveness of our groutin ., program and when
s"

19
g the construction progress allowed the ground water at the site to

20
allow that, and we are doing that.

21
Q Has that occurred?

22
A (WITNESS STREET) It is occurring right now.

23
Q In other words, you have what, drilled wells, or how,

24
do you measure the ground water pressure?

25 '
A (WITNESS STREET) We don't measure the pressure

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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2 1 directly. We just measure the elevation of the surface of the

O 2 ground water.

3 Q Do you know what it is today?

(]) 4 A (WITNESS STREET) Today it's three feet above the

5g bottom of the reactor s1?.b.
#
3 6 Q And if there were cracks that redeveloped in the slab,
R
$ 7 what would happen with a liquid contained in that area?
M
j 8 A (WITNESS STREET) The liquid contained bn the area?
O
=; 9

Q Yes.
$

10 A (WITNESS STREET) It would become diluted with the

fII ground water.

12
Q And it would move out through the slab bato the ground

(]) f13 water?
5 14
$ A (WITNESS STREET) No, sir, the ground water is moving
=
@ 15
E bato the building, if at all.
x

? 16
g Q How do you know that?

A (WITNESS STREET) The pressure on the outside is higher

5 18
= than that on the inside,
e"

19
j Q Have you established any base line parameters as to

.

20
what the yearly fluctuation in ground water hydraulics is at that

21
location?

c, 22
(,,) A (WITNESS STREET) Right now it's at an artificial level

23
because of the construction. Without that, yes, we'd know what-

24() it is because we are so close to Lake Erie that it is essentially

25 |
| that of Lake Erie.
I
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3 i Q And where is the reactor base compared to the surface

O 2 tevet of teke Erie 2

3 A (WITNESS STREET) About 30 feet below.

O 4 Q The grouted bedrock, was that rock that was native on

5 site?=

6

$ 6 A (WITNESS STREET) Ye s , s ir .

7 Q How is the grouting done?
K
j 8 A (WITNESS STREET) The bedrock was grouted by drilting
d
; 9 holes into the rock and injecting a cement grout mixture in this

e
g 10 high pressure.
E
j 11 Q What is the bedrock?
s
y 12 A (WITNESS STREET) Bedrock at that place is a dolomite
5

] 13 structure.

| 14
Q Which is a form of limestone?

$
15 A (WITNESS STREET) Ye s , s ir .

j 16
Q Is it very susceptible to high pressure grouting?s

h
I7

. A (WITNESS STREET) I don't understand your question, sir.
=

f 18
Q Well, isn' t dolomite or limestone quite reactive with

19
g ground water in itself quite capable of being dissolved? ,

O
A (WITNESS STREET? Not quite readily. It's -- the whole

21
area is in the ground water. If dissolved too'readily, it wouldn't

O be there now.

23 : Q Don' t we have as an example in this state of what
'

O happens with limestone when it dissolves?
1

25|! MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to have to object

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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|
4 1 to the continuation of this line of questioning.

;

O 2 We've moved way, way from the contention which had to |

3 do with the base mat, not what's underneath the base mat, and

O 4 certainly not with the structural integrity of the underlying
5g rock.

v.j 6 I think that counsel's questions at this point are
R
$ 7 demonstrably outside the scope of our contention and demonstrably
a
{ 8 outside the scope of our testimony.
O
ci 9 MR. HOWELL: As a nature of the underlying bedrock in
E

| 10 that area, I think that the bedrock is very important and pertinent:
=

$ II to the structure that has been designed to be supported on it anda

g 12
the cracking may, in fact, be a good indication that the bedrock

Oi' is not up to the job that it's being forced to do.

I4
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Your contention --

g 15
MR. HOWELL: Was involving hairline cracks or involving

a:

163 cracks in the concrete base slab and we specifically contend that
I7

it was because of the presence of excess water in the reactor hole,

Di 18
'

= CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Yes, your contention says that
s
"

19] excess water in the reactor hole caused the concrete base to crack.
20

MR. HOWELL: We're not talking about the reactor hole

21
after construction. We were talking about the reactor hole during

"
O the stages of construction.

23 ,
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: And you wan t to explore the'

,

*'

O characteristics of bedrock?
| 25 ,

!
| MR. HOWELL: I think it's important for the Board to

|
h ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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e e.'s.

1 understand the bedrock in the area and I won't have to go into

O 2 it any further. 1 have eseeb11shed on the record what I wenced

3 to establish, the nature of the bedrock and the expertise of the

O 4 part white of tese1f 111 show the poor quatity of the stone ehet

e 5 the facility is built on. ,

3

$ 6 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: So your response is that you don't
'n

E 7 have anymore questions on that subject?
3
| 8 MR. HOWELL: I don't have anymore to pursue on the bed-
d
ci 9 rock.
b
b 10 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: All right.
E

$ 11 BY MR. HOWELL: (Resuming)
S

g 12 Q How were the cracks monitored?
E

O s i3 A <W1rNESS S1aEEr> visua11 .7m
W
5 14

Q Well, what parameters were set to determine if there
$

15
were additional cracking?

I j 16 A (WITNESS STREET) The tength and width of the cracks
us

h
I7 were visual 1y examined. Visua1.

m

f 18 q How were they measured?
-

s-."
19j A (WITNESS STREET) I don' t know which toot was used to
20

measure them.
21

Q They were measured then?

O 22 , cy11,sss sz,ss,) y,,,

23
| Q And it wasn' t just, well, there is a crack and you

24O ,,,1,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,1,, ,, ,1,, ,,,, ,,,,, ,,, ,, ,,,1,1,,,1

cracking?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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6 i A (WITNESS STREET) I don't know exactly what period of

O 2 time te mes monitorea over.

3 Q Is it still being monitored?

O 4 A (WITNESS STREET) No.

e 5 Q Is there any reason why it's not being monitored today?
5

$ 6 A (WITNESS STREET) Nothing had changed for awhile.
R
$ 7 Q And you don't know what this quite awhile is?
A
j 8 A (WITNESS STREET) I'm not, you know, completely quali-
d
d 9 fied to answer exactly, you know, why.
$
$ 10 Q You were not involved with that program?
$
$ 11 A (WITNESS STREET) Why the report was ended, no.
is

y 12 Q Okay. Could you estimate the period of monitoring?
E

13 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I believe it was over a period of

| 14 approximately three months and the situation had stabilized at
$

15 that point in time and it was after that thlt we undertook the

f16 grouting program. 'he whole thing is reported in the report that

h
I7 was submitted to the NRC. I don' t have it here.

x

f 18
Q Any reason why it was terminated so soon?

I9 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Other than it was established that

20 a stabic condition had resulted.
21

Analysis, by the way, by the designers of the Reactor

22A Building identified the fact that these cracks had no safetyV
23 '

consequences either through the integrity and the ability of the

^

O " "b ' d '"" J b ' " ""i"" t' """ d* " ts"* d -
25

Q Was there any procedure used to determine if any of the

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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7 cracks, in fact, went completely through the four-foot sla'b?3

O 2 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Floorings were taken all over the

3 floor and it was identified that there were some cracks that were

O 4 as shallow as six inches and some as deep as three feet. That's

e 5 in the report.

5j 6 Q Were they rather straight-lined, very even pattern, or

7 they were diffused?

8 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Well, it would not be in the nature

a
=i 9 of material such as concrete via nice straight line. It would go

!
g 10 around.

11 After all, you have a lot of large-sized aggregate that
a
y 12 makes up the concrete, and, therefore, the crack would wander.

O}1 Q Okay. Is the concrete that was used, was it a rather

| 14 porous concrete?
$

15 A (WITNESS ALESSI) On the contrary, because given the

j 16 nature of the conditions of the site relative to the ground water,
as

g 17 ! we selected special cement type, Type 5 cement, and added two
t E 18 additional bags per cubic yards of concrete beyond what was

P

h 19 required to obtain the necessary strength in order to get the
n

| 20 maximum density and reduced permeability of the water.
21

Q Okay. I'm still on Contention 4E and there was a

O pr visi n f that contention. I believe it was Part 2 dealing
23 , with clip angles.

24
What is a clip angle?

25 | MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, we've already been through

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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8 1 the clip angles portion of the testimony which is not Contention

O 2 4E.

3 MR. HOWELL: 4E, 2.

O 4 MR. VoIGT: 4E, 2 is hairline cracks in structural |
|

= 5 steel.
Uj 6 MR. HOWELL: That's the one.
G
R 7 A (WITNESS STREET) That's the one.
A
j 8 CHALU4AN MILHOLLIN: What- is your question?
d
* 9

E.
What is your question?

10 BY MR. HOWELL: (Resuming)

$ 11
Q These clip angles, what are they?a

| 12 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Oh, I'm sorry. Excuse me. Go

O!' ahead, Mr. Voigt. Did you have an objection to this question?

b I4
MR. VOIGT: I will withdraw my objection, sir.

$
g 15 What happened, I think, was that Judge Schink asked=

f16 some questions about the clip angles, but I don't believe Mr.
ti 17

Howell did previously. So that's still open.w
=
M 18
::: CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: So you have no objection?

19| MR. VOIGT: I withdraw my objection.

20
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well. Go ahead.

21
A (WITNESS STREET) If you refer to figure one of

d Mr. Alessi's testimony, we have a drawing or sketch of clip angles ,
23 ,

Clip angles are bent or rolled pieces of steel that are'

24
O bolted to the web of a beam and then they are, in turn, both would

25 |
| be welded to the attachment for the support.
I
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9 i BY MR. HOWELL: (Resuming)

O 2 Q ouer. Whee is their function 2

3 A (WITNESS STREET) Their function is to carry the load

O 4 from the beam into its support.,

e 5 Q Are any of these used in the safety-related materials
!
@ 6 of the building?

7 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes,

a
[ 8 Q If they were, was there a problem with them on this
0
::i 9 site?

!
g 10 A (WITNESS STREET) In one instance, there was reported
E

@
11 a problem with them and that problem was corrected after it was

a
y 12 identified.
5

Oi' a now was it correctea?
m

E I4 A (WITNESS STREET) Where the clip angles were still <

$
15 accessible and not embedded in concrete. They were removed and

g 16 placed with noneffective clip angles where the clip angles were
w

h
I7 no longer accessible by a beam seat as shown in figure two was

=

{ 18 added and the strength of the beam seat was that that it would
P

I9g carry the entire load of the beam and clip angles were no longern

20 needed.

21
Q So some of the clip angles were actually embedded out

,

O of sight?

| A (WITNESS STREET) Partially out of sight.
'

'O Q And to correct that, how did you correct it?
25

A (WITNESS STREET) We added a beam seat underneath the

Al.DERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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10 1 beam and connected back up to the embedded plate.

O 2
Q oxay, yet referring e,yemr ,,,w1mg, .31cs 1 s ,e so,

3 an opportunity to look at instensibly, how is the beam fastened

O 4 eo that it mitt do the 30b of a c11g enste thet has been determinea
5

3 to may or may not be effective.
a

3 6
A (WITNESS STREET) How is it fastened to the beam or the

b 7
wall?

a
8 8

Q To anything.a

O
d 9 '

j If the clip angle was installed before the concrete was
0 10
i poured, I assume so that there would be some kind of structurat
-
_

11E
g in tegrity.

d 12
E Now, you're going outside of that structural integrity
S "O and you're insta111as a seat- -

E 14
y How is this fastened to make sure that it equals or
P 15
j exceeds the structurat strength of the clip angles?

? 16
$ A (WITNESS STREET) The beam rests directly upon the
6 17

| g beam seat so that the load is transferred directly into the beam
M 18

5 seat. It is then welded to the plate and embedded plate in the
I 19
5 watt.

'

| 20

Q Okay. The beam seat is fastened to a plate that's
21 -

embedded in the wall?
"

O A (wtrNESS STREEr> ves, the same 9 ete the c11g enste1
23

was attached to.'

*
O Q okay. what is this giete in the wait, e beam, 1 beam

25

or --
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11 1 A (WITNESS STREET) I can't say for sure. We used

O 2 different kinds of enchorage systems.

3 Q Yes.

O 4 now is te festened?

e 5 A (WITNESS STREET) How is what fastened?
U

@ 6 Q The plate.
R
E 7 A (WITNESS STREET) To the wall?
A
g 8 Q Yes,

d
c; 9 A (WITNESS STREET) I don't know the exact details of the
$
$ 10 anchorage, but I'd say we've used several different anchorage
!

@ 11 systems. Some kind of steel would be embedded in the concrete,
a

g 12
Q And the clip angle is welded to the plate?

O!' A (WITNESS STREET) Yes.

14
Q And now what has happened is you removed the concrete

b
15 and you -- no?

z
16 How did you weld the seat to the plate?

h
I7

A (WITNESS STREET) Theplateextendsbelowtlkebottom
=

{ 18
of the concrete slab.

i:
y" 19

Q So it's accessible at other than where the clip angle
20 is?
21

A (WITNESS STREET) Correct.

22Q Q I'm having problems finding the particular contention

234

number to deal with the void in the sacrificial shield.

''

O na vo1or: There tsn't anv-,

25| A (WITNESS ALESSI) It's not in the contention.
r

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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12 i CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: This is your contention, isn't it,

f] 2 Mr. Howell?

3 MR. HO' ELL: Yes, it is.

Q 4 If I could have a minute.
,

e 5 I believe the way it was presented was that under 4B
h
j 6 there was a contention involving quality assurance. Part of the

!?
E 7 quality assurance records covers the sacrificial shield; is that
3
$ 8 not right?
O
c; 9 MR. VOIGT: Just a moment, please. Contention 4C
z

h 10 deals with the destruction or loss of quality assurance records
$
@ 11 during the course of construction which is the famous trailer fire
a
p 12 and to a lesser extent, the subsequent fire that occurred in one
E

13 of the office buildings and it's perfectly clear that it's limited

| 14 to the destruction or loss of quality assurance records.
$

t 15 It's not an all-embracing contention that takes in

g 16 everything that somehow says quality assurance on top of it and
us

h
I7 there has never been any allegation that there was a destruction

=:

M 18
or loss of any records concerning the sacrificial shield.-

19j So I think this whole subject matter is outside of the

| 20
scope of the hearing.

21
MR. H0'RLL: Unless I misspoke, I said 4B, not 4C.

(~ CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I heard you say 4B.]
MR. VOIGT: All right. I war being charitable in

24

Q trying to get to the closest one I could find. I'm sorry.

25 !
| 4B says, it talks about quality control was inadequate

! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1

13 1 during construction prior to the 1974 shutdown.

O 2 specifically, ce identifies large and sma11 bore pipe

3 hangers and walls of safety-related components.

O 4 now, centlemen, we setrutated to that contencion in en

g 5 effort to avoid having the Board have to go through and rule on
8
@ 6 all of those contentions and the stipulation reflects the agree-
R
E 7 ment that was made of what the Intervenor was talking about, large
;;

} 8 and small bore pipe hangers and walls of safety-related components ,

d
*

. Now, I find that I am being confronted with a complete-
c

h
10 ty new subject which, in my opinion, is demonstrably not within

=
k II that contention.
is

f12 MR. HOWELL: It specifies two things in that contention .

13@n(llo I don' t dispute that, but it does not limit it to those two.

| 14

a
2 15
5
g 16
us

p 17

:
M 18
=
$

19
A

20

21 ,

22

23 j

'

C
25 |

!

|
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fK 12 1 MR. HOWELL: And I would go into just one area.

' PA 2 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Go ahead.

3 MR. HOWELL: I was just going into one area -- the

() 4 contention -- which would be involving the sacrificial shield,

e 5 and that's the only area I intend to go in.
$

0 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: And the testimony we have received,
C
*
S 7 5shich has been filed by Mr. Kuron, on page six and seven there is
s
] 8 a discussion of voids in the grouting of sacrificial shield. I'd
d
q 9 like you to tell me again how this is related to the contentions?z

10 MR. HOWELL: Ecur B , our contention is that there was
!
$ Il not an adequate quality assurance record maintained, and not
3

g 12 adequate -- unless I have--
3

%) $
II/ CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: --No, I think 4B doesn't -- is--

d =
m

5 I4 MR. HOWELL: --the quality assurance program has not
5

{ 15 been conformed to the criterion -- Appendix B to 10C -- 50 -- and
=

j 16
as a result of that we believe that this illustrates one of the

A

17 problems that has been developed on the site, and it was not un-
=

{ 18 covered until the investigation pursuant to Mr. Kuron's allega-
E I9
8 tions.

( "

20
| CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: How many questions do you have in

II this area?

22 MR. HOWELL: About four.

23
i CHAIRMAM MILHOLLIN: Just a moment.

24 (Discussion off the record.)
( !

25f
,

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: You may proceed.
I
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2
1 BY MR. HOWELL:

( ~) 2 0 Where is the sacrificial shield located in the facility? |

,

(

3 A (WITNESS ALECSI) It's located inside the dry well.

A
() 4 Q Is it a safety related item?

g 5 )lu (WITNESS ALESSI) Partly.
,

?
@ 6 Q What is the grouting?
R
$ 7 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Grouting is a cement mix with boron
sj 8 salt incorporated into it and a few other ingredients,
d
= 9 0 What's the function of it?
Y
@ 10 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Primarily to capture neutrons that
n
j 11 excape from the reactor presstre vessel.
3
p 12 Q Where is it located?
=
=

13 A (WITNESS ALESSI) Next to the reactor pressure vessel,()
h 14 | Q In reference to this shield, where is it located?
t
2 15 A (WITNESS ALESSI) To the what?
s
j 16 0 The sacrificial shield?

. W

d 17 A (WITNESS ALESSI) The sacrificial shield surrounds the
E

{ 18 reactor pressure vessel at close proximity.
P

$ 19 0 So it's the next thing in? Does it have any struct-
M

20 ural function?

21 A (WITNESS ALESSI) I think Mr. Street can answer ques-

22 tions regarding most of the structural functions.

23 WITNESS STREET: Yes, it does raise the level.
I

24 BY MR. HOWELL:-)xe
25 ; Q What would voids in it cause?

i
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3 1 A (WITNESS STREET) The voids in question do not have any

2 significant structural--,

3 Q --Not the voids in question, the voids in that grout-

4 ing? What would be the result of that?C
e 5 A (WITNESS STREET) It would also depend on where the
b

$ 6 voids were.

R
$ 7 0 It could have effect on the structural integrity of the
Z
8 8 shield?

d
d 9 A (WITNESS STREET) If the voids were substantial enough.
ic
g 10 Q During installation of the grouting how do you observe
Ej 11 if there are any voids?
3

y 12 A (WITNESS STREET) There were a series of -- that were
=

13 put in as grout was put in one end -- it was continuously applied

O| 14 to come out the ot.ler side.

$
2 15 CHAIRMAN MIHOLLIN: A series of what?
$
g 16 WITNESS STREET: Weep holes. They are small holes.
W

6 17 Let the air out of the grout - grout ---inside.
$
$ 18 BY MR. HOWELL:
=
#

19 Q Have they been reinspected?-

!

20 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes.

21 Q Has the entire shield been reinspected for voids?

22 A (WITNESS STREET) Yes.

''
23 Q How was that done?

24 A (WITNES$ ALESSI) Inspection involved -- first of all,.

O 25 ' where some voids were suspected -- by using a rapping technique.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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4 I It was discovered that these were falsifications -- that holes
2 were drilled in the plates and it was found that the grout had

3 shrunk back from the plate creating a small air pocket, but this

O 4 wee not e void, sue inspection invo1 ed review of e11 of the

5g weep holes to determine that at each weep hole grout had leaked
#
@ 6 out, indicating that a given compartment had been completely
R
b 7 filled.
M
8 8 Q So each weep hole was reinspected?
d
:! 9 A (WITNESS ALESSI) That's correct.
$

i

$ 10 0 Were any voids located?
E -

5 II A (WITNESS ALESSI) Yes.
is

f I2 Q And they were corrected?
9

b) g 13 A (WITNESS ALESSI) That is right.v m
v:
E I4 Q And was the possibility that there could be other
$

} 15
. voids at this time?
z

isi I0 A (WITNESS ALESSI) As long as we rely on the indications
us

I7 given to us through the mechanism of the weep holes I would have

{ 18 to say that there are no voids.
C
1- I9
3 Q How as the determination made the first time, that
e

20 there were no voids?

2I '

A (WITNESS ALESSI) There were two weep holes that were

22 difficult to get to by the inspector -- that apparently resulted

23 in the initial inspection. The determination was not made et

24 that point in time, that the grout had properly filled this one

25
! compartment, totally filled it. It was not a very large void,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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5 1 by the way.

{]) 2 Q Okay. Thank you.

3 MR. HOWELL: I believe that's all the questions I have

4 on Contentions B, C, and E.
)

3 5 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Does the Staff have any questions?
$ '

@ 6 You've already indicated you have no questions.
R
d 7 MS. WOODHEAD: Staff has no questions.
E

| 8 MR. SWANSON: No.

d
c; 9 MR. VOIGT: We would have no questions.
z
C
g 10 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: You are excused.
!

$ II (Witnesses excused.)
B

N 12 MR. VOIGT: Did you wish to proceed with the next set
5

) y 13 of witnesses?
*

| 14 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: You have one more witness on con-
$

{ 15 tention 4, do you not?
m

j 16 MR. VOIGT: That is correct -- at this point Detroit
W

. d 17 Edison calls Mr. Fahrner and Mr. Jens back to the stand.
I 5
| $ 18 Once again, Mr. Chairman, as previously indicated,

_

P

h 19 these gentlemen are now available for cross examination.
n

20 Whereupon,

21 WILLIAM J. FAHRNER

22 called as a witness by counsel by Applicant, having previously

()'

23 > been duly sworn, resumed the stand was examined and testified

24 as follows:

25 and whereupon,i

|
,
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1 WAYNE H. JENS
, ~ .

( 2 called as a witness by Counsel by Applicant, having previously

3 been previously duly sworn, resumed the stand, was examined and

(~) 4 testified as follows:v

e 5 CROSS EXAMINATION
A
N

d 6 MR. HOWELL: I would direct the majority of my questionse

R
2 7 to Mr. Fahrner.

s
8 8 BY MR. HOWELL:
N

d
d 9 Q Are you familiar with Ralph M. Parsons Company?
i
o
@ 10 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes, I am.
E
5 11 Q What is sciph M. Parsons Company is an angineering and<
M
e 12 construction fi a located -- I believe -- out in Los Angeles,
E
4

13 California.{)_
| 14 Q Do they have a particular area of expertise?

$
2 15 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) They are -- they have a reputation as
$
g' 16 an engineer and construction manager for a variety and kinds of
W

d 17 projects. They are a large, well-known firm.

5
$ 18 Q Prior to Fermi 2, did they construct any other nuclear
=
H
E 19 facilities?
A

20 A Wayne, you were the project manager at the time. Do

21 you remember?

22 WITNESS JENS: No. They had not built any large com--

23 , mercial nuclear plant, but they had built some space missile
t

24 equipment, and constructions for missiles.

(-)m

25f BY MR. HOWELI:

i

|
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I Q Did they do any other major construction projects for

(~j) 2 Detroit Edisun?
~

3 A (WITNESS JENS) No, they didn't.

f''T 4 0 What was the purpose of hiring Ralph M. Parsons Company
a

e 5 in relationship to the project?
h
@ 6 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Wayne, could you?
R
b 7 WITNESS JENS: They were thought to be qualified to
2
j 8 construct Fermi nuclear plant.
O
q 9 BY MR. HOWELL:
$
$ 10 0 What were their qualifications? They had no prior nu-
3
=

II$ clear--
t

g 12 A (WITNESS JENS) They were one of the largest construc-

S

,-} g
13 tions u the United States, and as every constructor goes through,

s_/

| 14 they had to go through a period of building their first nuclear
$

15 power plant. Many of them did and did it very successfully, and

j 16 there was no reason to believe that Ralph M. Parsons Company
A

h
17 couldn't do the same thing.

x

{ 18 Q Was Ralph M. Parsons Company successful on the construc-
c
h I99 tion site?
n

20 A (WITNESS JENS) They did a successful job of doing the

21 work that they had done.

22 Q They were subsequently replaced, is that not correct?
}

23,

A (WITNESS FAHRNER) That's correct.
;

24 { Q Was there any problems with management of Parsons while
(~) r

A.# "5 they were on the job?'

!'

I
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A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I -- there was -- I think there wasj

() 2 some dissatisfaction on the part of Datroit Edison -- variou s

3 project managers -- because that's evidenced by the request for

(]) 4 removal and replacement of individuals. But any large construc-

e 5 tion job, at any point in time -- t:at you become dissatisfied

6
8 6 with your -- perhaps your construction manager or your contractor,
e

f7 that is not unusual.
_

8 8 0 Is there an individual employed by Parsons, by the name
a
d
g 9 of Al Mullenbach -- Mullenbach? Are you familiar with that indi-
i

h 10 vidual?

E
@ ]] A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes, I'm familiar with him.

$
d 12 0 Who is Mr. Mullenbach?

N

13 A (WITNESS JENS) He's an employee of Parsons that worked[]}
E 14 at Fermi.
w
$
2 15 0 Did Detroit Edison request that he be removed from the'

5
,: 16 job?
s
W

p 17 A (WITNESS JENS) Not to my knowledge.

5
$ 18 0 How about a C. C. Adams?
=
$

19 A (WITNESS JENS) He was also employed at the plant.
2
M

j 20 0 What was his function?

21 A (WITNESS JENS) Believe he was construction superintend-

22 ent.
|

(-]s
|

w

23 0 Did Detroit Edison ever request his removal?

24 A (WITNESS JENS) Not to my knowledge.

25 Q How about a riirt -- first name I'm not sure about --
|

$
:
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1 last name Allen, A-L-L-E-N. Was he a Parsons employee?

2 A (WITNESS JENS) Yes, he was.{)
3 Q Associated with Parsons?

p-) 4 A Yes, he was.
\J

e 5 o What was his position?

h
j 6 A (WITNESS JENS) He was the first project manager for
R
d 7 Ralph M. Parsons.

n
| 8 0 What happend to Mr. Allen?

O
c 9 A (WITNESS JENS) HL left and joined Townsend Bodham.
i
o
$_ 10 0 Was he requested to leave by Detroit Edison?

$
g 11 A (WITNESS JENS) No, he was not.
^$

j 12 Q How about Bill Gay, G-A-Y?
-

c
d 13 A (WITNESS JENS) I don't remember.

( ) ! 14 Q did any of those people ever express concerns about the

$
2 15 way the construction project was handled?
$
j 16 A (WITNESS JENS) They may have expressed some concerns
e

{ 17 about the way the project was being handled.

18 0 In 1975 -- correct me if I'm wrong -- is that when the

'19 construction was stopped for a period of time?
5

20 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes. The -- approximately December

21 of 1974, all construction activities ceased at the Fermi site.

22 And they did not resume on any real aggressive basis until the

() i

23 ! first quarter of 1977.

24 Q Prior to that point in time Parsons was actively in-

O- 25 volved in the construction project?
!
;
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1 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) That's correct.

(~ 2 O Detroit Edison had what kind of contract with them?
'

O)
3 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) We had a common material contract

(} 4 with fixed fee.

e 5 Q Can you explain that to me?

j 6, A (WITNESS FAHRNER) In the--
G

$ 7 Q --Maybe I can -- maybe I don't need an explanation. Let
s
j 8 me ask it this way: What was their functice on the job?
d
; 9 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) They had -- their function on the
z
o
@ 10 job was -- their primary function was as a general contractor,
$
@ 11 with certain responsibility of self performing the work. That is
k

j 12 to perform the work with their own forces. That was the primary
5
a

13 responsibility, to construct and to manage any other subcontrac-5Cm
$ 14 tors that were to be hired to perform the work.
$
2 15 They did, and we did engage with the Parsons Company,,
z
'

16j a separate contract for quality assurance function, and that was
A

d 17 a separate contract.
5

{ 18 Q So they were actually under two contracts, one for
c
s

19; general contractor--

I 20 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) --Yes--!

|

21 0 --and the other for providing quality assurance?

22 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes.

|
23 ; Q Under the general contract did Detroit Edison do any

'
i

24 subcontracting? Subcontractor contract--?

25 j A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I believe the subcontracts were
i

j ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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written on Detroit Edison paper.

() 2
If you're looking -- if I understand your question

3 correctly -- we did not -- subcontracts were issued -- for ins-

(]) 4
tance a - perhaps on a structural steel contract or a painting

5j contract, that piece of paper -- the contractural agreement, was

s 6
3 on Detroit Edison paper. But the agent acting in our behalf was
S
" I

the Ralph M. Parsons Company.
N
2 8M Q Okay, so you are telling me that Parsons acted as an
d
c 9
j agency capacity for Detroit, to do the subcontracting with sub-
o

h contractors?
=

A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I believe that's correct. Yes,

d 12
3 0 What supervisory control did Detroit Edison exert over
S

()|
'

Parsons?

E 14
g A (WITNESS FAHRNER) As is usual, on all of our construc-
x
9 15
Q tion jobs, we have, on site, a group of Detroit Edison represen-
x
! 16

g tatives to assure that our agent or our contractor is peforming

d 17 in general conformance with the contract documents that they--w
x
5 18
= are -- since it was a time and material contract, we were inter-
#

19j ested in assuring that we were getting value for the monies re-

20
ceived.

21
So, we do an audit function of their activities. But

(} they manage the labor, they manage the subcontractors.

23 | 0 In 1974 was Parsons replaced at that point in time?

24
/~N A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Parsons was asked to demobilize in%)

1974, and the -- because in 1974 we had our financial crunch --
i

I
i
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1

I as we call it -- the lack of ability to continue financing the )

) 2 project, so throughout the company we reduced our construction

3 outlays.

O 4(_/ The Fermi project -- the first acts that were taken were

5j to reduce the Parsons manpower and as the situation developed
9

@ 6 further on in the year, we knew that we were going to have to
R
b 7 cease construction activities completely.
M

] 8 So, they were given notification to commence laying off
d

f.
9 personnel. And within that timeframe they were also told that

o

h
10 they would not be asked to come back when the site resumed.

=
5 II

Q What about the independent contractors or che subcon-
a

tractors that were under contract at that point in time? What
c

() happened to them?13

- I4 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I said that -- as I told you, they
&
9 15g were on Edison paper. And let me give you one example: Okay,
m

d Comstock -- our electrical contractor, there was an outstanding
M

." 17
3 contract which was a contract with Detroit Edison. What was
x
M 18 required at the restart, then, was to renegotiate some terms of=
H"

19
8 the contract which dealt with schedules. And in this case we had

|
"

20 to identify a different agent, the agent now became the Daniel

2I Corporation.

22
(]] So, it was a Detroit Edison contract. It had been a

23 | contract, so it was a matter of renegotiating some of the terms
1

(m 24 j of that contract.
N.J !

25 '
! Q This is a typictl contract you nad with Parsons?
r

I
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I A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Typical? I'm not sure I understa..d.

O 2 0 1e.s prosa31y a sad te,m, seca,se.esi, 1, ,,, , typic,1

3 project, but normal construction projects of this extent, would

4 parsons be a normal contacting procedure?

5 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) At the time, and we got to look ate

h
@ 6 1969 -- I believe that was the way we were doing business -- sincc
R
& 7 it was not unlike the kind of contract we had with Townsend and
M

| 8 Bodham, for instance, at the Monroe Powerplant.
o
:! 9
-A

h 10

s
j 11

is

j 12

3

O :-
13

$ 14

$
2 15

$
j. 16
e

f 17

$
$ 18
-
_

19
R

20

21

22

23 ;

24 '

O
#nd Tk 12 25 |
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T13-1 I Q I'm going to go back to 1972, and I'm going to try and
sw

2 pronounce the name Hockensmith.
:

3 Do you know who that is?

() 4 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I'll refer to Mr. Jens on that one.

5 A (WITNESS JENS) That name is familiar. I can'

$ 6 remember exactly what his job was,
n'
*" 7

Q Project manager in April of '72, he was replaced at
a
! O the request of Edison. The first initials are O. M.
d
" 9~. A (WITNESS JENS) Yes. He wasn't there very long.

h 10
g Q How long is very long?
-

.

k II A (WITNESS JENS) About a week or so.3

fI Q What was his problem?

() A (WITNESS JENS) He had a poor attendance record during

E 14
that period of time.w

b

{ 15
Q Was his only responsibility for Parsons your job site?=

y 16
A (WITNESS JENS) As far as I can remember it was.M

Y' Qy How about a Mr. C. B. Antill, A-n-t-i-1-1.- Am I
5 18

E pronouncing that correctly?
"

19! A (WITNESS JENS) Yes. He was a project manager for
20

Parsons at the site.
21

Q What was the problem with labor when he was there?
22O He was replaced; is that not correct?
23 '

! A (WITNESS JENS) Right. During that period of time,
p 24
() we had several walkouts by some of the Union people.

25

h Q Over anything in specific?

! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
.
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2 ] A (WITNESS JENS) I guess enforcement of the rules in a,

2 very strict manner.
/}

3 O So he was enforcing the rules strictly and the workers

4 did not like it?{)
e 5 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) They conceded what the rules actuall y
5

$ 6 said in some cases, perhaps.

R
g 7 0 Under their Quality Assurance Program, what transitiona l

a
j 8 mechanism was set up when Detroit Edison replaced Parsons?
d
c 9 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Well, at the -- Detroit Edison had,
i

h 10 as Mr. Alessi stated earlier, he was the project Quality Assurance
3

h 11 Director from the very first onset of the project. He had working
3

y 12 for him a number of Detroit Edison people, including some |

E
d 13 individuals on site that worked hand-in-hand with the Parsons in

(2) $14 Quality Assurance Manager. I'm not sure that was his title at
$
2 15 the time.
E
'

16j So we had on site a number of Detroit Edison Quality
M

d 17 Assurance people that reported to Mr. Alessi. We were intimately
$
$ 18 involved with the. Parsons Quality Assurance in quality control
=
#

19 activities.
R

As we realized the job was winding down, there was

20 actions taken to assure that we gather together and put into the

21 vault, those necessary documents, for instance, a thorough search

22 of all weld radiographs were made, was instituted. All of the

23 records were captured that were important that were under, say,
t

24 under their control at the time, and retrieved and put into the

() i

25 j project vault or other safekeeping. We had, as I say, on site

!
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3 1 enough Detroit Edison people, and we cupplemented those with

(]) 2 several others to assure that that would occur.

3 0 Where is the vault located?

4 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Well, the vault, the present vault
{~}

c 5 has always been on the site. There has been two locations for it.
3
9
@ 6 The first location wac, I believe that's Building 3 or 4, is where

R
& 7 that vault was. It is presently over in the Quality Assurance

X
8 8 Complex which is near Warehouse 19.

d
q 9 Q Have you ever had an independent analysis dcne by
z
o
$ 10 anyone to determine if there were records missing?

E

@ 11 The only reason I'm asking this is because of the
3

g 12 transition in supervision.
E

() d 13 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Well, if records are missing, it
E
m

5 14 seems a little difficult to look for something that is' missing

$
2 15 unless you first determine you've got something missing. How do'

g 16 you go about doing that? The process that the project is currently
w

d 17 in, which is where we're turning over systems from the construction
N

{ 18 stage to the operational, for setup and testing, during that
_

G
19e complete phase, you're going through your record search. It is at

a
20 that time you discover whether you have records missing and are --

21 to date, we don't have -- we have very little of that.

22 0 Do you have a quality assurance manual that your

O
23 j employees follow?

24 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) There is a Quality Assurance manual

O
25f for the project, and then there's implementing procedures that

,

|
.
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4 1 are usually required of the emplcyees and whenever they're engaged

Q 2 in safety related work.

3 Q Did Parsons have one or a setup similar to what you
4 have today?

e 5 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I believe they did.
h
] 6 Q Would it not be possible to look at those documents and
R
& 7 do an audit to see what the conformity was to those documents?
a
8, 8 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Well, there was an audit done in
d
C 9 one particular area, and this was the piping area. They started,z

h 10 out as the piping contracto; with an N stamp to do safety related
$
$ II work.
3

g 12 We hired Wismer Becker at the restart in 1977, and
{
a

f3 5 13 asked them to review the Parsons records which include radiographs'

V " ,

h I4 travelers, weld rods, whatever, to assure themselves that those
$

15 records were adequate to be able to, ultimately be able to apply

E I0 an N stamp to the system.
:d

f I7 Q Were there any discrepancies found or any areas of
m

h 18 concern discovered?
E I9g CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Mr. Howell, are we getting awayn

20 from Contention 4 at this time?
2I MR. HOWELL: No, I believe not. What we're doing is

22 looking at the transition between the Parsons and Detroit Edison.
O

23 Our allegation is that Parsons was dismissed or they were -- thei

24 | opportunity was taken to relieve them because of their stricter

25
i quality assurance program.
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5 I CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: How is the transitional arrangement

() 2 for record keeping relevant to that?

3 MR. HOWELL: If we could show a pattern of better

4 records out re and after. He probably has answered my question(])
5g as with this question, if the audit did not show any discrepancy,

9

@ 6 we can't do it.
R
*
S 7 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: All right, go ahead, but I guess
aj 8 I'm not clear how this relates to Contention 4D.
O
c; 9 MR. HOWELL: It's the change in supervision and thez
o

h
10 changes in procedures of the supervision. Basically I could sum

=

$ II it up with one question, if they used the same manuals that Parson s
a

f I2 had used, then I would not be able to relate it to the contention.

S

{ ) g
13 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Have you asked that question? I

I4 think you have, whether the same manuals were used.
Nj 15 MR. HOWELL: I asked if they had used manuals. I had
=

d I0 not gotten to the point where I was going to ask if they used the
A
" 17
d same manuals. I would ask that now, and perhaps would sum up this.
'

-

| $ 18 BY MR. HOWELL: (Resuming)
! E I9
| 8 0 Were the same manuals used?
| "

| 0 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I believe -- the quality assurance

2I
program, as I remember it, was a Detroit Edison Quality Assurance

22
Program, and Parsons implementing procedures were written to

O
23 | implement that program. So the program was a Detroit Edison

1

24
program, and they wrote implementing procedures.()

25 i Today, whatever contractor that comes on site, must
| !
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6 I write irr;1ementing procedures. Our manual controls the. quality

O 2 contro1 progr,m on the 3oh.

3 Q So you're using the same manual today?

O ' ^ (w russs r^>ianza) s==eati 1tv ve -
5 Q And the implementation procedures, are they largely

$ 0 the same? Are they in Detroit Edison's control?
R
b 7 A (WITNESS FAIIRNER) Each contractor must write
3
$ 0 implementing procedures,
d
d 9
}. O Who is in control of quality assurance today?

10 A (WITNESS FAIIRNER) Detroit Edison Company.
.::

5 II
Q Are they using the Parsons implementation procedures?is

I A (WITNESS FAliRNER) Who, Detroit Edison?
s
j Q Yes. '

s 14E A (WITNESS FAliRNER) I don't know. I don't believe so.$
15

0 I have no further questions.

j 16
Thank you.s

I7 '

. MR. SWANSON: No questions.
=

I
MR. VOIGT: No questions.

E

g BOARD EXAMINATION

BY JUDGE SCIIINK:

21
Q Does the quality assurance program report to one of you

22
gentlemen now?

23 | A (WITNESS FAHRNER) No, it does not.

24
Q Where does it report in at Detroit Edison?

O' 25 I
I A (WITNESS FAIIRNER) It reports, the manager of quality

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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7 1 assurance reports to the president.

2 0 Which is a higher level of management than either of[])
3 your gentlemen; is that right?

4 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) That's correct.
{}

,

5g Q Sc then it would not be your job in any way to judge
n
@ 6 the quality of the quality assurance program?
R
b 7 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) It's not our job.
E
j 8 0 In your written testimony, you said it is not unusual
d
c; 9 in the construction of large projects to replace contractors.
$

h
10 That's perhaps not as strong a statement as you could have made

=

5 II about that practice.
3

f I2 I wonder if in your experience in managing large projec bst
S
5 13 if you had been through a similar experience in replacing'the() *

| 14 contractor or the supervisors of the project be# re, ever, or
$
g 15 often?
=

E I0 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Yes. At Ludington Pump Storage
A

h
I7 Project, that job was run by Ebasco. The project manager arrived

=

{ 18 on that job and worked on the job for approximately a year and a
P"

19j half. The plant was owned jointly by Consumers Power and Detroit

20 Edison. It was our judgment that that manager was unable to move

21 along and get the job going. We asked for that man to be replaced.

22 Ebasco did accommodate that desire and brought on another man that
O 23

was able to move the job along.

24
O So that was a change in supervisor?

25
! A (WITNESS FAHRNER) That was a change in supervisor, yes.
!

! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I Q How about a change in contractors; is that common?8

A (WITNESS FAHRNER) The change in the general contractor

3 is not a common occurrence. It certainly has not been as far as I

O 4 xnow -- we11, 1ee., see. I gues, there was one other occasion

5 where Detroit Edison changed a general contractor up at St. Clair

0 where we went from one general contractor to another. It is not
9
b 7 a common occurrence because it's very, very difficult and painful.
Aj 8 You usually lose time when that occurs. When we -- of course, when
d
k 9 a shutdown comes, we have an opportunity.
o
H 10End Tly
=
g 11

a
y 12
=

0$'
$ 14

2 15

:
j 16
w

6 17

:
$ 18

5 v, ,-

,

| 20

21

22p'|

| v

23 ,

24
.

25 j|

|
.
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T14 1 Q Has the new c,..cractor been more successful in keeping

2 the program on schedule than the previous one? .

I !
3 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) We believe he has.

p)(_ 4 Q Have the number of delays 2.ntroduced by Quality

n 5 Assurance been increased or reduced in the new setup?
ilj 6 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Well, I believe that the Quality
R
$ 7 Assurance arena has increased in intensity over the years. If you
3
j 8 look at, I think, from the early seventies , the period of ' 70, '74,
d
o; 9 the program, as we know, it was being developed as just stated and
z
o
(; 10 the real heart of the program, as far as we were concerned, came
E

5 11 about from approximately '77 on. So we've had much more intensed
a

!( 12 Quality Assurance activities at this project, and I'm quite sure
E

()) f13 at other projects over the last few years than we did in the early
x
5 14 period.
$

15
Q Well, I avoided asking you before, but I'll ask now

j 16 spurred on by that question.
us

I7 You do form an opinion in your job then as to how well

f 18 the Quality Assurance Program is functioning; is that correct?

! 5 19 I
6 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Absolutely.g

20
Q And you feel it's functioning better now than it was

21
| before?

22() A (WITNESS FAHRNER) Absolutely. I .chould -- I wasn't

1 23'

on the job for '70 to '74, but I believe that our Quality Assurance
,

I 24 ;^() ! Program is functioning quite well.i

.
25

| t Q But then as to my question as to whether there had been
! i

e
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2 i more delays now than before which is a different question than how

O 2 welt the grostam te operatins.

3 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I think it is.

O 4 o Have there been more deters introaucea by the more

5g vigorous programs than there were before or less delay?
v
@ 6 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) I believe that's a difficult
57

d, 7 question to answer.
s
[ 8 In the '70 to '74 time frame, we were doing basically
e
d 9

8.
concrate work, and, yes, there were delays in placement of rebars,

10 as I understand it, in getting approvals of the mixes and the like

$ II of that.
a

g 12 From the 1977 period on, we were basically through;

O!'
'

with the concrete work. We got into a very heavy program of the
o

j d I4 electrical and the piping and the welding program and by its
@.|

15 very nature, the ASME sec. in snap work is going to be a time-

f16 consuming operation from a quality assurance standpoint. If you're

I7
comparing it to the kind of work that you would do at a fossil

M 18
plant, the weld inspection, the certificate requirements and the-

19
j like of that is a much more vigorous and intense program.

20
Q i guess one last question.

21
I don't have a very good feeling for how a Quality

22O Assurance rrogram works, but one sometimes gets the impression

23| from where we sit that most of it has to do with paper work and

24 iO, ! if all the paper work is in the files, then everybody is happy.

25 ,

h'
How much of the Quality Assurance Program do you see |

!
, 1
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3 i or sense is actual people putting hands on 'he equipment or

O 2 citins hardware as compared to fittins oue forms?

3 A (WITNESS FAHRNER) At our job, the first line of

O 4 inspection, the QC function is generally the responsibility of
e 5 the contractor. He has an on-site inspector that follows a well-
h
3 6 processed control sheet signing off various steps. To me that's
R
g 7 a hands-on process. They look at the fit. They assure that
a
j 8 the welder has the proper weld rod. They assure that he's got
a
c; 9 temperature control.

5
10 That to me is hands-on work and when we were is the

@ 11 heavy piping construction work, I think there was a larger
*

j 12 percentage of the people involved were doing what we are calling

O!13 hands-on looking at the work. Where we are now we're bringing the
m
5 14 paper together in going over the system, there is a fair number
5
y] 15 of people that are doing paper, bringing the paper together, we're
j 16 sure, and it's very proper that we do have the paper that says
as

h
I7 that that is what we say it is because there is enough paces

.

g 18
that are coming up in the business now where somebody says this

l' I9
s has failed st Plant X. Do you have that or have you done it then

20 same way? And the only way you can ever find out is to go back
21 through the paper.

2O q te, ,, ,,,, __ 1 ,,1, es,, ,,, my 1,,, ,,,,,1,,, 1,11

23 ; ask one more.
#O How does management protect itself, though, from some-

25 h, body at the quality control level that just might be filling out;

I
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4 i the forms and not looking at the equipment?

O 2 A (W1rNESS rAnRNER) 1'd 11ke to duck on that one.
3 When you say " protect yourseh," I'm not quite sure

' """" 7 " --O
e 5 A (WITNESS JENS) Wait a_ mir. te ,
h
3 6 Maybe I can answer that.
R

7 We have at this time about 200 people in the operations
"

j 8 area out in the plant in the testing operation. They're all over
d
ci 9 the place and they are as interested in getting a high quality
$
$ 10 plant as management is and they're following quality just as every-
E
j 11 body else in the plant. They want to make sure it's right.
m

j 12 So they're out there inspecting along with the qua11ty
5

13 assurance inspectors and we have a program that they can feed back

| 14 their concerns, if they have any, through the quality assurance
$

15 people. So we do have a lot of eyes out there that are looking
j 16 out for our best interest as well.e

h
I7

JUDGE SCHINK: Thank you.
'

| a:

{ 18
JUDGE MORRIS: I have none.-

s

f fI9 MR. VOIGT: No further questions.
20

I would ask that the witnesses be excused.

21f CHAIRMAN MILHCLLIN: Witnesses are excused.,

I
'

22
(Witnesses excused.)

23| CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Mr. Voigt, my understanding is that

34fthis completes the App 11 cants' case on Contention 4; is that right?
'

25
i MR. VOIGT: That is correct, sir.
L

I
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5 i CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

O 2 Our next line of business, our next item would be then

3 for the Intervenor's case to come on with respect to Contention 4. |
!

O 4 M . HOWELL: I would offer to b2 bound in the record ).

e 5 the testimony --
Ma

3 6 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Well, wait just a second. I was
R
$ 7 going to say, before we do that, perhaps, we could take a break,
s
| 8 but when we come back, we'll be ready for the Intervenor's
d
c -9 witness .
$
$ 10 MR. HOWELL: Thank y-u.
5
j 11 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: We'll all take a break for 15
m

f 12 minute s .

Q 13 (Recess.)

2nd T14 $ 14

s
2 15

j 16
as

6 17

:
M 18

i5
0 19
R

20

21

n 22
'm)

23

'

O
25 ,

,

I
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1 1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: The hearing will come to order.

2 We have been informed that there are some additional

3 limited appearances, so I will now invite those persons who wish

Q 4 to make limited appearances to come forward and do so.

5 JENNIFER PUNTENNY
,

$ 0 MS. PUNTENNY: Good afternoon. Thank you for allowing
R
d 7 me to appear at this hearing. My name is Jennifer Puntenny. I'm
3j 8 a member of the Safe Energy Coalition. I'm also a very concerned
0

9
z.

citizen.

10 I live in Southfield, Michigan, which is 30 miles north-
=
5 II east of here and a suburb of Detroit.
3

f I2 I'm also a mother of a healthy three-year-old boy. I've
=

0i' beea ea eauoetor or ohitarea eaa aow '= aoias 9reauete worx ee

$ 14 the University of Michigan.
$j 15 I have been reading, studying and researching the use
z

d I0 of nuclear power in this country for the last several years. I
e

f I7 feel that it does not take an expert to determine that nuclear
z

{ 18 power is not safe. It is a destructive assault on our health and
P"

19
8 the fragile environment that we so dearly rely ca.
n

20 How many reports do we continue to read? How much

2I taxes do we have to pay? How many utility bills? How will our

22 utility bills keep increasing with the use of nuclear power?

23 There have been many many special studies, the Walsh

24 report, the Rasmussen, the Kennedy, the Burgoven, which continu-

| 25
I ally tell us how many deaths, how many latent cancers or worst

'

!

i
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2 1 case accidents could cause -- in the nuclear fuel cycle?

() 2 I ask you: Why do we need something that will kills us,

3 for electricity that we don't need in this area? We are -- I

( ) 4 feel we are in a no win situation, as in the conflict that atomic

e 5 energy has created in our society -- is large.

$
$ 6 We are already -- no matter waether you are in a pro or
e
R
g 7 anti nuclear stance, we are losing. We have generated over 10,000

s
8 8 metric tons of nuclear waste, specifically spent fuel, which is

d
d 9 sitting at reactor pools around the country now. These wastes are
z'
o
$ 10 piling up all over the country. Already three of the nation's
3j 11 six commercial nuclear dumps have been closed because of environ-
3
d 12 mental pollution, and the three remaining ones are drastically
3

('j =T 13 curtailing their intake.
x

E 14 A large nuclear plant like Fermi generates about one
w
$
2 15 thousand cubic meters of low level radio active waste each year,
5
g 16 enough to cover a football field to a depth of one foot.
w

g 17 Spent fuel is generated in the amount of about 25 to 30

E .

{ 18 metric tons a year. Current estimates are that by 1990 the na-

E
19 tion's power reactors will produce enough commercial waste each-

2
20 year to cover 297 football fields, and by the year 2000 it wculd

21 cover a four-lane highway one foot deep from coast to coast.

22 If we are talking about safety then the waste from the(')v

23 nuclear fuel cycle cannot be pushed aside. We must deal with it

(S 24 and we must deal with it in these hearings, also.
%-)

25 | The waste problem is not solved in this country. There

!
|
| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I
3 is no known safe disposal site yet found to deal with the spent

2 fuel and other radio active material wastes. The debate of what

3 to do with this waste is ongoing.
'

(~\
(_) 4 What human can guarantee safe disposal of these radio

5j nucleates for hundreds of thousands of years? This nuclear gar-
9

3' 6 bage is leaking out of present dumps. The problem is there. There
R
E 7 is no satisfied solution to. this problem.
K
8 8 It is my opinion, for the safety and protection of this
d
y 9 community, and larger ones closeby, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Windsor,z
o

h
10 Canada; that the Fermi 2 nuclear power plant should not be built

=

$ II -- should not be given a license.
E

f I2 There is no -- as I said before, there is no solution

rw 3
13(_) j to this extremely hazardous problem of the nuclear waste that is

| 14 produced by generating electricity in an atomic plant. I feel
$

15 that it is immoral and it is criminal enough that we are exposed

j 16 to radiation for uranium mining to enrichment from periodic re-
w

h
I7 leases from operating plants in the state -- but to license another

=
$ 18 plant is beyond reason. It is a threat to our health, our chil-
E"

19
8 drens' health, and the very earth that we rely so heavily on for
n

our human existence.

Thank you.

() DOROTHY BAILEY

MS. BAILEY: My name is Dorothy Bailey, 4130 West Dunbar'

() Road; Monroe. I'm speaking as a concerned citizen, a taxpayer,

25
and a Detroit Edison stockholder. Also, co-owner of property in

ALDERSO',' REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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4
1 Berlin Township and Frenchtown Township, that we have been trying

() 2 to sell to settle an estate. If you don't think those towers look

3 mighty scarey, just look at them from the foot of East Coast Road

() 4 in Newport. They look like they are in your back yard. I cer-

e 5 tainly wouldn't buy property there, myself.
En
d 6 Now, I live just on the fringe of the 10-mile zone, but
n
R
g 7 I'm mostly concerned for the people and my relatives who live in

s
8 8 Berlin and Frenchtown Township, and that in case of a radio ac-
n
U
d 9 tive leak or an accident, that they will suffer and not be able to
7:

h 10 get away fast enough.
E
5 11 I'm also concerned about property values now, and if an,

<
m
d 12 accident happened, what will they be then? Excuse me -- I guess I
E
=

(]) 13 waited so long I can't speak.

$ 14 I know there is a great need for electrical energy. I
du
! 15 like -- in the case of last night, we were out of power for six
5

16 hours. But, because of the blizzard of '78 we had no electricity
*

g
w

g 17 for 37 hours, we now have a generator and that saved us. It saved

5 .

M 18 our sump pump. During the past flood we had water all around us,

5
{ 19 uut, thanks to Consumers Powere, our sump pump ran every threei

M

| 20 minutes.
|

21 We all depend on electricity and there is now doubt we

22 need it. But I, myself, cannot support nuclear energy. I believe

23 ' in nuclear medicine, and I think it has a great future to do -- it

24 is doing great things right now.

| 25 | It has been very hard fo r me in my work as a County

| \
. ;
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5
1 Commissioner, to approve bond resolutions for Detroit Edison's

(_) 2 Fermi 2, for pollution control bonds. I feel both of these1

3 plants should never have been built near such a populated area.

() 4 I am very sorry I was -- I was so neglectful in not having fought

g 5 the construction permits for Fermi 1 and Fermi 2.
N

$ 6 Why has Detroit Edison not sued the Bill Bonds expose'
R
S 7 on Detroit TV a few years back? Nor, the 60 Minutes program?
3
$ 8 Could it be that these statements were in fact true? And that is
d
o; 9 why, quietly, many things are being changed?
E

@ 10 And, why all of the cost overruns have occurred? Can
E
g 11 we be assured that all of the mistakes that were made can all be
3

j 12 taken care of to make sure that when the fuel is loaded and the
5

( ~) g
13 plant started up that it will be safe?

a
,_

| 14 What safeguards can be made for a trial run? I know
$
2 15 there are safe atomic plants and that there are some that are
5
g 16 operating, but their parts have been put in upside-down. This is
W

d 17 ! my concern.
5
M 18 What are your plans for protecting Fermi 2 from a nuclea
6
$ 19 shock wave? Or, an electromagnetic pulse? Or EMP? The Free Press ,

M

20 on March 28th 1982, stated that in July -- on July 8th 1962, there

21 was thermonuclear explosion happened when a Thor missile carried

"T 22
(\_/

a 1.4 megaton bomb to a height of 248 miles above Johnson Island,

23 ' Pacific. This test produced unexpected power outages hundreds of
i

("% 24 ; niles away in Hawaii. Things like burglar alarms went off. They\_) i

25 , just -- they just couldn't -- didn't know what was happening.
,

I

i ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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6 1 And then a 1980 FEMA report stated that the EMP from a
'

/N'
() 2 single explosion 200 miles above the central U.S. would probably

3 create a nationwide blackout.

() 4 The Johnson Island test certainly blacked out parts of
,

e 5 Hawaii that were within range, and the electronic systems of 20
M
c?

3 6 years ago are not anywhere as sophisticated as we have today.
o
R
$ 7 This could mean that our planes would not be able to

A
8 8 land because they are all with their electronic gear and equipment,n
d
d 9 our hospitals would be in chaos, public services like sewage
i
o
g 10 treatment plants, phones wouldn't work -- sometimes cars wouldn't
E
_

E 11 even start.
<1

' W

p 12 Jim Kerr, the FEMA director of research, says he wouldn't.
i

(]) 13 be surprised to see the power -- all of the power go down. But

@ 14 they can't be sure because we can't test it. The safety engineer
u
e
2 15 of NRC announced his fears that such a shock wave would cause a
5
g 16 meltdown at a nuclear plant.
w

g 17 My question is what kind of backup do you propose for

E
$ 18 Fermi 2 in the event of electromagnetic pulse?
~

r

[ 19 Thank you.
5

20 WILLIAM F. TAYLOR

21 MR. TAYLOR: Mr. Chairman and members of the board, my

22 name is William Taylor. I'm a fifth generation Detroiter and I,
[}

23! myself, have been a resident of this area for about 30 years. I
:

{) am concerned about health and safety.24

25 | I've worked in various hospitals in the area since I
1

!

$
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7 I graduated from the University of Michigan, and my degree from the
3

m) 2 University of Michigan is in zoology. I am concerned about life.

3 ri m concerned about the presence of nuclear energy in
('T 4) our culture, and about the detection of high levels of radiation.

e 5 Radiation is not something that you can detect. You cannot feel
8
$ 0 it, you can't see it, and it's not like picking a piece of fruit
G
*
S 7 or something that you can see is brown. You don't know where it is .

Aj 8 But I have three areas of concern -- the health is one,
d

9 I'm concerned about the historic aspects, and also anthropological
o

h
10 and interrlate those.

=

! II Historically there is a theory that the decline of Rome
s

f I2 -- this sounds way off, but that Rome declined because of the

13() o presence of lead in the blood of the' upper class. The lead got
m

5 I4
there because it was in the plumbing. The lead pipes conducted

$
9 15g water to the homes of the upper class.
x

E I0
And I'm wondering if the presence of nuclear matter in

W
* 17
h our bodies could cause the decline of our culture as it was?
= .

M 18
Now, anthropologically it may be possible to find a geo--

u
"

19j logically stable place to store nuclear waste, but we can't be

1 20
| sure that even if it is geologically stable, that any messages we

21
might leave around the site would still be there 50,000 years --

! (]) or even if they were there, if they will still be readable by
22

23
whoever is there in 50,000 years.

4(') And, we have to assume that our descendants will be as
\s t

$ icurious about our culture and the remains of our culture as we are
d

i
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I8 curious about the Egyptans and some other previous cultures, and

I' there is no way to prevent a future cutlure from digging in. And
'

3 so, I ask you, as members of the licensing board, not to approve

Ot 4 ehe ogereeien of rerm1.

e 5
3n
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T16-1 1 MR. FERRIS: I just have a brief statement to make.
D '~ w

2 My name is Mark Ferris, 3090 Neights Road, Monroe.

3 Ladies and gentlemen, anti-nuclear activists are not

() 4 killing the nuclear industry. The nuclear industry is committing

e 5 slow suicide. I suspect the necessity for an evacuation plan
h
3 6 would do more to wake people up than all of the actions of us
R
d 7 dissidents put together. Nuclear energy and weapons, two sides of
g -s

] 8 the same coin, are adding more stress to our already anxiety ridde:1
_

a > .

d 9 world.
:(c
g 10 What you do will come back to you. I'm' afraid that if
M
j 11 Fermi 2 is allowed to start,' Monroe will not be a city with a
is

y 12 future. Monroe will be a city with a past.
E

(^, y 13 Thank you.
v

. 14 MR. SMOTHERS My name is Roane Smothers. I am a
$

15 shareholder with Detroit Edison, and I live in Detroit. I am a

g' 16 graduate student of Wayne State University. In some of my past
A ,

d 17 experiences, I've worked with helping to make communities aware
5

{ 18 of the evacuation plans that are supposed to be in place for a

E
19 nuclear facility. Some of the things w ich are lacking, especially

20 for this one, is the idea of potassium iodide for the families

21 located within the ten mile zone of theJEPZ.

22O There is ,1 plant in Tennessee where the Tennessee Valley
V -

23 ' Authority is now distributing potassium iodide, which is an agent

24
(7 which blocks'radictirn, goes to the pituitacy gland, and in case
RJ >

.

25 of an accident. it would help the people. It would reduce the;
;

h '

i
'
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2 I amount of radiation intake.

O 2 The guestion within the ten m11 zone is, in ,act, is

3 ten mi1es enough? There is a study done by the American Phy::ical

O 4 society that says 3? mi1es is the eree which ehou1d be, et 1eaet

5 have some type of a warning system to warn the population. That

3 6 is in a worst case accident.
R

7 Are the sirens going to be in place within the time,

8 this licensing parmit or the plant starts operating? In TMI,
d

9 six months after the plant started operation, there was no type of
e

10 warning system for the people outside. At that time, the EPZ was

5 II only like five miles. Right now a lot of plants across the country
2:

f I2 do not have sirens. Will this one have them? Will people be

13 notified? Will the management of Detroit Edison know or actually-

| 14 the County officials, know where all of the people are who need to
$

15 be warned? Will there be transportation for those people? Say if

d'I6 some old woman in the back hills somewhere is maybe deaf and cannot
s

h
I7 hear, does not know the notification and does not have transporta-i

E

$ I8 tion, how are they going to know where she is at, or is she just,-
P

h I9 going to be stuck in the area?
)"

20 | Within ten miles of this plant is, I think, a hundred
;

2k thousand population. Do they have shelters for all of these people?

22Q The insurance -- you have the insurance of the Price Anderson Act

I23 a which is $560 million. Is that going to cover the Monroe area in
a

24
._Q case of a serious accident?

25| These are questions I bring up which I don't think have
9

'
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,

3 1 been answered by Detroit Edison or the Licensing Board. I think

| () 2 that's it.
: ,

3 Thank you.

(]) 4 MR. HOWELL: At this time, I'd like to present to the,

5g Board, and offer to be bound into the record, the prepared testimony
n

@ 6 of Frank Kuron. It does contain his qualifications for testifying.
~
n

$ 7 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I believe we'd better swear
M
j 8 Mr. Kuron in first.

I d
d 9 Whereupon,,z4

h 10 FRANK KURON,
3

h 11 called as a witness by Counsel for the Intervenor, having first*
y 12 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as
_

$

(]) g 13
-

follows:

@ 14 MR. HOWELL: I believe, in discussions we had before
I $

15 the meeting, there was some questions about the Board hearing
'

. 16j Mr. Kuron, and if anyone has any questions, voir diring him at this
w

d 17 time.
.

! 5
I { 18 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, at the rist of being accused

E
19g of undue formalism, I believe it's proper to have Mr. Kuron

n

20 identify his testimony and verify it before we proceed any further
21 here.

22() MR. HOWELL: I have handed Mr. Kuron a copy of the

23 ; written testimony that was previously entered in this matter on
24 his bei;alf.

1

25h A To my knowledge, that's true.;

t..

|
t ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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4 I MR. HOWELL: I previously handed the Board and the

O 2 Reporte,a copy o,thi, testimony. 1 have ser ed the pareies with

3 the testimony, and at this time, I would move it be bound into the

O 4 record.

g 5 CHAIRMAN MILIIOLLIN: Have you asked the witness whether
9

i
@ 6 the witness adopts this statement as his testimony?
e'.

b 7 MR. HOWELL: Mr. Kuron, do you adopt this as youraj 8 testimony?
d
d 9 A Yes, I do..

E

h
10 MR. HOWELL: Was it true at the time that you made the

=
$ II statement?
is

N I2 A Yes, it was.
2"

.

Oi' an nowstt: rs te erue, to ene best or voor xnowtea eu

I4 and belief, at this time?

i h II A Yes, it is.
=

d I0
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Now, your motion is that the

A

h
I7 testimony be received into evidence?i

=

b IO
MR. HOWELL: That is correct.

E
I

g CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Any objections?

20 MR. VOIGT: No objection.

2I
MR. SWANSON: No objection.

22
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Hearing no objections, the testimony,

23 ' is hereby received in evidence, and it shall be bound into the

24
record as if read.,

25 ] (Copy being inserted)
.!

I
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Q. Please state your name and address.

A. My name is Frank Kuron. My address is 5739 Nelson Drive, Newport,

Michigan 48161.

O.Q What is your background related to your qualifications to present

the testicony you will o'ffer in this proceeding?
A. I worked for the Packard Motor Car Company for twenty-one (21).

,

.

.
years in the tool and die and forging department. In 1955 I

became: a member of. Loc'al 55 of the Ironworker's Union in Toledo,

Ohio. Since that time I have worked on a number of power plants

and other construction proj ects. I worked on and off on the

Fermi I Nuclear Power Plant project from the beginning to end of

construction. I have worked on the Monroe Power Plant construc"-

tion project. I was employed on Campbell's Soup Plant construc-
'

O tion Project in Napoleon. Ohio from besinning to .ena, havins the
'

longest uninterrupted term of any worker on that project. I also

worked on the C & O Coal Dock project in Toledo, Ohio from

beginninj5 to end.. In other wo'rds, I have spent numerous years
,

doing ironwor'k construction without any problems on the job and'

without any questioning of my competency as an ironworker. I

began work on the Fermi II Nuclear Power Plant constru'ction

project at the time construction began. ,I was employed at thatt

i

time by the Townsend & Bottom construction firm of Ann Arbor, '

Michigan. After I began work on the Fermi II project, I noticeli

Q problems with quality assurance and quality control and voiced
'

those concerns. Townsend & Bottom terminated me for expressing

these concerns sometime prior to the'1974 halt in construction.

O
A law suit was filed against the company following my termination

and the construction comp'any ultimately settled the suit for some

'
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p Twenty-five Thousand ($25,000.00). Dollars.

Following resumption of construction at the Fermi II site, T

was hired by the construct' ion firm of Walbrige Ald'inger. I was

terminated by this firm after approximately 1 ~ years of employrdent
~

for again voicing concern about the safety of the plant. I filed ,

a Complaint with the Department of Labor concerning this discharge

and the charge was ultimately settled for some Twenty-five Hundred
($2,500.00) Dollars.

To summarize, I have been involved with the construction o'f

Fermi II Nuclear Power Plant and have pointed out safety and

quality assurance problems to the construction companies, Detroit

Edison and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.since construction
'

began. The failure of these companies and the NRC to properly

O address what I believe to be a pattern of negligent and unsafe'

construction practices had' led to my testifying today concerning

my serious reservations about granting an ' operating license to
~

the Detroit Edison Company to operate the Fermi II Nuclear Powe'r'

Plant.
'

Q. For whom are you testifying in this matter?
,

'

A. CEE is an intervenor in these proceedings which.has filed certain

contenti.ons with this Board. -

Q. What is the subject and context of the testimony you are presenting
i

here?

MytestimonyconcernsContentions4and8ofCEE's[ Contentions.| A.

Those Contentions relate to quality assurance on the plant site

and also a major problem with the escape route for individuals

living in the Stony Pointe area of Monroe County. In the event of

'

|
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an accident at the, plant requiring evacuation of the area, I have
particular knowledge with regard to what would occur in such an

event in that I live in the Stony Pointe area and would be directly

affected in the event I had to evacuate my'home in the event of an

accident.

Q. Let's begin with Contention 4(a) which discusses a general lack of

security on the plant site. Tuuat can you tell about ' security'

problems'at the plant during construction and how.these problems

might relate to safety?
,

A. There was a general lack of security personnel present on the site

during construction. This is indicated by several fires which

occurred. These. fires could have been accidental and they may not

have been accidental. In addition, there was a great deal of theft

; () on the site and there was at least one incident where there was.a
release of several hundred gallons of fuel oil. There was a general

lack of interest in security during the construction.-

Q. Contention 4(c) concerns quality assurance program at the site.' In

general, what is your knowledge of the-quality assurance program?

A. I have had numerous opportunit'es to.have conversations with the

various craft people at the Fermi II site and this has created a

concern with me what I perceive to be a la,ck of an adequate quality

control program. More recently, an adequate control program ha.s

been implemented, but in the early stages of constructions it was

[}
lacking. .

One particular incident that.causes me conce'rn was that at

one point in time Detroit Edison's officials ordered destruction,

()!
,

| of two trailer loads of records. At ".he time, it was believed
;

e
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that these trailers contained quality records. Currently, -

Edison.is saying that the trailers did not.contain quality

record.s, but,'in fact, contained personnel records and other '

miscellaneous records. I do not know who ordered the burning,

but I do know that after the records had been destroyed there was

an effort to relocate specific piping records that w'ere compiled
*

by Parsons early in the project.

There wa's another incident in which a. fire occurred in
Building 45A. This fire was reported as a minor fire, but it is

believed by myself to have~been more serious. The fire occurred

on December 16, 1978 and the.information I have indicates that

quality assurance records were destroyed in that fire.

Q. Contention 4(b) specifically concerns construction inadequacy

O relatins to tarse end email bore give hansere and weids of
'

safety related components. What knowledge do you have cf

inadequate construction in these areas?

A. Specific in the Turbine Building there were a series of hangers

that were improperly installed. Most of these hangers have since

been reworked and are now supporting vertic14 pipes that run in

the Turbine Building closed cooling water system. It is my under-

standing that NRC'had identified this tjroblem sometime ago and

has directed Detroit Edison to take action to correct all defi-

ciencies in this area. -

O Specifica yt the weld, the~re are a la*ge number of things-

which I believe were done improperly. There were nozzles located

on the main condenser in the Turbine Building that.were welded with

O
the wrong weldrod. These welds were performed sometime in 1974,

.

'
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just prior to the shut down of the project. I was told by

workers on the j.. chat the wrong rod had been used. Ny infor-

mation is that at the time that the project was started up again

O the paperwork on these welds were modified to make it appear as
.

if the proper rods had been used.

Additionally, welds of the main steamlines to the inlet of

the external main steam isolation valve had also been doctored.
'

In addition, the length of time that it tock to complete this

weld was in the extreme. In September, 1978, there was a stop

work order in effect for a period of two (2) weeks due to welding

problems.

.There also was improper weld material used in the chemical

cleaning and flushing system. The weldrod that had been usgd in

O the system was not supposed to be.
'

Additionally, there was improper welding of pipe whip

restrains. The stainless steel weldrod was used that should not

have been used in the weld. -

Q. Other than the weld problems with the safety related' components,
'

do you have knowledge of any other coristruction problems with this

site? .

A. Generally, there are a number of problems that I have previonaly

pointed out to the NRC staff in an investigation that occurred

around the time of February 21, 1979. One item was the installa-

't " '"S be "" "* * 24" globe valve, and associated pipingO
that could not be installed because of the interference with the

concrete wall resulting from the poor. construction practices.

O
Also, the housekeeping in the drywell area was extremely

.

'
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bad, especially in the area between the reflective insulation!

and the vessel wall. The crew who installed the reflective
shielding were required to wash all the metal surfaces with

O- i. .

demineralized water prior to installing of panels. At the last

time I was present on this site and had an opportunity to
'

inspect this area, there was all kinds of debris and dirt that

had gotten into the area and the crew at the time was wondering

why they should have cleaned them in the first place. The

reflective shielding that was installed was not properly
installed. When the crew installed the shielding, there were

screws left out and there are large gaps of k to inch between
~

the shielding panels. There was storage problems for some of

| the" pipes and val'ves on the site, specifically stop valves for

(]) turbin generators had been improperly stored and as a result

major repairs had to be made on them. The throttle valves had

not been protected, and this resulted in major maintenance pro-
blems. There are concrete anchors known as redhead concrete

~

anchors that were installed. The redheads in certain extent
,

had been. substituted with shorter anchors known as datchman

anchors because of rebar interference. In some cases, the,

anchors were not installed at all, but the bolts were tacked .

in place to make it look as if they had been properly installed.

Most of these installations were in the Turbine room with some of

[)
them being in the Reactor Building. There are large voids in

the grouting of the sacrificial shield wall. The voids were

caused by the inexcessability of placement areas in the improper
O placing consolidation techniques used during construction. As

.
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part of the interview that I had with the NRC staff and subse
,

quent to that on February 28, 1979, the inspectors were informed

and did find several areas of voids in this sacrificial shield.
Q. Contention 4(e) alleges specific flaws in construction. 4(e)1

specifically alleges that excessive water in the reactor hole

caused the concrete base to crack severely. What knowledge do
,

you have of this construction problem?

A. Concrete cracks have developed in the Reactor Building base.

This cracking might allow radiation to leak out of the Reactof

Building and it causes a concern in my own' mind of the structural

integrity of the base mat. The cracking may have impaired the

structural integrity of this structure. The cracking was caused

by ground water which was seeping through ,the radial and circum-

O terenciat cr cka present ta che base st e- oecroie sat =on -

Company has been grouting the cracks to seal and to prevent the

infilterating ground water. Because of che wide nature of
'

the problem and the extensive nature of the problem, I feel that

'the only concern is not the infilteration of ground water, but
,

also the ability of radiation ,to leave the area and the question
'

of the. structural integrity of the base mat.

Q. Contention 4(e)2 is an allegation that there were hairline cracks

in the structural steel currounding the drywell. What information

do you have on that?

In my various conversations wich trade an'd labor personnel that,A.

were involved with.the construction, I was informed of hair-

line cracks in the structural steel that was used in the Reactor
O

Building. My conversations with the NRC investigators has led me

-7-
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to believe that the cracking in the steel involved welded clip

angles which are welded to embedded plates in the walls of the

Reactor Building. i.

O Also, as a paft of the structural steel, there was excess
.

structure steel left over after completion of the RHR Building.

There was approximately 40 to 50 tons of excess reinforcing steel
i

left over after completion of the building. My conversations with

the trade and craft people on the job indicated that the feeling

that there was reinforcing steel left out of the construction.

Q. Do you have anything further' that you would like to add in the
'

way of evidence at this time? .

A. I wo,uld like to respond briefly to what I believe is Contention

4(d). It is my feeling from the experience that.I have had on

(]) this job and from the contacts I have had with the various

personnel that Detroit Edison replaced the supervisors in the

first general contractor, Ralph M. Parsons Company, because they

were unwilling to sacrifice quality control in order to expedite

the construction schedule. Parsons had two different teams of

management on the job. The first team of Parsons managers I

would per'sonally say, were too smart'and too honest. They

initially did an extremely efficient job in quality assurance'

and control. This led very rapidly to their dismissal or replace-

ment and the second group.of Parsons employees on the ' job were

(]) much less concerned about quality control or assurance programs.
.

Detroit Edison then used the halt in construction in 1974 to
further replace Parsons management and to substitute Daniel

O Construction Company which had less of a concern for.the quality
.

.
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assurance responsiblities.
)

~

.

Q. The last Contention that we would like to discuss with you is

Contention 8. In Contention 8 the allegation is that in evacua-

() tion of the Stony Pointe area the only road leading to and from

the area lies very close to the reactor site, and in the event

of an accident the resins would have to t' ravel towards the
e.

accident before they could move away from it. Please state
'

what personal knowledge you have of the location of the site

and the proposed escape route involving an accident at the

site.
.

A. As I previously stated, I live at 5739 Nelson Drive, in Newport,

Michigan. This is in the Stony Pointe area. The only access

road to and from the Stony Pointe area is approximately one (1)

(]) mile from the site and runs for a length of one (1) mile .

.

parallel to the site before a major road is insected that would

carry the persons away from the site of the accident. In the

event of'an accident where there was a release of radioactivity
in the air which would cause the plume to move towards this road,

the people in the Stony Pointe. area would be trapped in a condi-

tion that would force them to travel through a possibly highly

T'is would beradioactive area before they would be safe. h

extremely hazardous to their health. The only other way to

leave the area would be by aircraft or by boat, which would.

{) require the evacuees to abandon their property and would require

some form of planning to enable the mass evacuation to be carried

out in a timely and orderly' manner. To the best of my knowledge,

O
this has not been proposed or plans have not been discussed which

-9
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would use this method of evacuation as an alternative in the
(:) .

event of an accident.

Q. Mr. Kuron, do you have anything f'urther that you would like to

add at this time to this testimony? .

A. At the present time I believe I have stated the basis of my
.

'

concerns and the extent of my knowledge about the construction

practices on the site. If in the meantime I have any additional

: information that I recall or would like to present, I will

reserve the right to do that orally before the Board Hearing.

Q. Does this complete your prepared testimony? ..

.

A. Yes it does.
.

.

.

.

9

0
.
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5 1 MR. HOWELL: Thank you, your Honor. Mr. Kuron is

() 2 available for cross examination.

3 CROSS EXAMINATION

() 4 BY MR. VOIGT:

g 5 Q. Mr..Kuron, I direct your attention to page five of your
A.

@ 6 prepared statement, and specifically the last answer on that page.
R
$ 7 Is it correct, sir, that you previously have identified
M

] 8 a number of problems to the NRC Staff?

d
d 9 A Yes. Two investigators from NRC, one Shawn Phillips and
s
$ 10 Mr. March come to my home and asked me if I had anything that I
&
g 11 would like to discuss with them, that they were sent down by
~s
y 12 somebody higher than them. They sat in my living room for two days ,

=

(]})
13 approximately six hours each dap. I had a lot of questions, a lot

| 14 of answers, and a lot of coffee.
$
2 15 Q I take it, sir, you had a very full opportunity to bring
E
j 16 all of your concerns to their attention?
m

b' 17 A Yes, I did.
5
5 18 Q And thereafter, did the NRC inspectors take you on a
f

$ 19 tour, an unescorted tour of the site of the Fermi 2 facility so
5

20 that you could point out some of these deficiencies to them?i
|

21 A It seemed that they had some difficulty in locating

22
) some of the problems that I pointed out to them at my home, so

23 they asked me by phone if I would be good enough to come to the

24 job site and show them firsthand where some of these problems

25 , existed. I said that I would.
I

; ALDERSON REPO'1 TING COMPANY. INC.
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6 1 After about -- I come to the job site the following day,

O 2 1 mean, about e,oo e.c1ock, and it took aboue ewo hours of

3| interrogation and investigation and humiliation before I was

O 4 a110wed to so on the sob ehae 1 hed suse 1efe e week or two before.
S 5 I did tour the job with these investigators.
0
@ 6 0 During the process of that tour, you were not accompanied
N

$ 7 by anyone from Detroit Edison; is that correct?
A
! 8 A No, sir, not tha t I know of.
d '

d 9

$.
Q How long did this walking tour with the inspectors take,

$ 10 sir?
$
$ II A I'd say approximate 1r, I'd say about five or six hours.
s

y 12 We got out about 5:00 o' clock that afternoon.
Ei

Oi' O Did you request ccess to any portion of the plant that1

x I4| you were not granted?
&
g 15 A No, sir.
=

d I6
Q Mr. Kuron, is there anything in your prepared statement

h
I7 |

| that has been admitted into evidence in this proceeding concerning
=

{ 18 CEE's Contention Number 4 that you weren't able to bring to the
P"

19
3 attention of these NRC inspectors at that time?
n

20 A Where is Number 4? That's quality assurance? Are you

2I
speaking of quality assurance?

22 9 7.m speaking of Contention 4, Mr. Kuron, and my question
23 to you, is there anything in your prepared statement that you've

q 24j given to the Board today that you did not bring to the attention ofV '

25
the NRC inspectors when they came to your home and interviewed yout

>
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7 1 and when they gave you an opportunity to spend five hours walking
2 around the site?

3 A Well, not being an attorney, I've got to be very careful

O 4 in my words. I'm sure you'd make much of enything thee I might
5y misinterpret or make a mistake on. So I would ask you again, I

a

f 6 don't know what contention you are talking about. What concern~
n
*
!!. 7 are you talking about?
A
j 8 Q Sir, I'm talking about all of the concerns that you
d
$ 9 have raised over the years about quality assurance, constructionz
O

h
10 defects, all of those matters that are embraced within your

=
II Contention 4. I am excluding from my question anything to do with

f I2 evacuation which is a separate subject.
c

Oi' ^ we11, 1 cea essure you of oae chiag. ^11 of my coaceras

| 14 and things that I've seen in the years on the job, I'd have a
D
_

15
bigger pile of papers than I've got here now. I haven ' t go t them

j 16 all down here. I've just got down here what I think we can prove
us

h
I7

1 or at the immediate time to bring before this Licensing Board.
-

f 18
Q Sir, that is not my question.

U I9g A Okay, give it to me again.
n

| 20
Q My question is, have you brought up anything in your

21
testimony here that you didn't bring to the attention of the

22Q inspectors?

I3 A No, no, this is part of it.
.i

24
Q Thank you. I have no further questions.

25
MR. SWANSON: No questions.

1
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1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Mr. Howell, is it your intention

() 2 to represent this witness with respect to Contention 8?

3 MR. HOWELL: Yes, we would recall him at the time that

() 4 Contention 8 is before the Court.

e 5 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Very well.
N

3 6 BOARD EXAMINATION
k
{ 7 BY JUDGE MORRIS :
3
[ 8 Q Mr. Kuron, -- do I pronounce your name properly?
d
d 9 A First time. Thank you.
i

h 10 0 I'd like to ask a few questions just for clarification
!
j 11 to help my understanding. I have read your testimony and the
3

y 12 responses, but I wonder if it's your belief that there are any
5

(} 13 flaws in the structure of the Fermi plant at this time that have

| 14 not been repaired adequately which could lead to safety problems
$
2 15 in plant operation?
5
y 16 A It's a very good question. Yes, I think that the flaws
W i

d 17 | in the so-called sacrificial shield, there is no way in the world
5
5 18 that you can detect them today. No way in the world. I think that
5j 19 the flaws in the welding, and I know enough about welding, that
n

20 they could not detect even through the most, the best methods of

21 detection.

m 22 What we've got to count on is good, first class welders
_ |

23 ' who are jealous of their trade and who want to do a good job. I

24

O.<
think that the welding that has been done in the last few years has

,

25 been very good, but up until that time, I'm afraid they left a lot
9
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Ia to be desired. A lot of this welding is hidden in concrete.

() 2
That's why I asked the question, what is the life of this plant.

3 Thirty, fourty years. These things will not, they will not.

() 4
Now, as far as the sacrificial shield is concerned, it

5j is an intricate shield with,the grouting in it. I'm sure we've

8 6|
3 seen a model of the reactor at the site. I want to assure you
8 '

"
j that the model in its concrete work, any resemblance between that
e6
5 85 and what is actually in the sacrificial shield, is purely
d
6 9

coincidental. I never saw no veep holes. I was told by the.j
c
[ 10). people working on the job that there was no way that you could
=
E 11
g get the grout in properly. By vibration -- at times, the

d 12
3 vibrators got stuck. They couldn't get them out. They just cut
9

O s: 13
the holes and let them go in there, keep filling.i

$ 14
y We talked about a small amount of voids. Those of us
_

9 15
g whc know the amount of 2 yards of grout wouldn't say it was a
_

T 16
y small amount. Just -- I've got it in my notes.

H 17
g Please bear with me. I want to be ?recise.
_

M 18
= I put them away so good I lost them.
#

19-

g Now, in fact, here less than a couple of years ago,'

20 '
Mr. Kutch, the general foreman, went into a given area, drilled

21
new holes, and poured two and a half yards of concrete grout into

22
)s ,

this void. I think that Mr. Phillips and Mr. Marsh indicated in
i

23 '
their reports, yes, they did buy a tyne, they called it, sound out

24() various arins that were hollow.

25 j
i Now, we went a little bit further. We built a mock

h
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10 I model of a particular section that we were going to pour tomorrow.

O 2 The cargeneers bu11e thie exact mode 1. under ese best of condietoms<

3 and in fact it was done on the third floor of the Turbine

O 4| aundine. The er- t wee e- red under the bese of -nditions and

5{ vibrated under the best of conditions. The following day, thesea
0 !

@ 6 forms were torn apart to show this concrete work. There were voids,

R
$ 7 there were honeycombs.
sj 8 Now, by actual testing, I saw with my own eyes. I

d
o 9 didn't hear it. I saw it. I made sure that I saw it. Of course,

N
g 10 that's one of the reasons I'm not around there today. But

$
j 11 nevertheless, it's a very good question. There's no way in the
is

j 12 world you could properly fill this sacrificial shield, and I don't
=

0 i '3 xnow waet it'= eunctioa is, but 1'= ==re thee ther a ve ree oa to

$ 14 take this about three-quarter inch steel, both sides, it's a shell ,

$
R 15 and fill it with this concrete, section at a time.
E

j 16 And I know one of the boys who was very serious about
e

{ 17 it. I said, Okay, if you feel that way about it, Mr. Marsh and

18 Mr. Phillips are over to the Howard Johnson's right now, go nd
c
$ 19 see them. This young man went over, and he had a heart-to-heart
6 1

20 l talk with them. He gave it to them straight. The following day,
|

21 I talked to another boy. He had a guilty conscience about this

22 thing. I said, okay, go and see Mr. Marsh and Mr. Phillips,

23 i they're over to the Howard Johnson's. I don't know what he told

' 24 them. I wanted to be open and above board and above all, I don't

25j want my integrity questioned at any time. This young man went over I

!a
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11 I and he told them -- in fact, he's the guy that told me about when

O 2 the vibrators would get stuck at this intricate -- it was a honey-

3 comb deal. When it gets stuck in there, you just cut it off and

O 4 throw 1,in there, forsee it, xeeg going, they had worx to eo.

g 5 So then the welds -- now, when you called for a P-38
N.
j 6 rod, there's a reason for it.
R

8nd T16 b 7

7.j 8

e 9jd

$y 10

3_
-

a
y 12

s

O i '3

$ 14

a
2 15

$
g 16
x
[[ 17

:
$ 18
_

19-

5 |
20 |

21

22'

I23

o 4|
25

4
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117 1 The engineers in there, which is too many, and that hae
u/pd

(v) 2 decided they've got to have a P 38 rod, then after you make a
'

3 mistake and use another low hydragen rod and you find out you made

O 4 a mistake and you report it, and, in fact, the boss come back andG

e 5 he says, holy cow, we used the wrong rod. So what do we do? Well,
t.'

$ 6 you make a lot of noise about it and then, of course, we change
7 the specification, the paper work. Now it's okay, right. That's

;;
j 8 not very hard to do.
0
0; 9 As this gentleman said, how much of the QC work is paperz

10 work? How much of it is visual work and this is what I'm afraid.

5 II I'm deathly afraid. I'm 65. I ain't got that much time to goa

g 12 and I'm going to be here to see it come or go, but when you see
5

() g
13 these things happen and 90 percent of QC is paper work,10 percent

j 14 is visual work, and half of the time that idiot don't know what
b
_

15 he's doing in the first place. So we keep on going, and this is

j 16 what I'm absolutely afraid.
us

h I7 ! Now we talked about the clips and that in testimony here
-

f 18 from the Cantric High School in the ending of my testimony, a
s
''

19
g young man come over and he said, Mr. Kuron, he said they just found

20 out that all of the structural steel in and around the vessel on
21 1the first floor of the reactor had hairline cracks in it and every-

W

22 8| thing else and the Detroit Edison people at Cantric High School('; !
v i

'

disappeared like flies right now.

24 !
('s : They come back the next day and they admitted that the

25JL problem was there, but it wasn' t only a few days and it's all
;
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|

|2 i covered with concrete, the first floor of the Reactor Building is |

\

j h 2 covered with concrete. It was like a big wagon wheel with steel !

i

! 3 going into the center of the reactor itself, the shell, and there
! '

. Q 4 was cracks in there. There was bad welds in there and everything

.a 5 else, but it's covered. It's covered. There is no way you can
! E

3 6 check it, no way.
|

g.

& 7 So you asked me about things that we can't go back any-
M

j 8 more.
O

! c; 9 Now, I want to show you something, a lot of discussion,
z4

h 10 a lot of discussion about redheads, sinchankers and everything
$

]- .$
11 else. I've carried this around and wore the bag out.

,

y 12 Let me show you. I believe firsthand, that's what they,

5

O i 13 ca ed a redhead. That's a name for this thing here driven intoi

w
g 14 the bottom, and this, just like this one here, and it expands and
ti

j 15 it holds. These things at best are no good.

j 16 Becktelle Power, one of the largest construction firms ,

as

| | I7 in the world, will not even allow these on the job site, and we've |- x

f f 18 got tens of thousands of them in there. I know. I put them there,
, -"

19
j and I'll tell you, unfortunately, if the Board would look at them,

! 20
| the cut is even wrong. The cut is even wrong, cut down instead

21
of up. So the holding power on that would be zilch, I brought

22
Q that to their attention. Nobody listened. How come nobody

'

23 '
| listens to Kuron? Do I make a living off of this? No. I'm a

24

Q 65-year-old husband, married 40 years, six grandchildren. I don't

25 I
! need this, but I'm going to tell you something.
L

,.

j
'
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,

3 1 I wouldn't be in your shoes for your socks. You got

O 2 en emesome responsibt11cy. There isn'e a person on the vermt

3 site today who is a craf tsman that wants to see it start. They're

O 4 making a good living out there. You've got over 4,000 people
I

e 5 out there right now and I don't want to be the one who shut it
$
j 6 down, but I don't want to see that thing licensed and destroy

7 that area, and so I say to you and I thank you again, you people
n
j 8 have been very good to me. You've been very democratic. You've
d
:! 9 let me go outside the bounds of this legal end of it because -I
$

10 never could compete that way, but with the proper questioning,

5 11 I can te11 you what's in my mind and in my heart and which I know.
a

| 12 I have ten years of evidence there. I lost my j ob

13Q because of this, but I'm not sorry, not a damned bit. So you fire

| 14 all the questions you want.
$_

15 The young man said something about, well, there was a
j 16 minimum amount of void, two-and-a-half yards. That's a lot ofs

h
I7

concrete. That's a big hole there somewhere. Honeycomb. When we
=

f 18
put these redheads into the ceiling and we rua into honeycomb,

U ain't nothing going t'o hold that.
20 One of my carpenter friends almost got a shoulder broke
21 when the hanger fell out and hit him across the shoulder and the

Q thing was taped with silver tape shoved up there.
,

23 ''
Talking about QC, Mr. White, who is no longer with these

24 i
O | people, told us at the community college, yes, we got pipe hanger

25| trouble and Kuron blew the whistle on that too. And two years,
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1

4 1 later and about two million dollars, they straightened it out, 1

O 2 they straightened it out.

3 So if I haven't done anything, I've at least made some

O 4 e tre ti ns in that direction.

e 5 Please feel free. I don't care. To my mind, the dumb
d

3 6 question is the one you don't ask, and before I go on into a

7 bigger, longer speech, we're liable to be here until midnight,
a
j 8 but I'm here and I'll give you the best I know how and my
0
9 9 credibility, even if they don't like me, at least they know that
$

| 10 I'm not a liar.
=
5 11 So you're the smart guys, not me. I'm just an iron-
is

| 12 worker. I'm just an ironworker, and what bothers me, if I know
13 this, what do the higher-ups know? '

! 14 I've had an engineer that's been on 13 atomic jobs.
#
,2 15 He ' d come in , told me, he said, two weeks. I submitted my resume
j 16

back into the field. I'm getting out of here. I got a goodw

h
I7 reputation and today I can give you names of people who have lef t

=

f 18
here and it's up to you to check it out and check it and rua it

C I9
g down. That's a can of worms out there. That's a can of worms

20
out there. There is nobody in Monroe County here that thinks that

21 you're going to not give them the license because I have, in my

Q possession and the supervisor sits here, a building permit for
23 ''

nine million dollars.

Q The job started out and you can say whatever you will.
25

h The job started out with a lie or a horrible mistake. They have a
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5 building permit from Frenchtown Township for nine million dollars.j

2 Now, were they lying or were they ignorant? You take

3 your choice.

g 4 Now, the thing has gone over two billion dollars

several months back., and as I told you some July's ago when they're 5 e
5

3 6 going to load fuel next July. I said, why are you saying this to
7 these people? You ain' t going to load fuel in July or next July.

I'd like to know when are we going to load fuel and then I'll bet _ , .

8

a
you a dollar to a doughnut it will be a year or two later becaus(:s 9

i 7

@ 10 here on in they're going to run into chaos. Chaos, because the
i

z
_j 1

important thing is being done now and they're going to run ]
11 most

s ,

j 12 into chaos. .

E
13 I've pointed out things and Edison has taken into -

,

@ 14 cons ideration. Mr. Bill Masey and I have sat down about four ' '
$

15 different occasions and I've never come away when the old man
j 16 didn't listen and do what was right, but I couldn' t get within ae
p 17 | block of him anymore. You can't get past these lawyers. You talk5

} 18 about security. Hell, they should be out there, not security.
E

19, Now, I don't want to make myself obnoxious, but pleasen i
20

ask these questions, and I thank you for being as democratic as _,,
21 you have in allowing me to say it in my way. I'm not a lawyer and
22 if you want to confine me to the rigid rules of the practices that
23 '

; you probably have had, I'd be lost. All I've got is my heart ahd
'

i

24 my big mouth and please --
25 "

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I think you've gone pretty far -

,

!
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,- '-

6 1 beyond thd question.
.

_, ,
,

,

.

O. '
^

-

2 : i I unow. 1 a1 ways do. If you don' t believe it, ask
'

'

,' 3 the Chairinan of the Board.
~

/,
_ .

'

O ., CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: I'm not sure we have anymore4

, ~s
g questions for'you at this time.5

'e
.

6" A Noudon'twant
'

to_take a chance?
7

' bh'ad' to say' tha t.
-

7t
'

5. /
~

. . -

-

. , ' , A 8*
.

CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Do you have-ariymore questions?
, _ _

.3 ',' ,

d ^9
JUDGE' MORRIS: Well, I just want to point out, I'm not

"

2. "
. . _

g
- -

g
10 a lawyer,either,1Ms..Kuron. -

~

, -

m ,- ,..
IIj A Well, yo'u might make it'.' ,

-,;g.12{ - _

<

.
, , . . -. . /:

BY JUDGE MORRISi" '(Resuming) -' .g
ourvroitemistoerv.todeterminewhetherornot0 :t ' o this-

,-. y

~y - plant deserves a lic,ense and that the legal proceeding ceafines us
. ,

' ;s
;

-,-.
~

.
, ( 15 . to the . contentions we are~ faced with. '

-
' _

~ . - 16
'

g .A Right.
-

, , - , ,
,

p 17
g- Q And this particular'one has to do with whether or not"'

E 18

.$here remain faulty construction or. design practices. or QA, QC,
'

=
5 19 l

_j ] and I think the record shows clearly that there hahe been in the~

' ' '

past and that's not ur '.que to this site.
..

21 '..

,

A No. No. -
'

[ Q But part of the QA PEAgram is 'to detect these things and
23 if

to make sure that they're adequately'talbn care of.,

24 ' <

, So I'm really concerned 'about whether there are defects
'

25 g 'n that plant today which would indeed affect safe
,

'

<i

|
. opera tion.'

-
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=

\- %
'g

''

b3 7 .ygy.
"

1 -.

9,, ;.
-

7 1 A I'm glad you^ askeil that question. -
:.Q ,n ,y,

O 2 q well, don ' t interrupe me, ple,3e. .
1

.x
'

'
3 , 4

And I'm afraid that this doesg.ets you .into diff5.culty
'

,m
. >., ,

-

O ' "" * * *"S ' ** "' '"* "* d'' "'" > "'i '''r' .,it ' s a hanger or vo id
' ,

.

se 5 .. - ,o

6 in concrete to the alteendre safety of' operation to that plant.
- - . . . ,

@ 6
Af ter all of 'the faNection,Y E has done,i the. pre- '

Qa
. - ~

$ 7
operational testing ic-done, schrt-up . testing is. done,' what is the; , -

. .-] 8 real impact on safety? I know that's a-Youg5 question.a -
. .,j If you can hddress is shoYely, -I'd be happy to heai an -

.

9 , .. .

'

10 s.

'
'answer. s S ~

= x .-
*s

s
, , _ - -- <.|U ,

All right[ I'm glad you broughtIhat up because IA
y

' ' m,
E 12 e .N

wanted to make some'correcti[ns in 'some of, the things that wereg -

.'c 'i3 .

; -
. ,,

O g_ br ught out here#
., ,ss

' ' "

E 14 J ~

'$

y This _ place here ren'inds me very irisch o$ the. base of the
w

. . .

g is
- t3,,,, 1 1,1, c3,,31,,,,p1,c, ,, ,e,,1 1, eg,e

. . ..
-y,,,,,, ,,, 1 y,,

x
-

t
-

f16 and we had a waterfall coding otit of thTe cor'nk We had two.

.m1 -

b
I7

seven-inch pumps goNtg day atid night' for[tuo-End'-a-haif years over
.

'

= ~
- yM 18 .. . .

-

= there.
i: This rotton rock was 'spewinsinater, all jhe time. We had

j9 '- g.w
j two seven-inch pumps going 24' hours a' day'| seQn days a week,

20 \ I '

'' '-
-

bailing this water out. The base of this(reacr.or is 18 feet thick,s

s- -.

21 '

So I questioned seriously hos you could have a six-inch crack in
22

s . 'l''

a -- it was put in six-fsot Vlabs, 18-foot thick, and I was the
23 , '

'

;
guy who pointed out the cracks in thy floo{because water was24 '
running in the floor and I think the NRC shui them down .for a time,

j until they put four sub-holes in th'e' basement of tNat foundation
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8 1 in that site.

O 2 Now, we talk about pressure grouting and this is part
3 of the safety of it all. There is a lot of noise about pressure

O 4 stoucias-

3 5 Now, this whole hole was pressure grouted which means
Qj 6

'

every two foot a two-inch hole was drilled to the very bottom
s
8 7 and under very intensive pressure, this soup, this grout was
a
j 8 forced into these so-called cracks and crevices, so on and so
d
ei 9 forth.
[

10 I want to tell you, Gentlemen, it didn't work. When

@ 11 we put in the sub-holes, we put four holes in and they were undera

| 12 the best of conditions, solid bedrock. We drilled every two foot

O!I two-inch holes, pressure grouted that hole because we knew we
14 were going to put those sub-holes in the four corners.

15 Under the best of conditions, when we started jack-
j 16 hammering those holes at 18-foot wide, 28-foot deep, when wem

| I7 started jackhammering those holes, there was a five-horse pump
:::

} 18 in the center of that hole pumping the water out and the ' man on the

jackhammer, two of them, was in rain gear and boots. Pressure

20
grouting didn ' t work.

21
So I'm very concerned about the piping between the RHR

O Building and the reactor and that's 25, 30, 40 feet in the ground.
23 '

Any way in the world that that springs a leak, there is no way in
24 ,

O I the world we could know it. There is no way in the world you could
25

[ check that pipe that goes between the building. We are floating to

$
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9 1 water. It's a bad hole. It's a bad hole. We're floating in

O 2 water and they kept these pumps going for two-and-a-half years

3 because they were afraid of floatation and woulon't it be ironic,

O 4 I and I don't know how much damage, but they got the cracks. They

n 5 talk about hairline cracks. Well, I could put my hand in some
8
3 6 of those cracks in this foundation 18-foot thick.
5
M., 7 I reported that to the NRC. My friend, Tom Morgan, who
b
g 8 you heard earlier, and I went to Bethesda, Maryland, and we made
a
c; 9 our concerns known and we were well received there again and
$ L

10 unbeknown to the NRC while all of this construction is going on,

5 11 they're blasting the living hell out of us with a quarry operation
a

| 12 on site.

S

Q j
13 Now, wouldn't it be ironic that this grain concrete

@ 14
would crack, the walls crack along with the flocr, wouldn't it be

$

f15 ironic , that they, themselves, caused these cracks in the basement
16

floor or in the walls of this building because of their stupid
d 17
$ ! blasting, and you should have seen them gangs. There were three
=
M 18 of them. Three different gangs, all fired at one time or another,

19
j the biggest bunch of drunks in Monroe County, and I ought to know.

20 I was one of them.
21

Now, those are the things that happened and those are

O !
the things we reported, and believe me, the Bethesda, Maryland

23 I
j really took notice of it.

I

O 24 f So you talk about things that you -- there is nothingv 4

25 |we can do. You can't see it. You can't feel it, and I asked the
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10 1 question, you believe everything Edison te11s you, these reports?

O 2 ye11, he11, you got p11e, e, them, hot 1,, tee, ,,qc ,,,,,t,, y,,

3 put a guy's nose in there and see that it's done.

O we caixed ebe1t wetdins and thee e smart we1 der, sood'

5j welder, he's got pride in his work and those people out there on
v
3 6 the Fermi 2 are the best in the wor 1d, far none. They'll do what
,

7
you tell them to do, but if your boss don't know what the heti he's

2 8a doing, then we're all in troub1e, and this is what happened today.
a

%nd T17 f
'

h 10
-

o
j 11

a
j 12

s
d 13

O
$ 14

e
2 15

s
y 16
us

y 17

:
$ 18 .

E

[ 19 ,.
a

20

21

22

0
23 '

24 i

25
1

N
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PAL

I
y We are in trouble, we got over two billion dollar plant,

2 and I want to tell you it ain't going to work.

3 Thank you for your indulgence. Believe me, I sure ap-
('%
(/ 4 preciate it. At least you let the old man say it. Thank you.

5 Here's looking at you. ,

h 0 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Thank you very much.
R

MR. KURON: Is that all?
s
j 8 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: That's all.
d

'
(Applause.)

c

h MR. KURON: Gentlemen, let me say this off the record.
=
kI I want to thank you for coming down to Monroe. I think that I'mW

fI one of the guys that twisted your arm on that, and let me say,i

c

() I welcome to Monroe. I hope you'll find your stay educational and

b I4 beneficial.
$

hI Thank you again.
m

y 6 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: We are ready for Staff case.
W

hI MR. SWANSON: At this time, then, I would ask the Board
=
$ 18

to' recall the panel that we had previously sworn, Mr. Barrett,=
#
3 Mr. Little, Mr. Wescott, Mr. Phillips and Mr. Hawkins.
n

20 Whereupon,

2I
HARRY S. PHILLIPS

22
(]) ' called as witness by Counsel for the NRC Agency, having previously

2
been duly sworn by the Chairman, resumed the stand, was examined

(-}; 24 | and testified as follows:
1

25 '
i and Whereupon,
!

t ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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2 1 HARVEY M. WESCOTT
i

f'/) 2; called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Agency, having previous.Lgw
,

3 been duly sworn by the Chairman, resumed the stand, was examined

(]) 4 and testified further as follows:

g 5 and Whereupon,
9

h 6 BRUCE LITTLE
R
& 7 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Agency, having
n
j 8 previously been duly sworn by the Chairnan, resumed tne stand,
a
d 9 was examined and testified further as follows:
i

h 10 and Whereupon,

!
-j 11 F. C. HAWKINS
s

:j 12 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Agency, having pre-
5

13 viously been duly sworn by the Chairman, resumed the stand, was

| 14 examined and testified further as follows:
$
2 15 and Whereupon,
N

y 16 PAUL A. BARRETT
A

b' 17 called as a witness by Counsel for the NRC Agency, having pre-
i 5

M 18 viously been duly sworn by the Chairman, resumed the stand, was,

3'

$ 19 examined and testified further as fcilows:
n

20 CROSS EXAMINATION

21 MR. SWANSON: The direct testimony, gentlemen, has

22 already been submitted, and at this time I make them available for

23 , cross examination.

24 i BY CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN:() !

25 0 As your testimony indicates, which of these aitnesses

I

f
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3 is going to testify to which part in the Contention, or not?1

() 2 MR. SWANSON: Yes, on page two, Answer 4, indicate the

3 person responsible for section of the testimony. If it would be

(]) 4 convenient for the Board the witnesses could identify orally in

e 5 the general area that they are responsible for.
U
8 6 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: The testimony, itself, is suffi-
e
R
8 7 cient. Are the witnesses available for cross examination?
:

f8 MR. SWANSON: Yes, they are.

d
d 9 MR. HOWELL: I have no cross examination of these
i

h 10 witnesses.
E
5 11 MR. VOIGT: My first question would be addressed to
'<
s
d 12 Mrs. Marsh and Phillips.
E
o
d 13 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: There is no witness Marsh.r-

! $
$ 14 MR. VOIGT: Thank you.w
$
2 15 BY MR. VOIGT:
5
y 16 Q Mr. Phillips, referring to the inspection report, num-
M

g 17 ber 5341/79-04, which has been received in evidence in this pro-
5
$ 18 ceeding as Appendix A, prepared statement of the NRC Panel, were

5

{ 19 you one of the individuals who interviewed Mr. Kuron?
n

20 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) Yes, I am.

21 Q Was that interview conducted at his home?

22| A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) Yes, it was.

,

23 | Q How much time did you and Mr. Marsh spend talking to

24| Mr. Kuron?() !

25[ A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) As he previously stated, the better

!
.

,

i

0
'
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3
1 part of two days.

() 2 O In your opinion did he have an adequate opportunity to

3 present his concerns tg you in those two days worth of conver-

() 4 sation?

e 5 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) Yes.
E
9

@ 6 Q Now, the report indicates that on February 21, 1979
R
R 7 Mr. Kuron was taken on a walking tour of the facility. Which of
sj 8 you gentlemen was involved in the walking tour?
d
d 9 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) I was,

b
$ 10 WITNESS WESCOTT: We all were, at one time or another.
E
E 11 WITNESS LITTLE: We all were at one time or another.
s
j 12 BY MR. VOIGT:
E

-

[~}
13 Q How long did the walk actually take?

| 14 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) Probably from about 10:00 o' clock
Y '

P 15 until approximately 4:00 or 4:30, then we retired to review all of
N
j 16 the areas identified, to make sure they had all been identified.
W

6 17 0 I see. Was there any area that Mr. Kuron wanted to
N
M 18 show you that he was denied access to?
_

0
19 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) No.g

5

20 0 At the conclusion of the tour did you feel that he had

21 been given an opportunity to point out, to the best of his ability,
es 22 all of the things that he had identified?
(-)

23 ! A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) Yes, andin addition, we asked if

Os
24 | there were any other concerns that we may have listed at that

!

25 ' time, to go back and doublecheck to assure that we didn't inadver-
!

f
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I tantly overlook something.

2 Q I see. Have you reviewed Mr. Kuron's prepared state-

3 ment that was filed in this proceeding?

O 4 ^ (W TNESS PH tt1PS) Yee, 1 heve.

e 5 Q
h

Did you bring anything in his prepared testimony that

@ 6 went beyond the concerns that he expressed to you at the time --
e".

$ 7 at the interview, when you took him on the walk?
'l
j 8 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) As I recall, I don't recognize
d

Q[ 9 anything.

5
g 10 MR. VOIGT: I have no further questions, your honor.
s
j 1I EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD
is

( 12 BY JUDGE MORRIS:
:::

13 Q Mr. Phillips, if I understood the Applicant's testimony

h 14 there is no current or proposed surveillance plan for the con-
$

15 crete slab, is that your understanding?

j 16 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) I would like to defer that question
us

N 17 to Mr. Little.
#
{ 18 WITNESS LITTLE: There's one that I'm aware of -- that
-

c
19g vas inspected and closed.

M

20 WITNESS PHILLIPS: I left the project in '79, so I

21 wouldn't have current knowledge. That's the reason I deferred

G 22 the question.
V

23 ! BY JUDGE MORRIS:

24 Q Is there anyone on the Panel who could comment on whether

25 $ -- or on the desirability of such a surveillance plan?
il
!

l
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1 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) I would like to address it. I feel

() 2 that, based on past experience in the concrete industry, that the

3 type of problems they were experiencing would have manifested

(]) 4 themselves well within the monitoring period, and that any further

e 5 monitoring wasn't required.
E
9

3 6 0 On a different subject, the subject of records of non-
R
& 7 destructive examination of welds, that could not be saved or
s
j 8 reconstructed as a result of fire or other processes, does a
e
d 9 memb0r of the Panel recall about how many welds needed to be re-

$
$ 10 examined because the records could not be restored or found?
E
j II A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) I was one that observed the records
k

j 12 that had been burned. There were very few records that had actu-
=

('N, f 13 ally been destroyed. The main quality assurance involved was --
s_/ m

m

s 14 these were just working records that were out on the desk being
$

{ 15 reviewed in the process.
m

j 16 I left the project in '79 and I'm going to have to just
A

d' 17 | recall f ro m memory. I believe, from reading the testimony of
$

{ 18 the Applicant, that there were only two -- perhaps two nondes-
9
$ 19 tructive records where they had to go back and actually retest.
n

20 0 were these in safety related systems?

2I A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) I did not follow up on that parti-

(~%
22 cular period. I'd have to refer that to one of the gentlemen%]
23 that's still on the project, since I didn't follow up on that.

24| WITNESS BARRETT: I can't answer that.s

i

25 , BY JUDGE MORRIS:
i.
d
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1 Q But in any event, they were reexamined according to

() 2 code procedures. Is that your understanding?

3 A (WITNESS PHILLIPS) That's my understanding.

() 4 WITNESS LITTLE: Is this the question where there was

s 5 burned records on the desk?
9
3 6 WITNESS PHILLIPS: Yes.
R
& 7 WITNESS LITTLE: This item was reinspected subsequent
sj 8 to this 7904 inspection and was closed, the report indicates the
d
o; 9 two weld process destroyed beyond reconstruction -- they said
z

h 10 this matter was closed after assuring a copy of these records was
z|

=
4 11 restored.
k

$ 12 JUDGE MORRIS: I have no further questions.
3

(s') y 13 BY JUDGE SCHINK:
=

| 14 Q Mr. Kuron gave us concrete anchors to consider. Are
$j 15 these used in great numbers in the plant?
=
y 16 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes.
w

d 17 Q It would be a matter of some concern if'these were to
! $

{ 18 fail in large numbers, would it not?

E
19g A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes,

n
20 Q In installing these, I gather that somebody drills a

21 hole into the concrete, is that correct?

22 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes.{)
23 | Q And then you = hove this in with something that expands

24 the end as you tighten on it, which requires that the hole be-

1 '

25 .: drilled straight and approximately true to diameter. Is that a
,

h
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1; difficu1t thing to do?

O 2 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Not critically.

3 Q If somebody were to come along 1ater and pull on one of

O 4 these wou1d he ne - e to ee11 whether te was groger1r inste11ed

e 5 or not?
h
@ 6 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes.
R
$. 7 Q Has that ever happened?
A

| 8 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes, it does. Typical 1y during the
d

! 9 instal 1ation of expansion anchors there is a test program, therez

h 10 is a samp1e program, or 100 percent testing on it -- installed
E

$ 11 anchors to verify that they wil1 meet the~ design requirement.
3

. p 12 0 Have any of you ever persona 11y either done the pulling
5,

Oi' or ohservea che heine eu11ea?>

h I4 A (WITNESS BARRETT) I haven't.
$
g 15 WITNESS HAWKINS: None.
:

y 16 WITNESS LITTLE: I have not.
us

I7 WITNESS WESCOTT: I observed some being pul1ed. They

f 18 use a " port-a-pack" hydraulic system -- what they ca11 a hydrau-

is
19g 1ic system where they make a bridge, put them over the bolt and

n

20 actua11y take them up to the required tension. And as a resu1t

21 of this -- well, I'm not sure it's the resu1t -- as a result of

22] this investigation I know that they had intended to go back and

23 do 100 percent inspection on these anchors.

24 Q The answer that they had intended to go back and do a

25 | hundred percent re-inspection makes me think that perhaps you
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1 -experience a high rate of failure, is that correct?

O 2 A (W1TNESS WEsCOTT) I don e know whee the reee of fe1-
3 lure was.

g] 4 0 The test, itself, is a relatively static one? There is

e 5 no shaking or vibration involved?
$

h 6 A (WITNESS WESCOTT) No.
R
$ 7 0 Would shaking or vibration increase the failure rate?

8 A (WITNESS WESCOTT) I would think so, yes.rs

d
:! 9 0 But you are not aware of what kind of failure rates
E

@ 10 were being experienced?
$
j 11 A (WITNESS WESCOTT) No, I'm not,
is

j 12 Q Let me shift to a different set of questions. Now,
SQ g 13 again, Mr. Kuron talked about water flowing into the dry well at'

U m

! 14 a rapid rate during the construction process. I water still
E
E 15 flowing in? Is there a continuous pumping required now?
$
g 16 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) It was not in the last part of
us

t| 17 , February 1979, during our inspection -- there was not.
E i

[ 18 WITNESS LITTLE: I've been in there a number of timesc
8

19 since then. I've not seen any water thoca times.g
n

20 WITNESS PHILLIPS: I never observed any during the ti:te

21 -- several months period.

22 MR. SWAhSON: I just have one very brief follow up line.
!

23 ! This is a follow up to Mr. Morris' question about cracking. I

24 ' believe the question is probably best answered by Hawkins, although "
.

! 25| anyone who feels he can answer it. It's brief -- and I'm going

.
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I to refer now to the Allegation 20 in your report -- the last two

() 2 pages of the report -- concrete brse -- is that -- the matter

3 discussed there, is that the same cracking that you were discus-

(]) 4 'sirg in response to Morris' question of follow up inspections and
5g the observance of expansion -- of cracking -- since it was first

a

h 0 repcrted by the Applicant?
R
*
" 7 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) Yes, when I stated that the monitor-
a
8 8 ing program was adequate I was referring to the crack you'ren

d

referring to in that allegation.

10
Q Okay, and on page 27 you indicate that there was a --

u
$ II

the author of this document indicates final report from the Ap-E

plicant dated November 1974, identifying the cracking, is that
.5 13es

( ) g correct?

A (WITNESS HAWKITS) Yes.
x
0 15
h Q Can I say -- I presume, from that, the cracking wasx

T 16
g first discoverCd probably some time before that, is that correct?

h A (WITNESS HAWKINS) I believe several years.
-

M 18
CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Before that -- before 1974?-

h
19

8 MR. SWANSON: That is correct.n

20
BY MR. SWANSON:

21
Q And on the next page you indicate you made an observa-

22('% tion in February 1979 and observed no evidence of continued water
L) *

23
i seepage from the cracking, is that correct?
3

(~} 24f A (WITNESS HAWKINS) That's correct.
v

25 ; O And it's your -- your conclusion then, that that is an
i

i
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I adequate passage of time in which to monitor whether or not the

() 2 matter is a continuing -- the problem is a continuing one, is

3 that it?

() 4 A (WITNESS HAWKINS) That is correct.

5 MR. SWANSON: I have no further questions. ,

h 6 MR. VOIGT: No further questions.
R
b 7 CHAIRMAN ltILHOLLIN: The witnesses are excused.
sj 8 (Witnesses excused.)
d
d 9 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Just a moment.z,

10 (Discussion off the record.)
=
j 'll
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IT19-1 CHAIRMAN MILHOLLIN: Well, this completes Contention 4.
D"'7w
5/ 2 The next item on our agenda is Contention 8e It might be best for

3 us to wait until tomorrow to take up contention 8.

( 4 It would be our disposition to begin at 9:00 o' clock,

5y at which time we will just begin in the same order with Contention
9
j 6

8.
R
*
E 7 If there is no other business before us this afternoon,
s
S 8M I would like to ask whether anyone would like to make an additional
d

limited appearance? We seem to have a little time.
O

h
10 Very well, not seeing anyone who wishes to make a

=

5 II limited appearance, we will now adjourn until 9:00 o' clock tomorrow
k
d 12z morning.

() I (Thereupon, hearing in the above-entitled matter was

3 14
'g adjourned until Thursday, April 1, 1982, at 9:00 a.m.)
_
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